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Abstract
The establishment of a successful symbiotic relationship between legumes and rhizobia
requires complex molecular communication between the two partners. Rhizobial
exopolysaccharide (EPS) has been implicated as a signalling molecule in this process. Wildtype Mesorhizobium loti strain R7A synthesises and secretes an O-actylated acidic EPS
composed of octameric subunits comprising a backbone of one galactose and three glucose
(Glc) residues, with a branch of two Glc, one glucuronic acid (GlcA) and a terminal riburonic
acid (RibA). In a previous study, it was proposed that wild-type R7A EPS plays a signalling
role promoting infection thread (IT) formation and the development of nitrogen-fixing
nodules. Mutants that were absent of EPS also allowed nodule development. In contrast,
truncated versions of R7A EPS produced by mutants affected in the synthesis of the EPS
branch was proposed to impair IT development by inducing plant defence responses. The
main aim of this study was to further test this hypothesis. In addition, previously unknown
genes responsible for the addition of GlcA and RibA were identified in this study.
Further evidence for the two classes of EPS biosynthesis mutants was provided by the
characterisation of symbiotically-proficient suppressor mutants of an EPS branch mutant
(R7AΔexoU). The suppressor mutants were previously isolated via a transposon mutagenesis
screen. It was found that the suppressor mutations were not caused by the transposon insertion
but instead were second-site mutations in genes involved in the EPS backbone synthesis,
including exoB, exoA, exoL and exoYF. Suppressor mutants isolated in a second transposon
mutagenesis screen of R7AΔexoU provided a similar result. Overall, suppressor strains with
mutations in EPS backbone synthesis were isolated whereas no EPS branch or transport
mutants were found. These results support the hypothesis that R7AΔexoU is symbiotically
impaired because it secretes a truncated EPS.
Isolation and characterisation of further R7A EPS biosynthesis mutants provided additional
evidence for two phenotypic classes of EPS synthesis mutants. A delay in the formation of
nitrogen-fixing nodules was observed on Lotus plants inoculated with R7A mutants affected
in synthesis of EPS backbone compared to plants inoculated with R7A wild-type, in contrast
to previous results. Closer examination of symbiotic ability of an EPS backbone mutant
(R7AΔexoYF) revealed a reduction in IT numbers to half the number formed by R7A wildtype at 14 days post infection and delayed infection of already formed nodule primordia.
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The isolation of a mutation in a gene responsible for EPS transport (exoT) within
R7AΔexoYF and the failure to isolate such a mutation in the R7A or R7AexoU backgrounds
provided evidence that R7AΔexoYF does not secrete any EPS and suggested that failure to
secrete wild-type or truncated EPS out of the cell was lethal. A model for EPS transport in
R7A was developed.
Two genes, mlr5268 and mll5269, were identified as candidate genes for the addition of GlcA
and RibA to R7A EPS. Isolation of mutations in these novel genes and the structural
characterisation of EPS synthesised by the mutants confirmed that mlr5268 and mll5269 were
responsible for addition of GlcA and RibA, respectively. R7A5269 produced high molecular
weight EPS and was symbiotically proficient, suggesting the RibA component of R7A EPS is
not required for polymerisation of the octameric subunit, nor the signalling role of EPS. The
symbiotic phenotype of R7A5268 was that expected for a EPS branch mutant secreting a
truncated EPS.
Taken together, the results in this study support a signalling role for M. loti EPS, suggesting
that wild-type EPS provides an enhanced positive signal promoting a more efficient infection
process of Lotus plants. Mutants that affect the synthesis of the EPS backbone portion and
therefore do not secrete any EPS, are able to form nitrogen-fixing nodules but are not as
efficient because they lack the EPS signal. In contrast, mutants involved in the synthesis of
the backbone portion (excluding the RibA residue) fail to form nitrogen-fixing nodules, due to
the secretion of a truncated version of EPS which provides a negative signal.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the rhizobium-legume symbiosis
Rhizobia are motile, gram-negative soil bacteria belonging to the α- and β-proteobacteria,
that have a unique ability to infect and establish symbiosis with plants of the Leguminosae
family, commonly known as legumes. The formation of nodules on the roots of legumes
allows rhizobia, differentiated into bacteroids, to ‘fix’ biologically inaccessible atmospheric
di-nitrogen (N2) into a biologically available form, ammonia (NH3) (Masson-Boivin et al.,
2009).
Rhizobia and legumes are often exposed to harsh environmental factors within the soil they
occupy. Nutrients are usually sparse for both bacterium and plant, with nitrogen often the
limiting factor in plant growth. Rhizobia, while having the ability to exist as free-living
saprophytes within the comparatively nutrient-rich rhizosphere, are usually faced with intense
competition for nutrients from the diverse microbial community which also inhabits the
rhizosphere. As a result of this competition, rhizobia are able to benefit greatly from their
ability to form a symbiosis with compatible legume hosts, ensuring a stable, non-competitive
environment rich in carbon source provided as end products of plant metabolism and cellular
processes. In return for providing the rhizobia with these benefits, the legume is repaid with
biologically available nitrogen in the form of ammonia. Rhizobia have the ability to ‘fix’
atmospheric N2 to ammonia through the reaction N2 + 8H+ + 8e- → 2NH3 + H2 which is
catalysed by the rhizobial enzyme nitrogenase. Nitrogenase is oxygen-labile and can only
become active within the micro-aerobic environment formed after the rhizobia have been
endocytosed within the plant cell cytoplasm following infection (Masson-Boivin et al., 2009).
The rhizobium-legume symbiosis is highly specific in terms of plant-bacterium recognition
and involves complex molecular communication between the two partners in order to
determine compatibility and co-ordinate symbiotic developmental response (Cooper, 2007;
Gage, 2004; Oldroyd and Downie, 2008). Primary signalling molecules, flavonoids produced
by the host legume and Nod factors produced in response by compatible rhizobia, have been
identified and extensively characterised. However, it has long been recognised that further
signalling events are required for successful symbiotic interactions, with many rhizobial
surface polysaccharides and proteins implicated as having a potential signalling role
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(Downie, 2010). Exopolysaccharide (EPS) production is ubiquitous amongst rhizobia and
EPS has been implicated as one such signalling molecule.
This study explores the requirement for and function of EPS in the Mesorhizobium-Lotus
symbiosis, and follows on from a PhD study conducted by Dr. Simon Kelly. This
introduction provides an overview of the rhizobia-legume symbiosis, from attachment of
rhizobia to host roots through to nodule formation and nitrogen fixation, including
background information on the primary signalling events. The roles of various rhizobial
polysaccharides implicated in establishing successful symbiotic events are then reviewed,
with particular focus on EPS. Finally, the Mesorhizobium-Lotus symbiosis is explored, with a
summary of results to date on the role of EPS in establishing the symbiosis, followed by the
major aims of this study.
1.2 Rhizobial attachment and colonisation of host roots
Before the rhizobia-legume symbiosis can occur, the compatible rhizobia must colonise and
attach to the root surface (in particular root hairs) of host legumes. Rhizobial colonisation of
host roots is a complex process, which in at least some cases is enhanced by the ability of
rhizobial species to form a biofilm (Rinaudi and Giordano, 2010).
Biofilms are defined as bacterial communities surrounded by a self-produced polymeric
matrix, which can reversibly attach to inert or biotic surfaces (Costerton et al., 1995). After
attaching to a surface, the bacteria multiply and give rise to a three-dimensionally structured
community, usually permeated by channels allowing exchange of water, nutrients and waste
products (Costerton et al., 1995; Stanley and Lazazzera, 2004). The composition of biofilms
differs depending on the system; however, the majority consist of water, bacterial cells and a
polysaccharide matrix composed mainly of EPS (Sutherland, 2001). The polysaccharide layer
provides a physical barrier against diffusion of compounds such as antibiotics and defence
substances from the host, while also protecting the bacteria against environmental stresses,
including desiccation and osmotic stress (Flemming, 1993; Gilbert et al., 1997).
In rhizobia, biofilm formation allows colonisation of the surrounding habitat, crucial for
survival as well as establishment of symbiosis with legume hosts. Biofilm formation of
rhizobial species on host roots is believed to occur as a sequential developmental process,
involving surface-based polysaccharides, flagella and signalling pathways (Figure 1.1)
(Rinaudi and Giordano, 2010). However, the process is hard to examine in situ, due to the
2

complexity of the soil environment. Therefore the production of biofilms on abiotic surfaces
(glass or plastic) has been used as a model for characterisation of bacterial aggregation and
attachment (O'Toole and Kolter, 1998).

Figure 1.1: General model of biofilm formation in rhizobia.
Rhizobia in a motile state are subjected to environmental signals, including growth under
nutrient limitations, which trigger biofilm formation. Flagella are required for accessing the
root surface, where attachment occurs via a number of plant- and rhizobia- produced proteins
and polysaccharides. Microcolonies develop, switching on quorum sensing systems, which
promote biofilm production and rhizobia to change to a sessile state. Dispersion of the
biofilm allows bacteria to become motile again, allowing colonisation of other surfaces.
Adapted from (Rinaudi and Giordano, 2010).
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Firstly, biofilm formation is triggered by the influence of environmental signals and nutrient
limitation. A reduction in biofilm formation capability when grown in a rich medium
compared with minimal medium has been seen for Sinorhizobium meliloti Rm1021
(Fujishige et al., 2005), and Rhizobium leguminosarum (Fujishige et al., 2006), suggesting
that biofilm formation is enhanced in nutrient-limited environments. However, this is not
always the case as an abundance of nutrients seems to favour biofilm production in
Pseudomonas, which also forms biofilms within the soil (O'Toole and Kolter, 1998; YousefCoronado et al., 2008).
A nutritionally limited environment promotes the transition from planktonic to a sessile mode
of life; therefore, as nutrients get limited, the rhizobia must gain access to a surface (such as
the host legumes root) in order to adhere to it. Rhizobial flagella have been shown to be
important in allowing access to attachment infection sites and biofilm formation. In S.
meliloti, non-motile flagellar mutants were competitively disadvantaged in nodulation studies
compared to the motile, wild-type strain (Ames and Bergman, 1981), while in a different
study, flagellar mutants also showed reduced biofilm formation ability as well as a delay in
nodulation (Fujishige et al., 2006).
After gaining access, the rhizobium must then attach to form microcolonies. Many plant- and
rhizobial-produced proteins and polysaccharides are thought to play a role in attachment. It is
evident that the binding of root-hair-derived lectins to bacteria-derived glucomannan surface
polysaccharides is involved in the attachment of R. leguminosarum under acidic conditions
(Laus et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2008). Acidic EPS has been shown to be important in the
ability of R. leguminosarum to form biofilms on abiotic surfaces and root hairs, but not root
epidermal cells (Russo et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2008). Secreted proteins have also been
identified as important for attachment. In R. leguminosarum, disruption of two glycanases
PlyA and PlyB, proteins involved in the depolymerisation of acidic EPS, or their type I
secretion system, PrsDE, results in mutants that show reduced attachment and biofilm
maturation in static and shaking cultures, thereby adding to the argument that acidic EPS has
a role in attachment and biofilm maturation (Russo et al., 2006). A study to identify proteins
adhering to R. leguminosarum revealed several Rhizobium-adhering proteins (RAPs)
(Ausmees et al., 2001). A R. leguminasrum strain that overproduces RapA1 (secreted by the
same PrsDE type 1 secretion system) showed a higher adsorption to roots of its legume host.
However, overproduction of RapA1 had no effect on attachment to abiotic surfaces or
nodulation (Mongiardini et al., 2008), suggesting that RapA1 plays a role in early attachment
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and colonisation of the hosts roots, with its receptor located on the root surface. R.
leguminosarum also has a protein called rhicadhesin that has been shown to play an important
role in attachment of root hairs in basic conditions but not at acidic pH, suggesting
rhicadhesin and glucomannan play complementary roles (Laus et al., 2006; Smit et al., 1992).
A rhicadhesin-like protein has also been identified in a Bradyrhizobium spp. (Dardanelli et
al., 2003).
The establishment of a biofilm from microcolonies requires cell signalling to ensure biofilm
formation occurs under the right conditions. Quorum sensing, a mechanism allowing bacteria
to sense population density and regulate gene expression to activate specific phenotypes, is a
system used by rhizobia to control biofilm formation. The process depends on the
accumulation in the environment of a signalling molecule termed autoinducer. In
Mesorhizobium huakuii, a strain overproducing TraR, a quorum regulator that interacts with
the autoinducer, produced thinner biofilms than the control strain (Wang et al., 2004). This
suggests that quorum sensing negatively regulates biofilm production in M. huakuii. In
another Mesorhizobium species, M. tianshanense, quorum sensing has also been implicated in
colonisation of legumes. Mutants within the MrtR-MrtI quorum sensing system were unable
to develop nodules on the host legume Glycyrrhiza uralensis, due to poor bacterial
attachment, possibly related to biofilm production (Zheng et al., 2006).
1.3 Rhizobial infection process
As rhizobia colonise the roots, a complex molecular communication occurs between legume
and rhizobia to determine compatibility, assuring that the rhizobia do not activate host
defence responses whilst also signalling to co-ordinate the symbiotic developmental process
(Cooper, 2007; Gage, 2004; Oldroyd and Downie, 2008; Perret et al., 2000).
A primary signalling event involves the production and secretion of signalling molecules,
called flavonoids, by the plant. Flavonoids are secondary metabolites derived from the
phenylpropanoid pathway (Ferrer et al., 2008), which are secreted by the host legume and
recognised by compatible rhizobia, causing a number of changes leading to successful
infection of legume roots. Flavonoids also serve as chemo-attractants for rhizobia in a
specific manner to promote bacterial movement towards roots for establishing contact,
colonisation and infection (Aguilar et al., 1988; Armitage et al., 1988; Dharmatilake and
Bauer, 1992; Phillips and Tsai, 1992). They have also been demonstrated to act as growth
regulators of rhizobia (Phillips and Tsai, 1992). For example, luteolin-7-O-glucoside and
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quercetin-3-O-galactoside from alfalfa were found to enhance the growth of S. meliloti
(Hartwig et al., 1991).
The most important role of flavonoid signalling to compatible rhizobia is the regulation of
nod gene expression. Secreted flavonoids from the roots of legumes interact with the NodD
protein(s) of the compatible rhizobia to activate the transcription of other nod genes
responsible for the synthesis of species-specific lipochitin-oligosaccharides termed Nod
factors. Nod factors, in turn, signal back to the legume, triggering the onset of nodule
organogenesis (Downie, 1998; Spaink, 2000). One early plant response to Nod factor is
curling of the root hairs, which may entrap rhizobial cells that have attached to the root hairs,
enclosing them within curled root hair tip and forming an infection focal point often referred
to as a ‘shepherd’s crook’ due to its appearance (Esseling et al., 2003; Heidstra et al., 1994).
Once engulfed, the presence of rhizobia and continued production of Nod factor stimulates
the root hair to set up an intracellular infection structure called an infection thread (IT). The
IT develops via degradation of root hair cell walls, with new, inwardly-directed cell walls
forming the tubular structure composed of a plant matrix (Brewin, 2004; Napoli and Hubbell,
1975; Ridge and Rolfe, 1985; Xie et al., 2012). The rhizobia grow down this narrow tube in a
column, keeping up with the continued growth of the elongating IT. This rapid growth at the
tips tends to select out a single bacterial strain, even if more than one strain becomes
entrapped, to select against any potential ‘cheaters’ that may coinfect the nodule without
supplying a benefit to the plant (Gage, 2002; Kiers and Denison, 2008).
Once the IT gets close to the growing meristem, it branches and ramifies into most of the
cells in the growing nodule primordia (formed through Nod factor-induced organogenesis in
the legume) and delivers the bacteria into these nodule cells. The rhizobia become
encapsulated in a plant-derived membrane (termed the peribacteroid or symbiosome
membrane) in an endocytosis-like process to form what are known as symbiosomes (Gage,
2004; Monahan-Giovanelli et al., 2006). Rhizobia within the symbiosomes then differentiate
into bacteroids, at which stage the nitrogenase enzyme becomes active and nitrogen fixation
begins (Fischer, 1994; Mesa et al., 2008).
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1.4 Nodule structure
There are two fundamentally different types of nodules that form on legumes in association
with rhizobia: indeterminate and determinate (Figure 1.2). Indeterminate nodules (Figure
1.2A) are elongated in shape and have a persistent meristem that continually grows through
cell divisions occurring in the inner cortex. Infection threads of indeterminate nodules fail to
reach the meristematic cells, but continually invade surrounding plant cells, resulting in a
visual development gradient (Fraysse et al., 2003; Gage, 2004). In contrast, determinate
nodules (Figure 1.2B) are spherical in shape and lack a persistent meristem. Rhizobia spread
within the nodule through the division of already infected outer cortical cells. Due to this, no
obvious developmental gradient exists in determinate nodules, with most cells present at
about the same developmental stage (Fraysse et al., 2003; Gage, 2004). The type of nodule
that arises from a symbiotic reaction is determined by the host legume species, with some
rhizobia having the ability to form both types of nodules in association with different host
legumes (Newcomb, 1981). Lotus species, the legumes investigated in this study, form
determinate nodules in association with M. loti.
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A)

B)

Figure 1.2: Determinate and indeterminate nodule structure.
A) Indeterminate nodule: meristematic activity is initiated in the inner root cortex and is
persistent. Nodule development is due to continual invasion of newly-divided cells by
rhizobia exiting ITs, resulting in a developmental gradient within the nodule (I – meristem, II
– infection zone, III – nitrogen-fixing zone, IV – senescent zone). B) Determinate nodule:
meristematic activity is initiated in the outer cortex and is temporary. Continued division of
infected cells is responsible for nodule development (NF – nitrogen fixing zone, S –
senescent zone). NC – nodule cortex, NE – nodule endodermis, NP – nodule parenchyma,
and

VB

–

vascular

bundle.

Adapted

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Determinate_Nodule_Zones_Diagram.svg

from
and

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indeterminate_Nodule_Zones_Diagram.svg.
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1.5 Rhizobial polysaccharides
As mentioned above, primary signalling involves flavonoid production by the host legume
and Nod factor production in response by compatible rhizobia. Rhizobial surface
polysaccharides (PS) have also long been implicated as potential signalling molecules.
Rhizobia produce a range of PS either associated with the cell surface or secreted into the
external environment (Figure 1.3). Rhizobial PS, including exopolysaccharide (EPS),
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), cyclic-β-glucan (CBG), K-antigens/capsular polysaccharides
(KPS), cellulose and glucomannan have been implicated as performing important roles in
nodulation, often through mutagenesis studies. These roles include biophysical roles such as
protecting the rhizobia from plant defence compounds and aiding in attachment and biofilm
formation, as well as signalling roles in the early stages of symbiosis, such as initiation and
development of ITs, and modulating plant defence responses. However, defining their
specific roles has proved challenging, partly due to the multitude of different PS produced
and to the possibility of the molecules performing multiple redundant functions. In addition,
their biosynthetic pathways are often intertwined.
The following sections detail the roles of rhizobial EPS in symbiosis, while also giving a
brief overview of the other rhizobial PS involved in symbiosis and how PS are transported to
the cell surface or external environment.
1.5.1 Rhizobial exopolysaccharide (EPS)
EPS is secreted by rhizobia and has little or no cell association. Production of EPS is
ubiquitous amongst rhizobia and is evident from mucoid colony growth when cells are
cultured on media containing sugars (Skorupska et al., 2006). This mucoid appearance is due
to high molecular weight (HMW) EPS, which constitutes lengthy polymers of repeating EPS
monomers. EPS composition varies widely between different strains of rhizobia, as depicted
in Figure 1.4. This variation reflects differences in monosaccharide components, variations in
backbone homogeneity (either heteropolymers or homopolymers), altered composition of
repeating units in heteropolymers, length of the structure and also the addition of decorations
to the repeating unit. Strain-specific decorations include non-carbohydrate substituents such
as O-acetyl, pyruvyl and succinyl groups. Further variations in EPS structure can be achieved
by addition of side-chains and negatively charged groups, such as uronic acids.
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Figure 1.3: Rhizobial polysaccharides.
Schematic of rhizobial polysaccharides displayed on the cell surface that have been identified
as having an interaction with host legumes. Based on figure from (Rodriguez-Navarro et al.,
2007).
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Figure 1.4: Rhizobial EPS structures.
Examples of characterised EPS repeating units produced by the indicated rhizobial species.
Reproduced from (Janczarek et al., 2015).
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The genes involved in EPS biosynthesis (usually designated exo genes) are generally found in
clusters on either the chromosome or plasmids of rhizobial strains. Rhizobial biosynthesis of
EPS requires enzymes for the production of nucleotide sugar precursors, glycosyltransferases
to firstly link the first sugar to a lipid carrier and subsequently link the sugars together to
form the repeating unit of the EPS molecule, enzymes for the addition of strain-specific
modifications and finally enzymes involved in the translocation and polymerisation of the
EPS. Importantly, disruption of exo genes can produce a wide range of phenotypes, including
some EPS mutants which do not make HMW EPS; instead they make either no EPS or
truncated EPS of low molecular weight (LMW). Many of these EPS-deficient mutants exhibit
symbiotic deficiencies, including the lack of or abnormal IT formation, thereby stopping the
infection process required for nodule formation (Downie, 2010; Fraysse et al., 2003; Gray
and Rolfe, 1990).
The specific role rhizobial EPS plays during nodulation remains unclear. Various roles have
been proposed with the most active roles being to act as a signal molecule and induce legume
developmental changes and/or modulate plant defence responses (Neihaus et al., 1993;
Parniske et al., 1994; Wielbo et al., 2004). Research examining the role of EPS has generally
revealed a requirement for EPS at the stage of IT development. Evidence for a signalling role
has been derived through complementation studies of EPS-deficient strains via the addition of
small quantities of purified EPS. For example, S. meliloti EPS mutants that are unable to form
nitrogen-fixing nodules on Medicago sativa could be ‘rescued’ in symbiosis by the addition
of purified LMW EPS derived from the parent strain (Battisti et al., 1992; Urzainqui and
Walker, 1992). The inability of purified EPS isolated from non-compatible rhizobial strains
to ‘rescue’ EPS mutants supports a species-specific signalling role for EPS, thereby
suggesting that EPS may be a determinant of host-specificity (Battisti et al., 1992; Djordjevic
et al., 1987; Urzainqui and Walker, 1992).
A role for EPS in modulating plant defence responses has been examined. For example,
investigation of small, while ineffective nodules formed on M. sativa by an exoY mutant of S.
meliloti revealed that the cortical cell walls were abnormally thick and contained increased
amounts of phenolic compounds bound to the plant cell walls in comparison to nodules
induced by wild-type S. meliloti. Although the EPS mutant appeared to evoke plant defence
responses, it was observed that following prolonged incubation, the exoY mutant strain was
occasionally able to form nitrogen-fixing nodules (Neihaus et al., 1993). Evidence of plant
defence responses elicited in response to EPS mutant strains has also been observed with R.
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leguminosarum bv. trifolii TA1 (Wielbo et al., 2004) and B. japonicum (Parniske et al., 1994)
in association with their respective hosts.
Further support for EPS functioning in the modulation of plant defence responses is provided
by microarray studies of Medicago truncatula gene expression in response to inoculation
with either wild-type S. meliloti or an exoY mutant that is deficient in EPS production. Of
particular interest was the increased expression of two putative EPS receptors, TC104170 and
TC103114, when the plant was inoculated with the wild-type S. meliloti (Jones et al., 2008).
TC103114 was later identified as a member of a multigene family of β-glucan receptors in M.
truncatula (Leclercq et al., 2008), involved in plant defence responses (Cote et al., 2000).
Inoculation with the exoY mutant up-regulated genes involved in pathogenesis/defence
responses (Jones et al., 2008), suggesting that the EPS-deficient strain may be impaired in
nodulation due to the triggering of plant defence responses that are perhaps normally
suppressed through the signalling action of wild-type EPS.
1.5.2 Other rhizobial polysaccharides
As noted above, other rhizobial polysaccharides that have been implicated in the symbiotic
process between rhizobia and their host legume, include LPS, CBGs, KPS, cellulose and
glucomannan. This section briefly describes these PS and the proposed roles they have during
nodulation.
LPS is attached to Gram-negative bacteria surfaces where it comprises a large percentage of
the cell’s outer envelope (Lugtenberg and Van Alphen, 1983). LPS generally consists of three
components: a lipid A anchor that anchors LPS to the cell envelope, a core region of nonrepeating oligosaccharide and an O-antigen that consists of repeating octasaccharide subunits (Raetz and Whitfield, 2002). Rhizobia produce LPS in two forms, rough LPS that
consists of the lipid A anchor and core oligosaccharide but lacks the O-antigen portion, and
smooth LPS which contains all three components (Carlson and Krishnaiah, 1992; Carrion et
al., 1990). The genes responsible for LPS biosynthesis are usually spread throughout the
genome and are often involved in other cellular processes (Noel and Duelli, 2000), making it
difficult to study the role of rhizobial LPS in nodulation. However, the structure and function
of rhizobial LPS has been investigated to varying degrees in a number of rhizobia.
Mutagenesis studies of LPS biosynthesis genes in these species have indicated that rhizobial
LPS plays a role in the later stages of symbiosis in at least some symbioses, including release
from ITs and bacteroid development. In R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii 0403, LPS mutants
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which failed to form nitrogen-fixing nodules were shown to be affected in bacteroid
development, as bacteroids failed to develop even though IT initiation and bacterial release
were unaffected (Priefer, 1989). A similar result was seen in S. meliloti Rm2011, where an
LPS mutant was unaffected in IT initiation but delayed in nodule development (Lagares et al.,
1992). Additional studies of LPS mutants in R. leguminosarum indicated a block in the
symbiotic process at the stage of bacterial release from ITs, as the LPS mutants failed to be
successfully endocytosed by plants cells as they were released from the IT tips (de Maagd et
al., 1989; Kadrmas et al., 1998). Further evidence that supports a role for rhizobial LPS in the
later stages of nodulation is derived from investigations of B. japonicum LPS mutants that
formed ineffective nodules with abnormal structure that were mostly devoid of bacteria
(Stacey et al., 1991). In M. loti, two LPS mutants harbouring mutations within genes involved
in

O-antigen

biosynthesis

formed

nitrogen-fixing

nodules

but

showed

reduced

competitiveness compared to the wild-type strain (D'Antuono et al., 2005).
CBGs are produced by all rhizobia studied to date and their production is almost exclusively
found in the Rhizobiaceae (Breedveld and Miller, 1994). Other organisms for which CBG
production has been reported also interact with a eukaryotic host, suggesting that they are
important for host-microbe interactions (Amemura and Cabrera-Crespo, 1986; Rigano et al.,
2007; Talaga et al., 1994; Talaga et al., 1996). They are made up of glucose residues linked
via β-glycosidic bonds forming a ring structure, where the number of glucose residues can
vary depending on the species. Addition of anionic substituent groups, such as
phosphoglycerol and succinyl groups, allows for further variations in CBGs produced by
rhizobia (Breedveld and Miller, 1994). Synthesis of CBGs usually requires only two proteins:
a glycosyltransferase responsible for the synthesis of CBGs from UDP-glucose, and a protein
that functions to transport synthesised CGBs to the periplasm (Breedveld and Miller, 1994).
These two proteins have been identified in S. meliloti and named NdvB and NdvA,
respectively (Dylan et al., 1986). CGBs are required for a successful symbiosis, as
demonstrated through S. meliloti ndvA and ndvB mutants forming ineffective nodules on M.
sativa, although the mutants were able to form a small proportion of normal nitrogen-fixing
nodules (Dylan et al., 1986; Dylan et al., 1990). A CBG mutant in M. loti also produces
ineffective nodules and reduced ITs compared to wild-type, when inoculated on the host plant
L. tenuis (D'Antuono et al., 2005), while similar symbiotic deficiencies in plants were
reported when inoculated with a M. loti mutant with a mutation within a putative cell
envelope protein which resulted in reduced production of CBG (Kawaharada et al., 2007).
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Mutagenesis studies have indicated a number of proposed roles for CGBs in nodulation,
including protection from osmotic stress, as cultures grown in low osmolarity media
produced an increased number of CBGs (Breedveld et al., 1990; Dylan et al., 1990).
Alternatively, roles such as aiding in the attachment to root hairs (Dylan et al., 1990; Planque
and Kijne, 1977) and modulating plant defences (Mithöfer et al., 1996; Mithöfer et al., 2001)
have also been proposed.
KPS are tightly associated PS that form a highly hydrated capsular layer around the outer
membrane in Gram-negative bacteria, including rhizobia (Willis and Whitfield, 2013).
Rhizobial KPS are strain-specific but are generally acidic linear disaccharide repeats
consisting of a 3-deoxy-D-manno-2-octulosonic acid (kdo) or related sugar and a neutral
hexose or uronic acid (Le Quere et al., 2006; Reuhs et al., 1993), although there are some
exceptions to this rule e.g. S. meliloti strain 1021 produces a KPS composed entirely kdo
molecules (Fraysse et al., 2005). The genes responsible for KPS biosynthesis usually appear
in clusters throughout the genome, with three gene clusters identified in S. meliloti Rm41 as
an example (Kereszt et al., 1998; Kiss et al., 2001; Kiss et al., 1997; Petrovics et al., 1993).
The function of KPS during nodulation is difficult to determine, as genes involved in KPS
biosynthesis are sometimes also involved in the biosynthesis of EPS and LPS. However,
mutational studies have determined that KPS plays an important role in establishing
successful symbiosis in Rhizobium sp. NGR234 (Le Quere et al., 2006) and S. fredii strain
HH103 (Parada et al., 2006). The stage of nodulation at which KPS is involved has not been
widely studied, but a role for KPS at the stage of IT elongation has been demonstrated in the
S. meliloti-alfalfa symbiosis (Pellock et al., 2000).
Cellulose, originally thought to be a plant-specific compound, has now been identified in
other organisms, including some plant-associated bacterial species such as Rhizobium and
Agrobacterium (Amikam and Benziman, 1989; Ausmees et al., 1999). It consists solely of
1,4-β-linked glucose in long linear chains, which can form intra- and inter-chain hydrogen
bonds when arranged in parallel, allowing varied crystalline structures (O'Sullivan, 1997).
Organisms are able to gain cellulose specificity by varying the degree of polymerisation and
crystallinity. The mechanism of cellulose biosynthesis in bacteria is not well understood;
however it has been explored in Gluconacetobacter xylinus, with a cellulose synthase
complex identified that is required for the production of cellulose from UDP-glucose (Lin et
al., 1990; Romling, 2002). In plant-associated bacteria, the production of cellulose has been
reported to be involved largely in aiding attachment of the bacteria to host plant cells
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(Ausmees et al., 1999; Laus et al., 2005; Matthysse et al., 1981; Smit et al., 1986). In R.
leguminosarum, cellulose over-producing strains formed larger root-hair caps than wild-type,
whilst cellulose-deficient strains failed to form caps at all. Despite failing to form root caps,
the cellulose-deficient strains were symbiotically proficient, suggesting cellulose is not
required for successful nodulation (Ausmees et al., 1999; Smit et al., 1986; Williams et al.,
2008).
Glucomannan is a water-soluble surface heteropolymer located polarly on the cell surface of
some bacteria. It consists of ~95% glucose and mannose residues, with small amounts of
galactose and rhamnose residues making up the rest (Laus et al., 2006). The sugars are
usually linked by 1,4-β-linkages, but there are small quantities of branching via 1,6-βlinkages (Katsuraya et al., 2003). Glucomannan has been poorly studied in rhizobia but has
been shown to be essential for R. leguminosarum bv. viciae attachment and biofilm formation
on the root hairs of the host plant Vicia hirsuta. A mutant defective in glucomannan synthesis
failed to attach to root hairs or form root caps in slightly acidic conditions, resulting in a
symbiotic deficiency (Laus et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2008). This deficiency is likely to
occur due to the absence of glucomannan binding to root lectin, a process that occurs at
slightly acidic pH.

1.5.3 Transport of polysaccharides
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Despite a large chemical diversity among the carbohydrate building blocks that make up
bacterial PS, there are only three distinct categories of molecular mechanisms by which the
monomeric subunits are assembled and exported from the cytosol to the cell surface or
external environment. These mechanisms include the Wzx/Wzy- and ATP-binding cassette
(ABC) transporter-dependent pathways, and a synthase-dependent pathway (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5: Mechanisms of polysaccharide secretion.
Schematic of the Wxz/Wzy-, ABC-transporter- and synthase-dependent pathways for
polysaccharide biosynthesis and export in Gram-negative bacteria. OM – outer membrane,
PG – peptidoglycan, IM – inner membrane, GTs – glycosyltransferases, NDP – nucleotide
diphosphates, NMP – nucleotide monophosphates. Reproduced from (Whitney and Howell,
2013).

The Wzx/Wzy transporter-dependent pathway is found in a wide range of bacteria (both
Gram-negative and Gram-positive) and is responsible for the synthesis and transport of a
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number of bacterial PS, including LPS, EPS and KPS (Islam and Lam, 2013; Whitfield,
2006). It requires the assembly of PS repeating units onto an undecaprenyl-phosphate lipid
carrier by various inner-membrane-embedded or associated glycosyltransferases (McGrath
and Osborn, 1991; Price and Momany, 2005). The synthesised precursor is then translocated
from the inner to the outer leaflet of the inner membrane by a flippase, Wzx (Alaimo et al.,
2006; Burrows and Lam, 1999; Feldman et al., 1999; Liu et al., 1996). The precursors are
then polymerised into a HMW PS by a periplasmic polymerase, Wzy (de Kievit et al., 1995;
Woodward et al., 2010), via a putative catch-and-release mechanism (Islam et al., 2011).
Addition of the new PS repeating units occur at the reducing terminus of the growing chain
(Robbins et al., 1967), the length of which is regulated by the PS co-polymerase (PCP), Wzz,
resulting in preferred modal lengths dependent on the organism (Bastin et al., 1993; Daniels
et al., 2002; Morona et al., 1995; Woodward et al., 2010). The PS can then either be anchored
to the inner membrane via WaaL, a ligase which ligates the PS to a lipid A-core, in the case
of membrane-associated PS (e.g. LPS) (Abeyrathne et al., 2005; Han et al., 2012), or be
transported across the periplasm and through the outer membrane for PS that are secreted
(e.g. EPS) via an outer membrane export (OPX) protein that associates with a PCP (Collins et
al., 2007; Cuthbertson et al., 2009; Dong et al., 2006). In rhizobia, Wzx/Wzy transporterdependent pathways play an important role in the secretion of EPS, with mechanisms
identified in R. leguminosarum (Marczak et al., 2013; Marczak et al., 2014), Rhizobium sp.
strain NGR234 (Staehelin et al., 2006) and S. meliloti (Gonzalez et al., 1998; Jofre and
Becker, 2009).
In comparison, ABC transport-dependent pathways assemble the entire polymerised PS chain
on a lipid carrier within the cytoplasm (Cuthbertson et al., 2010; Greenfield and Whitfield,
2012; Raetz and Whitfield, 2002). The PS is then transported across the inner membrane by a
dedicated ABC transporter that requires ATP to function. Like the Wzx/Wzy transporterdependent pathway, the mature PS can either transported through the periplasm and outer
membrane by an OPX-PCP complex for PS that are secreted, or anchored to the inner
membrane via WaaL for membrane-associated PS (Collins et al., 2007; Cuthbertson et al.,
2009; Dong et al., 2006). ABC transport-dependent pathways are widespread in Gramnegative bacteria, with the mechanisms for E. coli group 2 KPS and LPS the best-studied
examples (Cuthbertson et al., 2009; Greenfield and Whitfield, 2012; Raetz and Whitfield,
2002; Whitfield, 2006). In rhizobia, ABC transporters have not been directly associated in the
transport of PS. However in R. leguminosarum bv. viciae 3841, a mutation with an ABC
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transporter has been shown to reduce EPS accumulation, although the HMW EPS secreted by
the mutant was identical to that secrete by the wild-type strain, suggesting the ABC transport
does not transport EPS, but may play a regulatory role (Vanderlinde et al., 2010). ABC
transporters have been shown secrete other signal molecules in rhizobia, including flavonoid
(Sugiyama et al., 2007, 2008).
The synthase-dependent pathway is the least well-characterised of the three PS transport
mechanisms. In these systems, membrane-embedded glycosyltransferences (termed
synthases) are able to facilitate simultaneous polymer formation (either associated with a
lipid carrier or not) and translocation across the inner membrane (Cartee et al., 2001;
Hashimoto et al., 2011; Hubbard et al., 2012). The synthase proteins are usually associated
with inner-membrane co-polymerases, which can regulate polymerisation via bis-(3’-5’)cyclic dimeric guanosine phosphate (c-di GMP) (Merighi et al., 2007; Ryjenkov et al., 2006).
Once the polymer reaches the periplasm, it is protected from degradation via a
tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-containing scaffold protein, before being exported across the
outer membrane through a β-barrel porin (Jain and Ohman, 1998; Keiski et al., 2010;
Whitney et al., 2011). The β-barrel export apparatus is clearly distinct from OPX-PCP
proteins in terms of protein domains, allowing differentiation of synthase-dependent
pathways from Wzx/Wzy- and ABC transporter-dependent pathways. Synthase-dependent
pathways have been identified in a number of Gram-negative bacteria as involved in the
secretion of LPS (Keenleyside and Whitfield, 1996) and EPS, including alginate, cellulose
and poly-β-D-N-acetylglucosamine (Whitney and Howell, 2013). However, none have been
identified within rhizobia.
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1.6 Mesorhizobium-Lotus symbiosis
The rhizobia investigated in this study belong to the species Mesorhizobium loti, with its
members largely characterised by their ability to form nodules on Lotus plant species.
Originally, rhizobia isolated from Lotus plants were separated into fast- and slow-growing
strains (Pankhurst, 1977), with the fast-growing strains having previously been termed
Rhizobium loti (Jarvis, 1982). However, the Mesorhizobium genus arose after a revision of
the Rhizobium genus in 1997, with ‘meso’ indicating that the species grows at a slower rate
than other fast-growing rhizobia (Jarvis, 1997). To date, the most well characterised strains of
M. loti include NZP2213, NZP2037, NZP2235, NZP2238, MAFF303099 and R7A. The
symbiosis genes are encoded on the chromosome of M. loti strains on acquired genetic
elements known as symbiosis islands (Pankhurst, 1986; Sullivan and Ronson, 1998), which
distinguishes them from most other rhizobia where symbiosis genes are plasmid-encoded.
Transfer of a symbiosis island to non-symbiotic M. loti has been demonstrated in the case of
M. loti R7A (Sullivan et al., 1995; Sullivan and Ronson, 1998).
This study will solely focus on M. loti strain R7A, with genetic comparisons to the closely
related strain MAFF303099, whose genome has been sequenced. The genome sequence of
strain R7A also became available during the course of this study through the Joint Genome
Institute, with the R7A and MAFF303099 genomes being 98% identical. For this reason, as
well as the timing of the release of the R7A genome, gene names within this study use
MAFF303099 nomenclature unless otherwise stated. Strain R7A is a field reisolate of M. loti
strain IMCP3153 that contains a 502-kb symbiosis island (Sullivan and Ronson, 1998),
encoding 414 genes including all the genes for Nod factor synthesis, nitrogen fixation and
transfer of the island (Sullivan et al., 2002). Transfer of the island occurs via conjugation
involving a rolling-circle process and the island integrates into the chromosome of the
recipient cells at the strain’s sole phenylalanine tRNA (phe-tRNA) gene (Sullivan and
Ronson, 1998). Integration of the island involves a P4-type integrase encoded by intS, located
198 bp downstream of the phe-tRNA gene in the integrated island, which acts on an
attachment site (attS) of the circular form of the island and a chromosomal attachment site
(attB). Integration of the island reconstructs the entire phe-tRNA gene at one end (arbitrarily
termed the left end) and generates a 17-bp repeat of the three-prime end of the phe-tRNA
gene at the right end of the integrated island (Ramsay et al., 2006; Sullivan and Ronson,
1998; Sullivan et al., 2002).
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The corresponding legumes investigated in this study are members of the Lotus genus. The
Lotus genus consists of over 200 species that generally grow in temperate regions, although
there are also tropical and sub-tropical species (Handberg and Stougaard, 1992). It is an
extremely diverse genus, with species growing in a range of soil conditions, where species
may exhibit differing appearances depending on the environment conditions. The plants may
either be annual or perennial with branching tap roots and compound leaves.
This study predominantly focuses on the Lotus species L. japonicus and L. corniculatus for
characterisation of the nodulation process with strain R7A EPS mutants. For examination of
host range effects two other species were also used, L. filicaulis and L. burttii. L. japonicus is
a perennial temperate species that forms determinate nodules in association with M. loti. It
has been designated as a ‘model legume’ due to characteristics that make it suitable for
genomic research including a short life cycle (2-3 months), self-fertility and a diploid genome
(2n = 12) of a relatively small size (472.1 Mb). It is also susceptible to transformation by
Agrobacterium (Handberg and Stougaard, 1992). L. japonicus sequence (build 2.5) has been
determined for 315 Mb representing 67% of the genome (Sato et al., 2008) and is available
on the Kazusa website (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/lotus/). Various DNA, ecotypes (including
Gifu and MG20, which are used in this study), recombinant inbred lines and TILLING
mutant libraries are available for investigations of L. japonicus, as reviewed by (Sato and
Tabata, 2006; Udvardi et al., 2005). In addition, the endogenous retrotransposon Lotus
retrotransposon 1 (LORE1) (Madsen et al., 2005) has been used to generate transposon
mutant libraries of L. japonicus that are available for investigating the effect of disrupted
genes on plant phenotype (Fukai et al., 2012; Urbanski et al., 2012). L. corniculatus
(birdsfoot trefoil) a tetraploid species of agricultural importance that is used for pastures and
hay. It produces condensed tannins, which have been shown to reduce bloating problems in
ruminants (Aerts, 1999).
It was generally considered that rhizobial EPS was only required for nodulation of legumes
that form indeterminate nodules (Gonzalez et al., 1996; Pellock et al., 2000), with reports
suggesting it is not required for formation of determinate nodules such as those found in the
M. loti – Lotus symbiosis (Hotter and Scott, 1991). In a study investigating the role of EPS in
the formation of nitrogen-fixing nodules by M. loti NZP2037, Hotter and Scott (1991)
showed that EPS-deficient strains were not affected in the nodulation of the determinateforming L. pedunculatus, but formed ineffective nodules on the indeterminate-noduleforming host Leucaena leucocephala (Hotter and Scott, 1991). However, in a recent study
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Kelly et al. (2012) showed that M. loti R7A mutants with mutations in exo genes involved in
different stages of EPS biosynthesis gave a range of different colony and symbiotic
phenotypes. Mutation of the glucosyltransferase gene exoU involved in the mid-stages of
EPS biosynthesis resulted in a strain R7AexoU that was unable to form infection threads on
L. japonicus, causing an inability to form infected nitrogen-fixing nodules. A mutant
disrupted in exoB (R7AexoB) that is involved in the early stages of EPS biosynthesis was
able to nodulate normally (Kelly et al., 2013). This study demonstrated that the role of
rhizobial EPS in the formation of determinate nodules is complex.
1.7 R7A EPS biosynthesis
The M. loti R7A EPS structure was first proposed by Kelly (2012) and has now been
confirmed by Dr. Artur Muszynski at the Complex Carbohydrate Research Centre, Georgia,
USA (Figure 1.6A). The positions of the acetyl groups have yet to be determined. R7A
produces an O-acetylated octasaccharide repeating unit with the same structure as that
reported for S. meliloti strain IFO 13336 (Amemura et al., 1981) and M. huakuii bv. My6
(Hisamatsu et al., 1997). It consists of one galactose (Gal), five glucose (Glc), one glucuronic
acid (GlcA) and one riburonic acid (RibA) residues (Artur Muszynski, personal
communication). The majority of genes involved in the biosynthesis of R7A EPS have been
proposed by Kelly et al. (2012) through comparison of EPS structure and the exo genes
clusters identified in R7A, S. meliloti and Rhizobium sp. NGR234. However the genes
involved in certain steps remain to be identified.
The R7A EPS biosynthesis pathway begins with the synthesis of the various nucleotide sugar
precursors by a number of enzymes. These UDP-linked sugars are required to make the EPS
octasaccharide repeating unit, which consists of two major parts: the backbone portion and
the branching portion. The backbone portion consists of a 1,3-linked Gal and three 1,4-linked
Glc units, which are linked together by the glycosyltransferases ExoY, ExoA, ExoL and
ExoM. Linking of the Gal and the third Glc residue via a 1,4-linkage can result in the
polymerisation of octasaccharides to form HMW EPS. The particular mechanism for this has
yet to be determined, but is speculated to occur during transport of the EPS from the cytosol
to external environment.
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Figure 1.6: M. loti R7A EPS biosynthesis.
A) Biosynthesis of M. loti R7A EPS. R7A produces an O-acetylated octasaccharide EPS
repeating unit which polymerises to form HMW EPS. The repeating unit consists of glucose
(Glc), galactose (Gal), glucuronic acid (GlcA) and riburonic acid (RibA). Firstly, a number of
gene products (red) are required for the synthesis of nucleotide sugar precursors, which are
then used in the biosynthesis of the octasaccharide repeating unit via a number of
glycosyltransferases (red). O-acetyl group positions on the octasaccharide are yet to be
determined. The octasaccharide repeating units are then polymerised by an as yet unknown
transport mechanism. B) The position of the exo genes (green) within the exo cluster in
MAFF303099. Strain R7A has the same genetic organisation. Genes that are not known to
have a role in EPS biosynthesis are shown in white.
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The branching portion, which extends from the third Glc residue within the backbone portion,
consists of two 1,6-linked Glc residues, a 1,4-linked GlcA and finally a 1,4-linked RibA.
Linkage of the two Glc residues occurs via the actions of two glycosyltransferases, ExoO and
ExoU. However, the gene products responsible for the addition of GlcA and RibA have yet to
be determined. The positions of the O-acetyl groups and the gene responsible for their
incorporation are yet to be determined. The gene responsible for this in S. meliloti is exoZ,
and there are a number of exoZ homologues in the R7A genome, including one within the exo
gene cluster. However it has been shown to be non-essential for the addition of the acetate
groups to R7A EPS (Artur Muszynski and John Sullivan, personal communication). It is
postulated that one or more of the other homologues of exoZ may be able to act as the Oacetyltransferase. The genes whose products are responsible for the transport and
polymerisation of LMW EPS into HMW EPS have not investigated. However a number of
genes that appear within the R7A exo gene cluster have been implicated in having a role,
including exoQ, exoF, exoT and exoP.
1.8 R7A EPS mutants
As previously mentioned, M. loti R7A mutants with mutations in exo genes involved at
different stages of EPS biosynthesis have been constructed (Kelly et al., 2013). Of particular
interest were the mutations made in the exoB and exoU genes (strains R7AexoB and
R7AexoU respectively). These mutations gave contrasting morphology and symbiotic
phenotypes.
exoB encodes an UDP-galactose 4-epimerase, which carries out the synthesis of the galactose
nucleotide sugar precursor UDP-Gal from UDP-Glc. As Gal is the first sugar in the EPS
backbone, the R7AexoB mutant is considered disrupted at an early stage of EPS biosynthesis.
R7AexoB forms small (1-2 mm) non-mucoid colonies on glucose-containing medium
compared to the large (5-7 mm) mucoid colonies formed by R7A wild-type, indicating a
deficiency in EPS production. Chemical analysis revealed that R7AexoB produced only a
LMW EPS fraction that consisted solely of Glc. R7AexoB produced effective nodules on
both L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu at a similar rate to wild-type R7A. Two models
were proposed as the possible reason for the symbiotic ability of R7AexoB. Firstly, another
polysaccharide could be providing a complementary signal in the absence of wild-type EPS
production, or alternatively, surface molecules that the plant usually perceives leading to a
defence response may be absent (Kelly et al., 2013).
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R7AexoU also forms non-mucoid colonies on glucose-containing medium and was found to
produce only LMW EPS fraction. However, in contrast to R7AexoB, R7AexoU also displays
cell aggregation phenotype, where it clumps together when grown in broth culture, while also
forming ‘hard’ colonies on glucose-containing medium which are difficult to disperse. It is
hypothesised that the production of truncated EPS is responsible for the observed
aggregation. R7AexoU also displays a distinctive fluorescent ‘halo’ surrounding the colonies
on G/RDM medium containing Calcofluor. This halo is believed to be a result of the
Calcofluor binding to the LMW fraction of the EPS produced by R7AexoU, suggesting that it
is secreted out of the cells. R7AexoU also failed to form nitrogen-fixing nodules, instead
inducing white uninfected nodule primordia. As described above, exoU encodes a
glucosyltransferase required for the addition of an UDP-Glc to the branch portion of the
growing EPS molecule and therefore is considered a gene involved in the mid-stages of EPS
biosynthesis. Further analysis into the symbiotic phenotype of R7AexoU revealed that it is
impaired in its ability to initiate or elongate ITs on L. japonicus Gifu (Kelly et al., 2013).
The hypothesised model for R7AexoU symbiotic deficiency is that R7AexoU is recognised
as foe by the plant due to the truncated form of LMW EPS produced by the strain. This
truncated form of EPS may be recognised as incompatible by the host legume, resulting in the
induction of plant defence responses. Alternatively, the symbiotic impairment of R7AexoU
may be attributed to the absence of full-length HMW EPS, resulting in the exposure of other
cell surface components normally ‘hidden’ from the plant in EPS-producing strains that in the
case of R7AexoU are available for recognition by the plant.
1.9 R7AΔexoU suppressor mutant screen
One approach Kelly et al. (2013) took towards determining the basis for R7AexoU symbiotic
deficiencies was to isolate second-site suppressor mutations of R7AΔexoU (a markerless
deletion mutant was used instead of the original mutant R7AexoU, as R7AexoU already has a
transposon Tn5 insertion with exoU) via transposon mutagenesis that restored the ability to
form nitrogen-fixing nodules. Isolation of symbiotically-proficient suppressor mutants was
expected as it was previously shown that an R7AexoBexoU double mutant formed effective
nodules on L. corniculatus. Identification of genes not previously implicated in the EPS
biosynthesis pathway could reveal other bacterial components involved in the R7AexoU
symbiotic phenotype, including genes involved in transporting the truncated EPS out of the
cell. Indeed, six genes were identified as sites of transposon insertion in second-site
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suppressor mutants, including four that did not belong to the EPS biosynthesis pathway
(Table 1.1).
Interestingly, a suppressor mutant harbouring a transposon insertion in the exoB gene was not
recovered in the transposon mutagenesis of R7AΔexoU. This, together with the fact that no
mutant was isolated twice, suggests that the initial screen was not saturated, leading to the
possibility of recovering further symbiotically-proficient R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.

Table 1.1: Identified R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
Strain Name

Gene Disrupted by

Disrupted Gene Functionb

Transposona
R7AΔexoU/2244

mlr2244

Sugar binding protein of sugar ABCtransporter

R7AΔexoU/2385

mll2385

Sensory histidine kinase/response regular
hybrid protein

R7AΔexoU/4457

mlr4457

Two-component response regulator

R7AΔexoU/5197

mll5197

Malate dehydrogenase

R7AΔexoU/5271

mlr5271

Glycosyltransferase (exoL)

R7AΔexoU/5271

mlr5272

Glycosyltransferase (exoA)

a. MAFF303099

gene

encoded

at

the

insertion

site

from

Rhizobase

(http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase).
b. Function of the annotated gene product at the insertion site from Rhizobase
(http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase).
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1.10 Aims of this study
The overall goal of this study was to further test the hypothesis that EPS has a signalling role
in the establishment of the Mesorhizobium-Lotus symbiosis, as proposed by Kelly et al.
(2013).
The primary aim of this study was to characterise the R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants initially
isolated by Kelly et al. (2013) through complementation experiments and phenotypic
characterisation of these mutants (Table 1.1). Also, as it was believed that the initial
transposon mutagenesis of R7AΔexoU was not saturated, a second transposon mutagenesis of
R7AΔexoU was undertaken to isolate and characterise further possible suppressor mutants. It
was hoped that characterisation of suppressor mutants would lead to the identification of
other bacterial components that are involved in the exoU symbiotic phenotype. It was also
hoped that mutants with transposon insertions within genes involved in the transport of the
truncated EPS from the cytosol into the external environment would be isolated.
The second aim was to further characterise the pathway involved in the biosynthesis of the
octameric subunit of M. loti R7A EPS. The genes required for the addition of GlcA and RibA
to the growing EPS monomer have not been identified to date. To identify them, potential
candidate genes were subjected to mutagenesis and phenotypic characterisation. EPS extracts
from the mutants were structurally characterised to determine whether the genes had a role in
the incorporation of GlcA and/or RibA to M. loti R7A EPS. The structural characterisation of
EPS extracts was undertaken by Dr. Artur Muszynski at the Complex Carbohydrate Research
Center, Georgia, USA.
The third aim was to isolate further EPS mutants in the early stages of EPS biosynthesis, to
further test the hypothesis that the symbiotic phenotype exhibited by the EPS mutants
depends on the stage of which EPS biosynthesis was affected (i.e. either the backbone portion
or branch portion). Further experiments undertaken to explore this hypothesis, included the
examination of the symbiotic phenotype of the EPS backbone mutants in finer detail.
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The final aim was to isolate a mutant within a gene responsible for the transport of EPS from
the cytosol into the external environment to support the model that the secretion of truncated
EPS by R7AexoU (and other EPS branch mutants) was responsible for the symbiotic
impairment of the strain. Firstly, a model for EPS transport in R7A was established through
bioinformatics. A candidate gene was mutated in a number of different mutant backgrounds
(including the exoU mutant) and a complementation approach was undertaken to determine
whether EPS was secreted in the initial mutant strain.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Bacterial strains and plasmids
Escherichia coli and Mesorhizobium loti strains used in this study are described in Table 2.1.
Plasmids used in this study are described in Table 2.2.
2.2 Media and growth conditions
Escherichia coli strains were grown at 37°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) agar and broth, or
tryptone-yeast extract (TY) agar or broth (Beringer, 1974). Mesorhizobium loti strains were
grown at 28°C in TY broth, or Rhizobium Defined Medium (RDM) agar and broth,
supplemented with 0.4% glucose as the sole carbon source (G/RDM) (Ronson et al., 1987).
RDM with 5% sucrose as the sole carbon source (S/RDM) was utilised in the construction of
markerless deletion mutants. Congo red medium was G/RDM containing 0.01% [w/ v]
Congo red dye (C6277, Sigma). Calcofluor medium was either TY or G/RDM with the
addition of 0.02% [w/ v] Fluorescent brightener-28 (F3543, Sigma). Media recipes are given
in Appendix A. Antibiotics were added to media as required (Table 2.3).
2.3 Storage of bacterial strains
Bacterial strains used in this study were stored at -70°C in cryogenic vials (Nalgene, USA).
Cultures were prepared for storage by adding 70 µL of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to 800 µL
of stationary-phase cultures that were grown in an appropriate medium.
2.4 Enzymes and chemicals
Enzymes were purchased from Roche Diagnostics (Mannheim, Germany) and New England
Biolabs (Beverly, MA, USA). Antibiotics and chemicals were purchased from Sigma (St.
Louis, USA). Antibiotics were dissolved to an appropriate concentration in Milli-Q water and
filter-sterilised through a 0.45 μm syringe filter, with the exception of tetracycline and
rifampicin, which were dissolved in absolute methanol. All chemicals were analytical grade
with solutions made up in distilled water unless otherwise stated. Recipes for solutions and
buffers are provided in Appendix B.
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Table 2.1: Bacterial strains used in this study.
Strains

Description

Reference

F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC)

Epicentre

Escherichia coli
EPI300

Φ80dlacZΔM15 ΔlacX74 recA1 endA1
araD139 Δ(ara, leu)7697 galU galK λ- rpsL
nupG trfA tonA, StrR
HB101

leuB thi xyl mtl ara Δ(gpt-proA) lacY hsdS
R

ST18

(Boyer and Roulland-

recA galK supE mcrB, Str

Dussoix, 1969)

E. coli S17 containing λpir ΔhemA

(Thoma and
Schobert, 2009)

Mesorhizobium loti
R7A

Field reisolate of ICMP 3153; wild-type

(Sullivan et al., 1995)

symbiotic strain
R7A5268

mlr5268::pFUS2, GmR

This study

R7A5269

R

This study

mll5269::pFUS2, Gm
R

R7AexoA

exoA::pFUS2, Gm

R7AexoB

exoB::mTn5, NmR

(Hubber, 2005)

R7AexoN

exoN::pFUS2, GmR

This study

R7AexoU

R

exoU::mTn5, Nm

R

R7AexoY

exoY::pFUS2, Gm

R7AΔexoA

R7A exoA; marker-less in-frame deletion

This study

(Hubber, 2005)
This study
(Kelly et al., 2013)

mutant
R7AΔexoU

R7A exoU; marker-less in-frame deletion

(Kelly, 2012)

mutant
R7AΔexoU/2244

R7AΔexoU containing a mlr2244::mTn5

(Kelly, 2012)

insertion, NmR. Found in this study to also
have a 188-bp deletion within exoB.
R7AΔexoU/2385

R7AΔexoU containing a mll2385::mTn5

(Kelly, 2012)

insertion, NmR. Found in this study to also
have a 12-bp deletion within exoB.
R7AΔexoU/4457

R7AΔexoU containing a mlr4457::mTn5

(Kelly, 2012)

R

insertion, Nm . Found in this study to also
have a single bp insertion within exoYF.
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R7AΔexoU/5197

R7AΔexoU containing a mll5197::mTn5

(Kelly, 2012)

insertion, NmR. Found in this study to also
have a, single bp deletion within exoB.
R7AΔexoU/SM1A

R7AΔexoU containing a msl2438::mTn5

This study

insertion, NmR. Found in this study to also
have a 538 bp deletion within exoYF.
R7AΔexoYF

R7A exoYF; marker-less in-frame deletion

This study

mutant
R7AΔexoYFexoT

R7AΔexoYFcontaining an exoT::pFUS2

This study

insertion, GmR
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Table 2.2: Plasmids used in this study.
Plasmids

Description

Reference

p18-4457

pLAFR1 R7A library cosmid containing exoQ,

This study

exoF, exoY, exoX, exoU, exoK, and mll5265, TcR
p9-5197

pLAFR1 R7A library cosmid containing exoB, TcR This study

p9B12F-2385

pLAFR1 R7A library cosmid containing mll2385,

This study

R

Tc
pFAJ1700

Stable RK2-derived cloning vector, ApR, TcR

(Dombrecht et al.,
2001)

pFAJ1819

Plasmid carrying mTn5gus-pgfp21, KmR

(Xi et al., 1999)

pFAJ::5269

pFAJ1700 containing an mll5269-exoT

This study

complementation product, TcR
pFAJ::exoB

pFAJ1700 containing an exoB single-gene

This study

complementation product, TcR.
pFAJ::exoY-F

pFAJ1700 containing an exoY-exoF

This Study

R

complementation product, Tc .
pFUS2

Suicide vector, oriVColE1, oriTRP4, GmR

pFUS2::5268

pFUS2::mlr5268 IDM mutagenesis construct, GmR This study

pFUS2::5269

pFUS2::mll5269 IDM mutagenesis construct, GmR

(Antoine et al., 2000)
This study

pFUS2::exoA

pFUS2::exoA IDM mutagenesis construct, Gm

R

This study

pFUS2::exoN

pFUS2::exoN IDM mutagenesis construct, GmR

This study

pFUS2::exoT

pFUS2::exoY IDM mutagenesis construct, GmR

This study

pFUS2::exoY

pFUS2::exoY IDM mutagenesis construct, Gm

R

This study

pJQ200SK

pACYC derivative containing the parDE genes,

(Quandt and Hynes,

TcR

1993)

pJQ200::exoYF pJQ200SK::exoYF in-frame markerless deletion
mutagenesis construct, Gm
pRK2013
pSKLASG

Helper plasmid, derivative of RK2, oriVColE1,

(Figurski and

Mob+, Tra+, KmR

Helinski, 1979)

pFAJ1700 containing an exoL-exoA
complementation product, Tc

pSKGFP

This study

R

(Kelly et al., 2013)

R

pFAJ1700 containing gfp expressed from the nptII

(Kelly et al., 2013)

promoter, TcR
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Table 2.3. Antibiotics used in this study.
Antibiotic

Abbreviation

Concentration (µg/mL)
E. coli

M. loti

Ampicillin

Ap

100

-

Gentamicin

Gm

25

50

Kanamycin

Km

50

-

Neomycin

Nm

-

200

Rifampicin

Rf

-

100

Tetracycline

Tc

15

2
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2.5 Spectroscopy
Optical densities of cultures were determined using a Jenway 6300 spectrophotometer
(Jenway Instruments). DNA concentrations were measured using a Nanodrop ND-100
spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies, USA).
2.6 DNA isolation and manipulation
2.6.1 Plasmid DNA extraction
2.6.1.1 Alkaline lysis method
Plasmid DNA was extracted using a method based on (Feliciello and Chinali, 1993).
Overnight E. coli cultures (3 mL) grown in LB broths at 37°C were harvested by
centrifugation. Pelleted cells were resuspended in 250 µL Buffer P1 (QIAGEN) before being
lysed by the addition of 250 µL lysis buffer (0.2 M NaOH, 1% [w/v] SDS) and inversion.
Neutralising solution (350 µL of 3 M KAc, 5% [w/v] formic acid), was then added and mixed
by inversion. The bacterial lysate was then centrifuged at 14,926 g for 5 minutes and 800 µL
of the supernatant transferred to a new sterile microcentrifuge tube, where the DNA was
precipitated by the addition of 600 µL of isopropanol. The samples were centrifuged again at
14,926 g for 10 min after which the supernatant was discarded. DNA pellets were then
washed in 1 mL of 70% ethanol, air-dried and resuspended in 50 µL of filter-sterile Milli-Q
water.
2.6.1.2 Plasmid and cosmid isolation using commercial kits
Low-copy-number plasmids and cosmids were isolated using the QIAGEN Midi kit (cat.
#12143). High-copy-number plasmids were isolated using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit
(QIAGEN cat. #27106). Plasmid extractions were performed according to the manufacturer’s
protocols.
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2.6.2 Genomic DNA isolation
2.6.2.1 Ultra-quick genomic DNA preparations
Genomic DNA of R7A strains was isolated by modification of the ultra-quick genomic DNA
preparation method described by (Gonzalez-y-Merchand et al., 1996). TY cultures (5 mL)
were grown for 48 h at 28°C with shaking. Cultures (3 mL) were harvested by centrifugation
with the bacterial pellets then resuspended in 500 µL lysis buffer (4 M guanidinium
thiocyanate, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% [w/v] Tween-80). The lysates
were then snap-frozen at 70°C for 15 min before incubation at 65°C for 10 min. The snapfreezing/heating process was repeated once. Lysates were then extracted firstly in 500 µL
phenol/chloroform (1:1), followed by 500 µL chloroform. Genomic DNA was then
precipitated with 1 mL of 100% ethanol, washed in 1 mL of 70% ethanol, air-dried and
resuspended in 50 µL of filter-sterile Milli-Q water.
2.6.2.2 PrepMan™ Ultra genomic DNA preparations
Crude genomic DNA for use in PCR was extracted from bacterial pellets harvested from 500
µL broth cultures, using 100 µL of PrepMan™ Ultra reagent (Applied Biosystems). Pellets
resuspended in the reagent were boiled for 10 min, cooled at room temperature for 2 min then
centrifuged at 14,926 g for 2 min, where the supernatant was removed from cell lysate. One
µL of supernatant was used in PCR reactions.
2.6.3 Restriction enzyme digestion
DNA was digested with restriction enzymes and the appropriate buffer for at least 1 h at
37°C. Restriction enzymes and buffers were all sourced from Roche unless otherwise stated.
2.6.4 Agarose gel electrophoresis
DNA samples were mixed with one-fifth the volume of bromophenol blue tracking dye (1
mL Milli-Q water, 1 mL glycerol, 1 mL bromophenol blue [10 mg/mL]) prior to loading onto
gels made up of 1% agarose dissolved in 1x Tris-acetate (TAE) buffer (40 mM Tris [pH 8],
20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA [pH 8]) containing 1 µg/mL ethidium bromide. Gels were
electrophoresed at 90 V for approximately 1 h, unless otherwise stated. DNA was visualised
and captured on an El Logic 200 Gel Documentation system (Kodak Ltd.).
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2.6.5 Southern hybridisation
2.6.5.1 Downward capillary blotting
To prepare for transfer of genomic DNA from 1% agarose gels to Hybond-N+ membranes
(Amershan BioScience), the gels were firstly submerged in 0.2 HCL for 15 min, rinsed in
distilled water twice, soaked in denaturation solution (1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M NaOH) for 15 min,
before finally a 15 min soak in neutralisation solution (1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M Tris [pH 8]).
Transfer involved a downward capillary system involving construction of a stack of the
following: a 7 cm high stack of paper towels formed the base of the stack, on top of this 3
pieces of wet Whatman filter paper (pre-soaked in 20x SSC) were placed. The membrane
(pre-soaked for 5 min in distilled water, followed by 5 min in 20x SSC) was then placed on
the stack and the treated agarose gel (with wells cut off) was then placed on top of the
membrane, ensuring no air bubbles formed. The stack was completed by placing 6 more
pieces of pre-soaked Whatman paper, including 2 that were cut with an extension that was
placed in a reservoir of 20x SSC. The stack was left overnight for transfer of the DNA to
occur. The DNA was then fixed to the membrane by soaking the membrane in 0.4 M NaOH
for 20 min. Finally the membrane was rinsed in 2x SSC and air-dried.
2.6.5.2 Hybridisation of probes to membrane-bound DNA
Membrane pre-hybridisation was carried out in a Hybaid bottle containing 0.125 mL per cm2
of membrane of AlkPhos Direct™ hybridisation buffer (GE Healthcare). The bottle was
incubated at 55°C in a rotating Hybaid hybridisation oven (Sci. Tech. NZ Ltd) for 15 min.
Appropriate probe DNA (purified PCR product) was diluted to 10 ng/µL in water supplied
with the AlkPhos Direct™ labelling system (GE Healthcare cat. #RPN3680). To 10 µL of
diluted probe DNA, 1 µL of a 1:50 dilution of HindIII-digested λ phage DNA was added to a
0.5 mL microfuge tube, boiled for 5 min, then immediately cooled on ice for 5 min. After
cooling, the following reagents from the AlkPhos Direct™ labelling system kit were added to
the tube: 10 µL of reaction buffer, 2 µL labelling reagent and 10 µL of working-concentration
crosslinker (1:5 dilution using the water supplied with the kit). Gentle mixing was performed
following the addition of each reagent, before brief centrifugation, followed by incubation at
37°C for 30 min.
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After the prehybridisation period, the prepared probe was added to the Hybaid bottle
containing the membrane, and the bottle was returned to the hybridisation oven for overnight
incubation at 55°C.
2.6.5.3 Membrane washing
Following hybridisation, membranes were washed twice for 10 min at 55°C in primary wash
buffer (2 M urea, 0.1% [w/ v] SDS, 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM
MgCl2 and 0.2% [w/ v] blocking reagent). Membranes were then washed twice for 5 min at
room temperature in secondary wash buffer (200 nM Tris-base, 400 nM NaCl, and 2 nM
MgCl2 pH 7.0).
2.6.5.4 Signal generation and detection
Secondary wash buffer was drained from the membrane and the membrane placed DNA-side
up onto a clear plastic sheet. CDP-Star detection reagent (GE Healthcare cat. #RPN3682) was
then pipette (30-40 µL per cm2 of membrane) onto the membrane and left for 2 min, before
excess detection reagent was drained off. The membrane was then sealed in the plastic sheet
and exposed onto X-Ray film (Cronex, Dupont) for 1-3 h in the presence of Lightening-plus
intensifying screens.
2.6.5.5 Membrane stripping
Probes were stripped from membranes using 0.5% [w/ v] SDS, where the 0.5% SDS solution
was boiled and then poured over the membranes. Then membranes were then left to soak via
slight agitation for 30 min. The process was then repeated, before stripped membranes were
rinsed in 2x SSC, air-dried and stored at room temperature.
2.6.6 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
PCR was used for multiple purposes including amplification of DNA for the screening of
library clones, amplification of DNA for mutant construction and strain confirmation, and
amplification of DNA for sequencing. The sequences of PCR primers used in this study are
listed in Table 2.4. Primers were ordered from Invitrogen (Life Technologies) or Integrated
DNA Technologies.
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Table 2.4: Primers used in this study.

Name

Sequence 5’ to 3’

Used for*

2385pFUS2L

AAATTTGGATCCGATGAGGAGGAGTCCTATCT

Screening

2385pFUS2R

ATATATAAGCTTGATCGTGTTCAGAACGATGC

Screening

5268pFUSL

AAATTTGGATCCGGTGATAAGGACATGGTTTC

IDM

5268pFUSR

ATATATAAGCTTTCCTCATAAGGATTGATCAG

IDM

5269pFUSL

AAATTTGGATCCTCTATACGTCAGGCATCACC

IDM

5269pFUSR

ATATATAAGCTTTCGCTGAGGAATTTCTCATA

IDM

5269SGL

AAATTTTCTAGAATCGGAAACATCGTGCACCA

SGC

5269SGR

ATATATGAATTCGATCGCCAGTTCGTCACCTT

SGC

exoApFUSL

AAATTTGGATCCCGTTATCCTGCTTCACAACA

IDM

exoApFUSR

ATATATAAGCTTTGGCTGAAGGTCTCGTCATA

IDM

exoBSGL

AAATTTGGATCCTCATAATCATTGGCCTATTG

SGC

exoBSGR

ATATATAAGCTTGCATGAAGATAACGGTGCTC

SGC

exoBseqL

GAACCGCTGGTAGTTCATGT

Sequencing

exoBseqL-2

TCATAATCATTGGCCTATTG

Sequencing

exoBseqR

GAGCACCGTTATCTTCATGC

Sequencing

exoKseqL

GAGACTACTTGAAAGGCATG

Sequencing

exoKseqR

GTCAAGTTCATTCGGTTTCA

Sequencing

exoNpFUSL

AAATTTGGATCCATCGAGCACATCGTGTTCGT

IDM

exoNpFUSR

ATATATAAGCTTAATGCCGTATTTGTTGGTCT

IDM

exoQSGL

AAATTTGGATCCCGTTCGCCACAGTAATTCCA

Sequencing

exoQSGR

ATATATGGATCCGAATCTCTCGTTACCGCAAG

Sequencing

exoTpFUSL

AAATTTAAGCTTTTGGTCGCTGCCTTCTATGG

IDM

exoTpFUSR

ATATATGGATCCTTGATCAGCTCGCCGATGCC

IDM

exoUcheckL

ACCTGCTCAACATGGTCATC

Screening

exoUcheckR

TGGTCGTTCAATTTGCTGCA

Screening

exoXSGL

AAATTTGGATCCTTGCAGCATGCCAGAGTCGA

Sequencing

exoXSGR

ATATATGGATCCCTGAGGCCACGGATATCCTT

Sequencing

exoYFcheckL

GTATCGTGTGGTGAACCATT

Sequencing

exoYFcheckR

GTGAAACGCTCTATCATTTC

Sequencing

exoYFinsideL

GAAATTGCCCTTGGCCGTGA

MD, Sequencing

exoYFinsideR

TATCTCGCCACCAATCCGGA

MD, Sequencing
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exoYFLL

AAATTTACTAGTGCATAGACAAGGACGAAATA

exoYFLR

AGCTTGATCTTGATCACGTCGATCAGACCAACCAGTGAAC MD

exoYFRL

GTTCACTGGTTGGTCTGATCGACGTGATCAAGATCAAGCT MD

exoYFRR

ATATATACTAGTCATGACCAAGCTTTTGTCAC

MD

exoYFSGL3

ATATATGGATCCTTCTATTAAGGCGAGCAGAA

SGC

exoYFSGR

AAATTTGGATCCTTGGAATTCCTTGTGCGATG

SGC

exoYpFUSL

AAATTTGGATCCCGCAGGCTGACACCGATTTT

IDM

exoYpFUSR

ATATATAAGCTTAATTCGTCGAGGCTGAGCTT

IDM

Gusout

TTCGCGATCCAGACTGAATG

RP- PCR

Gusout-2

CTTTCGGTATAAAGACTTCG

RP- PCR

lacZ

GCTATTACGCCAGCTGGCCA

Sequencing

M13 Forward

CCCAGTCACGACGTTGTAAAACG

Sequencing

M13 Reverse

AGCGGATAACAATTTCACACAGG

Sequencing

PF106

GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGCNNNNNNNNNNAGAG

RP- PCR

PF107

GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGCNNNNNNNNNNACGCC

RP- PCR

PF108

GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGCNNNNNNNNNNGATAC

RP- PCR

PF109

GACCACACGTCGACTAGTGC

RP- PCR

pLAFRF

GGCATTCACGGACTTCATGG

Sequencing

pLAFRR

CGAGCTGCGCAAGGACATAA

Sequencing

MD

* MD, used in the construction of in-frame markerless deletion mutants. IDM, used in the
construction of insertion duplication mutants. SGC, used for single-gene complementation
constructs. RP-PCR, used for identification of transposon insertion sites via random primed
PCR.
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2.6.6.1 Standard PCR protocol
PCR reactions were carried out using the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR system (Finnzymes).
Standard 100-µL PCR reactions were used for cloning or sequencing, while 25-µL volumes
were used for screening. Reaction mixtures (in filter-sterilised Milli-Q water) contained 20%
v/v 5x Phusion HF buffer, 3% v/v DMSO, 10 nM of supplied dNTPs mixture, 500 nM of
each primer, 0.5-2 µL of DNA template suspension, and finally 0.5 units of Phusion HighFidelity Polymerase Enzyme.
All PCR cycling was performed using a PCR express thermal cycler (Hybaid Ltd.). The
conditions of a typical PCR reaction were as follows:
1 cycle:

98°C (1 min)

25-30 cycles: 98°C (10 s)

57°C* (10-30 s)

72°C (15-30 s/1 kb product)

1 cycle:

57°C* (10-30 s)

72°C (5 min)

98°C (10 s)

* Temperature varied depending on primers.
PCR products were purified using the High Pure PCR purification kit (Roche cat. #1732688)
or extracted from agarose gel and purified using the QIAEX-II gel extraction kit (QIAGEN
cat. #20021). All purification methods were performed according to the manufacturers’
instructions.
2.10.2 Random-primed PCR
Random-primed PCR, based on the method described by (Fineran et al., 2005) was used to
determine transposon insertion sites, as depicted in Figure 2.1. A first round of PCR was
performed on chromosomal DNA using a random-primer mix (PF106, PF107 and PF108)
and a Tn5-specific primer (Gusout-2). A second PCR was then performed using an aliquot of
DNA from the first PCR with an adaptor primer (PF109) and a second Tn5-specific primer
(Gusout). The resulting mix of PCR fragments was then purified and sequenced with the
second Tn5-specific primer.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of random-primed PCR strategy.
The first PCR reaction amplifies genomic DNA using a mTn5-specfic primer (blue) and a
random-primer mix (green), which anneal at random within the genome. The random-primer
mix incorporates an adaptor sequence to the 5’ end of the first PCR product, which is used in
the second PCR reaction. Using the resulting PCR product from the first PCR reaction as the
template, a second PCR reaction is conducted using the adaptor primer (red) and a second
mTn5-specific primer (purple). The resulting PCR products can then be sequenced using the
second mTn5-specific primer to determine mTn5 insertion.
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2.6.7 Cloning of DNA fragments
2.6.7.1 Preparation of insert and plasmid DNA
Plasmid and insert DNA was digested with the desired restriction enzyme(s). Following
digestion, plasmids were dephosphorylated by the addition of 1 unit of alkaline phosphatase
(Roche cat. #713023) and incubation at 37°C for 30 min. Plasmid DNA was then gelextracted and purified using the QIAEX-II gel extraction kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Digested inserts were purified using either the High Pure Purification kit (Roche
cat. #1732688) or the QIAEX-II gel extraction kit.
2.6.7.2 Ligations
Up to 1 µg of prepared plasmid and insert DNA were mixed with 2.5 µL of 10x ligation
buffer and 1.5 units of T4 DNA ligase (Roche cat. #481220) in a total volume of 20 µL (in
filter-sterilised Milli-Q water), and incubated overnight at 12°C. Ligated DNA was ethanolprecipitated (50 µL 100% ethanol, 2 µL of 3 M sodium acetate and 1 µL of Pellet paint ® coprecipitant [Novagen]), washed with 200 µL 70% ethanol and then resuspended in 5 µL of
filter-sterile Milli-Q water.
2.6.8 Preparation of electrocompetent E. coli cells
Electrocompetent cell stocks of E. coli EPI300 and ST18 were prepared using a protocol
adapted from (Sheng et al., 1995). Strains were grown to stationary phase in 5 mL LB broths
and 0.5 mL of this culture was used to inoculate 500 mL broths that were incubated at 37°C
with shaking at 200 rpm. Cultures were harvested at OD600 0.6-0.8 by centrifugation at 4°C
for 10 min at 5930 g. Following two washes in 500 mL chilled 10% [w/v] glycerol, cells
were washed in 30 mL of chilled 10% glycerol, pelleted, then resuspended in 1 mL of 10%
glycerol. Aliquots (40 µL) were snap-frozen in a dry ice/ethanol bath and stored at -80°C.
2.6.9 Electrotransformation
Electrocompetent cells (40 µL) were thawed on ice. DNA (1-2 µL) was added to the thawed
cells which were then transferred to a pre-chilled 1 mm gapped electroporation cuvette
(Biorad). Cells were then transformed at 1800 V using an E. coli TransPorator
electroporation system (BTX). Immediately following shocking, E. coli cells were suspended
in 1 mL of LB broth and incubated at 37°C with shaking for 45 min. Following incubation,
aliquots were spread onto media containing appropriate antibiotics.
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2.6.10 DNA sequencing
Plasmid clones and PCR products were sequenced using the primers described in Table 2.4.
Relevant primers were mixed with template DNA and filter-sterile Milli-Q water, and the
mixture sent to the Allan Wilson Centre Genome Service (Massey University, Palmerston
North, NZ) for sequencing.
2.6.11 Computer analysis of DNA sequencing data
DNA sequence was viewed and edited using 4peaks software (Mekentosj.com). Further
manipulation of DNA sequences was performed using the Lasergene suite of software
(DNAStar). National Center for Biotechnology Information (NBCI) databases were searched
for similar nucleotide and amino-acid sequences using BLAST N, X and P (Altschul et al.,
1997). Comparisons of sequence data to M. loti MAFF303099 were carried out using the
BLAST functions of the Rhizobase website (http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase).
Comparisons of sequence data to M. loti R7A were carried out using the BLAST functions of
the DOE Joint Genome Institute website (http://genome.jgi.doe.gov/).
2.6.12 Transfer of plasmids by conjugation
2.6.12.1 Biparental and triparental spot-matings
Plasmids containing an RK6 origin of replication were transferred from E. coli strain ST18
into M. loti R7A through biparental spot-matings. Triparental spot-matings incorporated the
helper plasmid pRK2013 to aid in the transfer of non-self-transmissible plasmids from E. coli
EPI300. For spot-matings E. coli and M. loti strains were grown to stationary phase in TY
broth. Aliquots of each culture (30 µL) were dispensed together as a spot onto a TY agar
plate and incubated at 28°C overnight. The resultant bacterial growth was then streaked onto
selective medium containing appropriate antibiotics.
2.6.12.2 Filter matings
Stationary-phase TY broth cultures were dispensed (1 mL each culture) onto the surface of a
0.45 µm filter (Type HA, 47 mm, Millipore Corporation, USA) and filtered using a Sterifil
vacuum filter apparatus (Millipore). The filter was transferred to a TY agar plate and
incubated at 28°C overnight. Filter growth was resuspended in filter-sterile Milli-Q water
using a flamed spreader and 10-fold dilutions of the suspension were plated onto the
appropriate selective medium.
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2.7 Mutagenesis
2.7.1 Insertion duplication mutagenesis
IDM mutants were constructed using the suicide vector pFUS2 (Antoine et al., 2000). DNA
representing an approximately 350-bp internal region of the target gene was PCR-amplified
using primers xpFUSL/xpFUSR (Table 2.4) with appropriate restriction sites incorporated.
After restriction digestion, the purified PCR products were ligated into the appropriately
digested pFUS2, followed by electroporation of the plasmid constructs into E. coli ST18
cells. Cloned fragments were confirmed by sequencing using the lacZ primer. Once
confirmed, the mutant construct was conjugated from ST18 to the appropriate M. loti strain
via spot-matings. Single-colony purifications of transconjugants to isolate the desired mutant
strains were performed by passaging on G/RDM containing Gm. Southern hybridisations
were performed on genomic DNA extracted from the putative mutants to confirm pFUS2
integration into the genome at the desired location.
2.7.2 In-frame markerless deletion mutagenesis
The ΔexoYF in-frame markerless deletion mutant was constructed through allelic
replacement of the wild-type exoYF genes with a mutated construct containing the deletion.
The replacement occurred through homologous recombination.
Primer sets exoYFLL/exoYFLR and exoYFRL/exoYFRR were designed to PCR-amplify ~1
kb left and right arm that represent flanking regions either side of exoYF and included ~100bp of the 5’ (left arm) or 3’ (right arm) exoYF sequence. Primer design incorporated SpeI
restriction enzyme sites to the outermost end of the left and right arms as well as a 20-bp
overlapping sequence between the internal regions of the two arms.
The overlap-extension PCR required two separate PCR reactions. Firstly, the left and right
arms were PCR-amplified separately using genomic R7A DNA as the template. The second
reaction involved using the left and right arm PCR products as the template DNA, with the
outermost arm-primers (exoYFLL/exoYFRR) to PCR-amplify a ~2-kb fragment consisting of
the left and right arms joined in-frame at the overlapping sequence.
The overlap extension PCR product was digested with SpeI, before ligating into SpeIdigested pJQ200SK (Quandt and Hynes, 1993). The recombinant plasmid was electroporated
into E. coli ST18 cells, then mated into M. loti R7A via bi-parental spot-matings. Colonies
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exhibiting GmR, provided by pJQ200SK, were passaged for single colonies four times and
confirmed by PCR. A second crossover event to remove pJQ200SK and the wild-type copy
of the target gene was forced by plating single-crossover clones onto S/RDM medium. The
plasmid pJQ200SK encodes sacB, the product of which is lethal in the presence of sucrose.
PCR and sequencing was used to confirm second-crossover clones and the resultant
markerless deletion strain.
2.7.3 Transposon mutagenesis
R7AΔexoU was randomly mutated with the transposon mTn5gusA-pgfp21 (Xi et al., 1999).
pFAJ1819, which carries mTn5gusA-pgfp21, was introduced into R7AΔexoU from E. coli
ST18 via triparental filter-matings (Section 2.6.12.2). Following overnight incubation of the
filter at 28°C on TY plates, filter growth was resuspended in 2 mL sterile water using a
spreader. Serial 10-fold dilutions of the suspension were made down to 10-5 and 100 µL
aliquots of the dilutions were plated onto G/RDM containing Nm and Rf.
2.8 Plant studies
The symbiotic ability of various wild-type and mutant R7A strains on a range of Lotus
species was investigated through plant nodulation studies. Seeds of L. japonicus Gifu, L.
japonicus MG20, L. burtii, and L. fillicaulis were obtained from Professor Jens Stougaard,
Aarhus University, Denmark. L. corniculatus seed was obtained from PGG Wrightson Seed,
Kimihia Research Centre, Lincoln, New Zealand.
2.8.1 Seedling preparation
Seeds were surface-sterilised to prevent contamination influencing the results of plant studies.
Surface sterilisation was achieved by first scarifying the seed coat through immersion in
concentrated sulphuric acid for 6-10 min, followed by washing in five changes of sterile
water. Seeds were then shaken in a bleach solution (10% [w/v] commercial bleach and 0.03%
[w/v] Tween-80) for 20 min, followed by washing in five changes of sterile water. Surfacesterilised seeds were then transferred aseptically onto 0.8% agar and left to germinate
inverted in the dark at 24°C for 24-48 h, depending on the Lotus species. Following
germination, seeds were transferred into either sterile plant growth plates (10 cm x 10 cm) or
sterile plant tubes, containing a slant of Jensen’s seedling agar (Vincent, 1970). Seedlings
were left to grow for 48 h prior to inoculation.
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2.8.2 Plant inoculation
For standard plant inoculations, growth from fresh G/RDM plate cultures was resuspended in
5 mL of sterile water. Each seedling root was inoculated with 50 µL of the appropriate
suspension. Various controls including contamination checks of inoculum suspensions,
inoculation of plants with wild-type strains and uninoculated control plants were included in
each plant experiment.
For co-inoculation plant assays, G/RDM plate growth was resuspended in 5 mL sterile water
and the OD600 was measured. Suspensions were adjusted to an OD600 of 0.1. Viable cell
counts were performed by plating dilutions of adjusted suspensions to confirm that equal
number of cells were present. Seedlings were inoculated with 50 µL of each of the adjusted
suspensions.
For plants inoculated with transconjugants in complementation and R7AΔexoU transposon
mutagenesis studies, colony growth from mating/mutagenesis plates containing selective
antibiotics was resuspended in sterile water. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation and washed
twice in sterile water prior to plant inoculation with 50 µL each of the final resuspension.
2.8.3 Plant growth conditions
Plants were grown in a growth room with a controlled environment. Relative humidity was
kept at 70% with the temperature maintained at 22-25°C during the day and 14°C at night on
a 16 h day / 8 h night cycle. To ensure the relative position of plants to the overhead lamps
had no effect on plant growth, plants were relocated periodically at random within the growth
room.
2.8.4 Plant nodulation observations
Plants inoculated with R7A strains were observed periodically for nodule formation over 4-7
week nodulation assays. The symbiotic effectiveness of strains was determined by comparing
the growth response of plants inoculated with the different strains to plants inoculated with
wild-type positive controls and uninoculated negative controls plants. Plants that formed
effective (nitrogen-fixing) nodules grew well and appeared healthy with green foliage. In
contrast, plants that formed no nodules or small white ineffective nodules exhibited stunted
growth, yellowing and loss of foliage.
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2.8.5 Isolation of rhizobia from nodules
A random selection of nodules was removed from plants at the conclusion of nodulation
assays. Nodules were surface-sterilised by firstly shaking for 1 min in 70% ethanol, followed
by shaking in a 1:1 mix of 95% ethanol:hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) for 1 min. The
ethanol/H2O2 mix was then removed and the nodules were washed in four changes of sterile
water. Individual nodules were then crushed in 50 µL of sterile water using sterile sticks.
Resultant milky exudate (30 µL) was streaked onto G/RDM plates that were incubated at
28°C. Phenotypic characteristics and antibiotic sensitivities of colonies that grew were then
investigated to determine if the nodule isolates represented the strain used to inoculate the
plant.
2.8.6 Infection thread assays
L. japonicus Gifu seedlings were grown between two sterile nylon pillows (5 x 5 x 19 cm)
filled with a 6:1 vermiculite:perlite mix that were placed in sterile glass trays (Szczyglowski
et al., 1998) (Figure 2.2). Pillows were soaked in Hoagland’s solution (Gibson, 1980) for 30
min prior to planting. Excess liquid was removed before placing seedlings between the two
pillows. Nine ml of bacterial suspension was used to inoculate the seedlings. Pillows were
irrigated daily, alternating with 200 mL dH2O and 200 mL Hoagland’s solution.
When needed, plants were carefully removed from the pillows and roots stained with 10
µg/ml of propidium iodide for 30 min. Roots were placed on microscope slides with cover
slips and examined using an Olympus microscope (model BX51TRF) with fluorescence
illuminator (model BX-RFA). GFP-expressing cells were visualised using a fluorescence
mirror unit (model U-MWIB3) consisting of a 460-495 nm bandpass exciter, as 505 nm
longpass dichroic mirror and a 510 nm longpass emitter. An Olympus digital camera (model
DP70) was used to capture images.
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Figure 2.2: Plant pillow set-up for infection thread assays.
Refer to text in section 2.8.6 for details.
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2.9 Biofilm assay
G/RDM broths (5 mL) of R7A strains grown at 28°C with shaking for 48 h (until OD600
equalled 1.0) were used to seed 100 mL G/RDM broths in 250-mL flasks that were grown at
28°C with shaking at 260 rpm for 8 days, allowing a biofilm ring to form at the liquid-air
interface. The biofilm rings were harvested using cotton buds and suspended in 1 mL dH2O.
Crystal violet was added to the resuspensions at a final concentration of 0.01% from a fresh
0.4% (w/v) aqueous stock and the solutions left for 30 min at room temperature. The bacteria
were washed four times by centrifugation followed by resuspension in dH2O and then
resuspended in 1 mL absolute ethanol. After 1 h incubation at room temperature, the samples
were centrifuged, resuspended in distilled water and the OD575 was determined (normalised
to absolute ethanol).
2.10 Chemical analysis of M. loti EPS extracts
All EPS extracts for chemical analysis were prepared at Otago University, as outlined below.
Extracts were then sent to Dr. Artur Muszynski at the Center for Complex Carbohydrate
Research, Georgia, USA, who conducted the structural characterisation of the EPS extracts.
2.10.1 EPS extraction
G/RDM broths (5 mL) of R7A strains grown at 28°C with shaking for 48 h were used to seed
800 mL G/RDM broths in 2-L baffled flasks and the cultures were grown at 28°C with
shaking for 72 h. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 5000 g for 30 min at 4°C with the
supernatant recovered and concentrated down to a volume of approximately 100 mL by
rotary evaporation. Concentrated supernatant was again centrifuged at 5000 g for 30 min at
4°C to remove any remaining contaminants. Three times the volume of absolute ethanol
(approximately 300 mL) was added to the concentrated supernatant, shaken vigorously for 1
min and left to stand at room temperature for 2 h. Precipitated EPS was then recovered by
centrifugation at 5000 g for 30 min at 4°C and resuspended in 20-30 mL of Milli-Q water.
The suspension was transferred to dialysis tubing (6-8000 MWCO) that had been prepared by
rinsing in Milli-Q water, soaking in sterile bicarbonate solution (2% [w/v] NaHCO3, 1 mM
EDTA) at 60°C for 2 h, before a final rinse of Milli-Q water. The EPS extract in the dialysis
tubing was then dialysed against several changes of Milli-Q water over a 24 h period.
Extracts were then transferred to Falcon tubes in 15-20 mL aliquots, snap-frozen in a dry
ice/ethanol bath, and lyophilised for 48 h.
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3 Results
3.1 Characterisation of R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
A previous transposon mutagenesis of R7AΔexoU conducted by (Kelly, 2012) resulted in the
isolation of symbiotically-proficient suppressor mutants that remained non-mucoid and
harboured transposon insertions in six different sites (see Table 1.1). Four of these were in
genes not previously implicated in EPS biosynthesis. In contrast to R7AΔexoU, these
suppressor mutants displayed a soft-colony phenotype similar to that of the symbioticallyproficient R7AexoB and R7AΔexoA mutant strains. The aim of the experiments described in
this section was to characterise these four “first-generation” (so called because a second
suppressor screen was conducted later) R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants, to determine whether
the transposon insertions were responsible for the suppressor phenotypes.
3.1.1 Attempt at complementing R7AΔexoU/2385 with a cosmid containing mll2385
The R7AΔexoU/2385 suppressor mutant was subjected to complementation experiments in
order to determine if the transposon insertion in the mll2385 gene was responsible for the loss
of R7AΔexoU-like phenotypes. To examine this, a cosmid containing the R7A mll2385 gene
was isolated.
Pools of DNA from an R7A cosmid library (Sullivan et al., 1995) that was stored in
microtitre plates were used as template DNA in PCR with primers 2385pFUS2L/
2385pFUS2R (Table 2.4) to identify mll2385-encoding cosmids. A product of the expected
~350-bp size was amplified from microtitre plate 9B, column 12, row F (Figure 3.1). The
cosmid, designated p9B12F-2385, was end-sequenced using primers pLAFRF and pLAFRR
(Table 2.4) to identify the genomic region the cosmid spanned through comparison with
MAFF303099 genome sequence. The results revealed that p9B12F-2385 contained a 24-kb
region corresponding to the MAFF303099 genome co-ordinates 1922258-1946653 (Figure
3.2), which confirmed the presence of mll2385 within the cosmid, as well as mll2384 which
is located immediately downstream.
In an attempt to restore R7AΔexoU phenotype, cosmid p9B12F-2385 was introduced into
R7AΔexoU/2385 by electroporation, with resulting clones plated onto Calcofluor-containing
TY medium along with appropriate controls (Figure 3.3). R7AΔexoU/2385 clones containing
p9B12F-2385 showed R7AΔexoU/2385 characteristics (Calcofluor-dark) instead of the
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expected R7AΔexoU-like (Calcofluor-bright) characteristic. Furthermore, when grown on
G/RDM, R7AΔexoU/2385 clones containing p9B12F-2385 exhibited the ‘soft’ colony
phenotype characteristic of the suppressor rather than the ‘hard’ colony phenotype produced
by R7AΔexoU. The lack of complementation suggested that the transposon insertion in
mll2385 may not have been the cause of the suppressor phenotypes of R7AΔexoU/2385.

Figure 3.1: PCR screen to locate mll2385-encoding R7A cosmid.
Pools of DNA from an R7A cosmid library that was stored in microtitre plates were used as
template DNA in PCR with primers 2385pFUS2L/ 2385pFUS2R to identify A) the microtitre
plate, B) the column within the microtitre plate and C) the row within the microtitre plate that
contains mll2385-encoding cosmids. DNA size marker (M) in A) is λ HindIII plus ΦX174
HaeIII, with the size of the fragments indicated in kb, and in B ,C) GeneRuler™ 1 kb Plus
DNA ladder (Fermentas). Asterisk denotes the lane containing the mll2385-encoding cosmid
p9B12F-2385.
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Figure 3.2: Genome-spanning region of cosmid p9B12F-2385 based on end-sequencing
results.
MAFF303099 genome co-ordinates, ORFs and annotated gene functions from Rhizobase
(http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase) are indicated.

Figure 3.3: Calcofluor phenotype of R7AΔexoU/2385 containing p9B12F-2385.
Photo taken under UV light after 72 h of growth on TY containing 0.02% Calcofluor. Strain
#1 to #6 represent six different R7AΔexoU/2385 isolates containing p9B12F-2385.
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3.1.2 Attempt at complementing R7AΔexoU/5197 with an R7A cosmid library
To identify any other mutations that may have caused the symbiotic ability of the suppressor
mutants, filter matings (Section 2.6.12.2) were performed between another of the suppressor
mutants, R7AΔexoU/5197 and pools of E. coli clones harbouring an R7A cosmid library, to
identify a cosmid that would restore the R7AΔexoU phenotype. Mating growth was
resuspended in sterile water and dilutions were plated onto both G/RDM and TY agar
containing Nm, Tc, Rf and Calcofluor. Colonies were examined under UV light and three
small colonies were identified that exhibited bright Calcofluor fluorescence (Figure 3.4A).
Two of these colonies were successfully single-colony-purified onto G/RDM agar containing
Nm and Tc, where both exhibited the ‘hard’ R7AΔexoU-like colony phenotype. Isolates from
each of the two purified colonies, R7AΔexoU/5197 + p9-5197 and R7AΔexoU/5197 + p255197, were then plated onto Congo red and Calcofluor media to compare colony
characteristics with those of R7AΔexoU and R7AΔexoU/5197.
The colony characteristics of the two complemented R7AΔexoU/5197 clones were
comparable to R7AΔexoU and different from R7AΔexoU/5197 (Figure 3.4B-D). They were
Calcofluor-bright on TY containing Calcofluor, produced a fluorescent ‘halo’ on G/RDM
medium containing Calcofluor and a red ‘halo’ on G/RDM medium containing Congo red.
To identify the genes encoded on p9-5197 and p25-5195, cosmid DNA was end-sequenced
using the primer pair pLAFRF/pLAFRR. The sequence results revealed that p9-5197
contained a 20-kb region corresponding to the MAFF303099 genome co-ordinates 45722694592460 (Figure 3.5). mll5197 was not encoded in this region, however, the EPS biosynthesis
gene mlr5697 (exoB) was. Sequencing of p25-5197 revealed that it spanned the same region.
3.1.3 Introduction of cosmid p9-5197 into R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
The finding that p9-5197, harbouring exoB, restored R7AΔexoU/5197 back to the
R7AΔexoU-like colony phenotype suggested that the other suppressor mutants may have had
a similar disruption. p9-5197 was introduced into R7AΔexoU/2244, R7AΔexoU/2385 and
R7AΔexoU/4457 and the resulting transconjugants were grown on different media to observe
colony characteristics. The cosmid restored the ΔexoU phenotypes to R7AΔexoU/2244 and
R7AΔexoU/2385 but R7AΔexoU/4457 retained the ‘soft’ colony morphology and
Calcofluor-dark phenotype (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.4: Isolation of R7AΔexoU/5197 complementing cosmids and colony
morphologies of complemented R7AΔexoU/5197.
A) R7A library cosmids that complemented R7AΔexoU/5197 were isolated by identifying
Calcofluor-bright transconjugants (indicated by the arrow) on TY containing 0.02%
Calcofluor after 7 days incubation. B-D) TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then
spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. B) and C) Colony fluorescence observed under UV
light after 6 days growth on B) TY and C) G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor. D) Colony
growth on G/RDM containing 0.01% Congo red after 6 days. Strain ΔU/5197 refers to
R7AΔexoU/5197, ΔU/5197 + p9-5197 refers to R7AΔexoU/5197 containing p9-5197, etc.
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Figure 3.5: Genome-spanning region of cosmid p9-5197 based on end-sequencing
results.
MAFF303099 genome co-ordinates, ORFs and annotated gene functions from Rhizobase
(http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase) are indicated. mlr5697 encodes exoB.
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Figure 3.6: Colony morphologies of p9-5197-complemented R7AΔexoU suppressor
mutants.
TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. A)
and B) Colony fluorescence observed under UV light after 7 days growth on A) TY and B)
G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor. C) Colony growth on G/RDM containing 0.01%
Congo red after 7 days. Strain ΔU/2244 + p9-5197 refers to R7AΔexoU/2244 containing p95197, ΔU/2385 + p9-5197 refers to R7AΔexoU/2385 containing p9-5197, etc.
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3.1.4 Sequence analysis of the exoB region in R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
Restoration of the ΔexoU phenotype of R7AΔexoU/2244, R7AΔexoU/2385 and
R7AΔexoU/5197 with the cosmid p9-5197 suggested that one of the genes found on p9-5197
may be disrupted in the suppressor mutants. Since exoB was the only EPS biosynthesis gene
found on p9-5197, it seemed a likely candidate. The exoB regions of the suppressor mutants
were therefore amplified and sequenced, using the primers exoBseqL-2/exoBseqR (Table
2.4), to determine if mutations had indeed occurred in the exoB gene.
The wild-type PCR product was expected to be ~1300 bp in length. However, the PCR
product for the exoB region in R7AΔexoU/2244 gave a size of ~1100 kb. The other
suppressor mutants amplified a region of similar length to the R7AΔexoU control (Figure
3.7).
The PCR products were then end-sequenced using the primers exoBseqL-2 and exoBseqR
and sequence data were aligned with the R7AΔexoU control exoB region to identify any
alterations in the sequence (Figure 3.8). The sequence results for R7AΔexoU/2244 confirmed
the ~200 bp deletion seen in Figure 3.7. The deleted region began 62 bp upstream of the exoB
translation start site and ended 126 bp into the exoB gene (total of 188 bp deleted).
R7AΔexoU/2385 and R7AΔexoU/5197 also showed deleted regions. R7AΔexoU/2385 had a
12-bp deletion spanning nucleotides 253 to 265 of the exoB, while R7AΔexoU/5197 had a
single base-pair deletion at nucleotide 769 of the exoB (Figure 3.8). The exoB region of
R7AΔexoU/4457, as expected, showed 100% sequence alignment of the exoB region to
R7AΔexoU.
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Figure 3.7: PCR amplification of exoB region in R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
PCR was performed on genomic DNA from R7A wild-type and suppressor mutants with
exoBseqL3/exoBseqR primers. DNA size marker (M) is λ HindIII and ΦX174 HaeIII, with
the size of the fragments indicated in kb. Lane 1, R7A control; lane 2, R7AΔexoU control;
lane 3, R7AΔexoU/2244; lane 4, R7AΔexoU/2385; lane 5, R7AΔexoU/4457; and lane 6,
R7AΔexoU/5197.
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Figure 3.8: Mutations occurring in the exoB gene of R7AΔexoU/2244, R7AΔexoU/2385
and R7AΔexoU/5197.
A) Comparison of sequence within the exoB region between R7AΔexoU and R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutants. Deletion mutations are indicated in red. Underlined nucleotides indicate
repetitive DNA sequences. Numbers above the sequence indicate the MAFF303099 genome
co-ordinates. B) Relative position within exoB of the deletion mutations in the three
R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants. Mutation sites are indicated above the depicted gene by a red
box (not to scale), with the name of suppressor mutant above. ΔU/2244 corresponds to
R7AΔexoU/2244, ΔU/2385 to R7AΔexoU/2385 and ΔU/5197 to R7AΔexoU/5197.
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3.1.5 Attempt at complementing R7AΔexoU/4457 with an R7A cosmid library
No complementing cosmid had been isolated for R7AexoU/4457 thus far. Hence, using the
same filter-mating-approach used to identify p9-5197, R7AΔexoU/4457 was screened for a
complemented phenotype after the R7A cosmid library was introduced. Two small colonies
were identified that exhibited bright Calcofluor fluorescence on the TY plates. Only one of
the two colonies was able to be single-colony-purified and it was plated onto Congo red and
Calcofluor media to compare colony characteristics with those of R7AΔexoU and
R7AΔexoU/4457 (Figure 3.9).
On acquisition of the cosmid, named p18-4457, R7AΔexoU/4457 displayed colony
morphology much like that of wild-type R7A, rather than R7AΔexoU. Colonies appeared
mucoid but visibly less mucoid than R7A wild-type. R7AΔexoU/4457 with p18-4457 also
gave a Calcofluor profile similar to R7A when grown on TY media containing Calcofluor
(Figure 3.9A), however it was slightly less bright on G/RDM media containing Calcofluor
(Figure 3.9B). The strain also showed similar Congo red absorption to R7A wild-type (Figure
3.9C).
It was suspected that p18-4457 may contain exoU as it imparted a mucoid phenotype on
R7AΔexoU/4457. End-sequencing of the cosmid using the primers pLAFRF/pLAFRR
revealed that p18-4457 contained a 27-kb region corresponding to the MAFF303099 genome
co-ordinates 4168994-4195989 (Figure 3.10). The region included exoU (mlr5261), as well
as six other EPS biosynthesis genes: mlr5249 (exoQ), mll5251 (exoF), mll5252 (exoY),
mlr5253 (exoX), mlr5264 (exoK) and mlr5265.
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Figure 3.9: Colony morphologies of R7AΔexoU/4457 complemented with p18-4457.
TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. A)
and B) Colony fluorescence observed under UV light after 6 days growth on A) TY and B)
G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor. C) Colony growth on G/RDM containing 0.01%
Congo red after 6 days. Strain ΔU/4457 refers to R7AΔexoU/4457 and ΔU/4457 + p18-4457
refers to R7AΔexoU/4457 containing p18-4457.
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Figure 3.10: Genome-spanning region of cosmid p18-4457 based on end-sequencing
results.
MAFF303099 genome co-ordinates, ORFs and annotated gene functions from Rhizobase
(http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase) are indicated.
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3.1.6 Sequence analysis of exoQ, exoF, exoY, exoX and exoK within R7AΔexoU/4457
The observation that p18-4457 restored the colony morphology of R7AΔexoU/4457 to that
similar of R7A wild-type suggested that the mutation that caused the suppressor phenotype in
R7AΔexoU/4457 had been complemented, along with complementation of the exoU
mutation. p18-4457 contained six genes (exoQ, exoF, exoY, exoX , exoK and mlr5265)
known to be associated with EPS biosynthesis (other than exoU) and PCR amplification and
sequencing of five of these genes in R7AΔexoU/4457 was undertaken. mlr5265 was not
characterised as it is thought to act after exoU in the EPS biosynthetic pathway (Kelly et al.,
2013).
Primer pairs used were exoQSGL/exoQSGR, which amplifies the exoQ gene with the product
expected to be 1667 bp; exoXSGL/exoXSGR, which amplifies the exoX gene with an
expected product of 564 bp; exoYFcheckL/exoYcheckR, which amplifies the exoYF genes
with an expected product of 2213 bp; and exoKseqL/exoKseqR, which amplifies the exoK
gene with an expected product of 1122 bp.
The PCR products obtained from the R7AΔexoU/4457 DNA were of similar size to those
amplified from R7AΔexoU DNA (Figure 3.11), suggesting no large deletions had taken
place.
To determine if any mutations were present within the five genes, the PCR products were
sequenced with a number of primers to provide full coverage of all four regions. Sequence
alignment for the exoQ, exoX and exoK revealed a 100% match with the R7A genome
sequence. However, for the exoYF region, the sequence alignment revealed a single base
insertion (Thymine) between nucleotides 24 and 25 of the exoY gene, causing a frameshift
mutation (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.11: PCR amplification of exoX, exoQ, exoYF and exoK from R7AΔexoU/4457.
PCR was performed on genomic DNA from R7AΔexoU (Lane 1, 3, 5 and 7) or
R7AΔexoU/4457 (Lane 2, 4, 6 and 8) with primers exoXSGL/exoXSGR (Lane 1 and 2),
exoXSGL/exoXSGR (Lane 3 and 4), exoYFcheckL/exoYFcheckR (Lane 5 and 6) or
exoKseqL/exoKseqR (Lane 7 and 8). DNA size marker (M) is λ HindIII plus ΦX174 HaeIII,
with the size of the fragments indicated in kb.
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Figure 3.12: Mutation occurring in the exoYF genes of R7AΔexoU/4457.
A) Comparison in sequence within exoYF region between R7AΔexoU and R7AΔexoU/4457.
Insertion mutation is indicated in red. Numbers above the sequence indicate the
MAFF303099 genome co-ordinates. B) Relative position within the exoYF genes of the
insertion mutation. Mutation site is indicated above the depicted genes by a red line (not to
scale).
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3.1.7 Construction of exoB- and exoYF-complementing plasmids
In order to complement the second-site mutations in the first-generation R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutants, exoB- and exoYF- complementing constructs were developed.
For the exoB single-gene construct, a 1360-bp product that included 253 bp of upstream
region to account for the native promoter region, as well as the exoB coding region, was
PCR-amplified with the primer set exoBSGL/exoBSGR. For the exoYF complementing
construct, a 2361-bp product was PCR-amplified, which included 286 bp of upstream region
and the exoY and exoF coding sequences, with the primer set exoYFSGL3/exoYFSGR.
Primer details including the various restriction sites incorporated are provided in Table 2.4.
The PCR products were digested with appropriate restriction enzymes and cloned into
digested pFAJ1700 vector DNA, followed by transformation into E. coli ST18 via
electroporation. The resulting constructs were then isolated, with restriction analysis and
sequencing confirming that the constructions were correct and no errors had been introduced
during PCR. The resulting plasmids were named pFAJ::exoB (exoB) and pFAJ::exoYF
(exoYF).
To show that pFAJ::exoB is effective in complementing exoB mutations, pFAJ::exoB was
introduced into R7AexoB and the resulting transconjugants were grown on G/RDM + Tc.
The resulting isolates had mucoid colony morphology indistinguishable from R7A wild-type
(data not shown). The complemented mutant was also examined for its symbiotic ability on
L. japonicus Gifu plants, where R7AexoB + pFAJ::exoB-inoculated plants were
symbiotically proficient at a rate comparable to R7A wild-type-inoculated plants, with no
initial delay in nodulation as seen with R7AexoB-inoculated plants (data not shown). As
there has yet to be a strain isolated with a mutation with the exoYF genes, there is no way to
assess the ability of pFAJ::exoYF to complement exoYF mutations.
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3.1.8 Attempt at complementing R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants with exoB- and exoYFcontaining plasmids
To investigate whether the mutations seen within exoB or exoYF in the R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutants were solely responsible for the suppressor phenotypes, pFAJ::exoB was
mated into R7AΔexoU/2244, R7AΔexoU/2385 and R7AΔexoU/5197, while pFAJ::exoYF
was mated into R7AΔexoU/4457. If the mutations within exoB and exoYF were responsible
for the suppressor phenotype, it was expected that an R7AΔexoU-phenotype would be
restored on acquisition of these plasmids.
For R7AΔexoU/2244, R7AΔexoU/2385 and R7AΔexoU/5197, the acquisition of pFAJ::exoB
caused a non-mucoid, hard, R7AΔexoU-like phenotype on G/RDM medium, while the ‘halo’
was also seen G/RDM medium containing Congo Red (Figure 3.13A) and Calcofluor (data
not shown), suggesting complementation to the R7AΔexoU phenotype had occurred. The
R7AΔexoU phenotype was also restored in the three suppressor mutants containing
pFAJ::exoB on TY medium containing Calcofluor (Figure 3.13B). On L. japonicus Gifu
plants, R7AΔexoU/2244, R7AΔexoU/2385 and R7AΔexoU/5197 containing pFAJ::exoB
also showed a similar symbiotic impairment seen by R7AΔexoU (Figure 3.13C), with small
white bumps forming on the roots. These results suggest that complementation of the exoB
mutation with the three suppressor mutation had occurred, and that the exoB mutation was
solely responsible for the suppressor phenotype.
However a number of attempts to introduce pFAJ::exoYF into R7AΔexoU/4457 failed to
produce substantive growth after spot mating. When growth did occur, it was much less than
that seen by mating of the empty vector control, suggesting a potential growth inhibition.
However, a few separate colonies with non-mucoid, hard, R7AΔexoU-like phenotype did
form. Passaging of these colonies produced colonies with a non-mucoid, soft phenotype,
similar to the original phenotype of R7AΔexoU/4457. This result suggested that the
pFAJ::exoYF plasmid may have undergone a mutation or a suppression event may have
occurred.
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Figure

3.13:

Complementation

of

R7AΔexoU/2244,

R7AΔexoU/2385

and

R7AΔexoU/5197 by pFAJ::exoB.
A-B) TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various
media. A) Colony growth on G/RDM containing 0.01% Congo red after 6 days. B) Colony
fluorescence observed under UV light after 6 days growth on TY. Strain ΔU/2244 refers to
R7AΔexoU/2244, ΔU/2385 refers to R7AΔexoU/2385, etc. (C) refers to strains that contain
pFAJ::exoB. C) Average number of nitrogen-fixing nodules formed during one plant assay
consisting of 10 L. japonicus Gifu plants. Bars represent average number of nodules formed
per plant. Error bars indicate the standard errors of the means.
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3.2 Isolation and characterisation of further R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
It was believed that the first transposon mutagenesis of R7AΔexoU conducted by (Kelly,
2012) was not saturating as all the transposon insertions identified were in different genes.
Furthermore, in his study, Kelly identified an R7AexoBexoU double mutant that was
symbiotically proficient. However, in the transposon mutagenesis screen, no R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutant where the transposon had inserted into exoB was isolated. Therefore a
second transposon mutagenesis was undertaken to isolate further suppressor mutants
(designated second generation). Note that this mutagenesis was undertaken concurrently with
the previous characterisation of R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants from the first screen,
therefore it was not realised that the mutations that suppressed the exoU phenotype were not
caused by the mTn5 insertions.
3.2.1 Construction and screening of an R7AΔexoU/mTn5 mutant library
Transposon mutagenesis of R7AΔexoU was performed (Section 2.7.3) by biparental-filtermatings with E. coli ST18 harbouring the suicide vector pFAJ1819 containing transposon
mTn5gusA-pgfp21 (Xi et al., 1999). The resulting transconjugants were pooled together and
washed in sterile water to form the plant inocula. Thirty-five plant plates, each containing
seven L. corniculatus seedlings (Section 2.8), were each inoculated with the 1 mL of the
washed cells. Control plant plates included inoculation with R7A as a positive control, and
R7AΔexoU and uninoculated as negative controls.
Plants were observed for nodule development and as early as 14 dpi it was evident that
nodules indistinguishable to those formed on R7A control plants were forming on several
plants, together with R7AΔexoU-like bumps. By 28 dpi, there was an average of ~2 nodules
per plant on the transconjugant-inoculated plants (Figure 3.14) with 217 of the 245 plants
exhibiting healthy growth due to having at least one nitrogen-fixing nodule.
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Two randomly selected nodules were harvested from each of 25 randomly selected plant
plates and the rhizobia recovered via nodule crushes (Section 2.8.5). Rhizobia were recovered
from nodules harvested for 44 nodules, with all isolates exhibited soft non-mucoid colony
morphology on G/RDM (described below in Section 3.2.3) and were resistant to Nm.
To ensure that the recovered isolates maintained symbiotic proficiency (and thus the nodules
were not simply late-arising ‘escape’ nodules which can occasionally form on R7AΔexoUinoculated L. corniculatus), 10 of the recovered isolates were re-inoculated onto L.
corniculatus seedlings. All 10 isolates maintained symbiotic proficiency.

Figure 3.14: Nodulation screen for isolation of further R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
L. corniculatus plant appearance 28 dpi with A) R7AΔexoU, B) uninoculated control, C)
pools of R7AΔexoU/mTn5 transconjugants and D) R7A.
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3.2.2 Identification of mTn5 insertion sites in newly-isolated symbiotically-proficient
R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
To determine the mTn5 insertion sites in the isolates, random-primed PCR was performed as
described in Section 2.6.6.2 on genomic DNA from 10 of the 44 R7AΔexoU/mTn5 second
generation suppressor mutants.
The first PCR step using the Tn5-sepecifc primer Gusout-2 and the random primer mix
(PF106, PF107 and PF108) (Table 2.4), gave products of random sizes (Figure 3.15A),
indicating that random primer mix annealed at a number of places near the mTn5 insertion.
The PCR products were used as the template for the second round of PCR using the Tn5specific primer Gusout and the adaptor primer PF109 (Table 2.4), also gave products of
random sizes (Figure 3.15B).
To determine the sites of the mTn5 insertions, the PCR products from the second PCR
reaction were sequenced using Gusout as the sequencing primer. The resultant sequences
were compared to M. loti strain MAFF303099 using the BLASTN function of the rhizobase
website (http://genome.kazusa.or.jp/rhizobase). Where no homology to MAFF303099 was
found, the sequence was compared to the M. loti strain R7A genome sequence, which became
available a few months after sequencing was obtained, using the BLASTN function of the
DOE Joint Genome Institute website (http://genome.jgi.doe.gov/). MAFF303099/R7A
genome co-ordinates of the insertion sites and annotated functions of gene products are
shown in Table 3.1. No mTn5 insertions sites lay within EPS biosynthesis genes, as seen in
the first suppressor screen. Most of the genes had unknown or hypothetical function, while
the insertion site in the suppressor mutant SM4-A was within an intergenic region. Overall
these results suggested that the mTn5 insertions were random and were not the cause of the
exoU suppressor phenotype, as found in the first suppressor screen.
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Figure 3.15: Random-primed PCR of second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor
mutants.
A) Gel electrophoresis of PCR-amplified genomic DNA recovered from second-generation
R7AΔexoU::mTn5 suppressor mutants with Gusout-2 and the random primer mix (PF106,
PF107 and PF108). B) PCR product from A) was PCR amplified with Gusout and the adaptor
primer (PF109) and check by gel electrophoresis. DNA size marker (M) is λ HindIII plus
ΦX174 HaeIII, with the size of the fragments indicated in kb. Strain names are above the
lanes.
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Table 3.1: Site of mTn5 insertion in R7AΔexoU second-generation suppressor mutants.
Isolate

Insertion site a

Gene disrupted b

SM1-A

Either 19835911;

Either msl24381, Unknown Protein;

or 11037401

or msl86031, Unknown Protein

43655221

mlr54511, 2-acylglycerophosphoethanolamine

SM2-A

acyltransferase
SM4-A

39887932

Intergenic region between R7A_39382 and
R7A_39392, both hypothetical proteins

SM6-B

17859061

mll22081, hypothetical protein

SM8-B

46826651

mlr58051, cytochrome c peroxidase

SM11-A

59986272

R7A_58992, hypothetical protein

SM13-A

12384131

mll14881, probable D-lactate dehydrogenase;
and mll14891, hypothetical protein

SM14-A

27263921

mll33911, unknown protein

SM15-A

63595822

R7A_62462, unknown protein

SM16-B

30977092

R7A_30492, predicted integral membrane protein

a. Insertion site of mTn5 based on sequence obtained with the readout primer Gusout
and comparison to either the M. loti MAFF303099 genome (denoted as 1); or the M.
loti R7A genome (denoted as 2).
b. Either MAFF303099 (1) or R7A (2) gene encoded at the insertion site and annotated
gene product function from Rhizobase or DOE Joint Genome Institute, respectively.
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3.2.3 Colony characteristics of the second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
To investigate their colony characteristics further, the isolates characterised in Table 3.1 were
plated onto Congo red- and Calcofluor-containing media. On G/RDM containing Congo red,
they did not absorb the dye very strongly, with a similar appearance to R7AexoB (Figure
3.16B) and the previously-characterised R7AΔexoU/mTn5 suppressor mutants. On TY
medium containing Calcofluor, the suppressor mutants appeared dark when exposed to UV
light, again similar to R7AexoB (Figure 3.16C). Furthermore, none of the suppressor mutants
showed the fluorescent halo characteristic of R7AΔexoU on G/RDM containing Calcofluor
although on this medium they were bright unlike R7AexoB (Figure 3.16D).
In summary, the 10 second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants characterised had lost
their R7AΔexoU colony phenotypes. Instead, they appeared similar in colony phenotype to
early-stage EPS biosynthesis mutants, such as R7AexoB and the first-generation R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutants.
3.2.4 Attempt at complementation of second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
with exo gene-containing cosmids
It was previously observed that the first-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants were
complemented to the R7A wild-type phenotype or the R7AΔexoU phenotype by cosmids
p18-4457 or p9-5197, respectively. A third plasmid, pFAJ::LASG, containing the exoL-exoA
genes, was also available, which complemented mutations within the early EPS biosynthesis
genes exoL and exoA. Therefore, to determine whether the second-generation R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutants had mutations these regions, p9-5197, p18-4457 and pFAJ::LASG were
introduced into all 44 isolates.
On acquisition of p18-4457, all isolates displayed mucoid colony morphology on G/RDM
medium, suggesting a similar mutation to that of R7AΔexoU/4457 (Section 3.1.5) had
occurred in all isolates. The other two plasmids did not complement any of the suppressor
mutants.
Further examination of the second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants harbouring
p18-4457 confirmed that their colony phenotype was similar to that of R7AΔexoU/4457
containing p18-4457 (Figure 3.17). The colonies were less mucoid than R7A wild-type, and
also showed slightly different Calcofluor and Congo red patterns to R7A.
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This result indicated that the second-generation suppressor mutants all contained a mutation
within a gene found on p18-4457, most likely the exoYF genes although the possibility
remained that the mutation could be in one of the other exo genes on p18-4457.

Figure 3.16: Colony morphologies of second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. A)
Colony growth of the indicated strains on G/RDM after 6 days. B) Colony growth on G/RDM
containing 0.01% Congo red after 6 days. C-D) Colony fluorescence observed under UV
light after 6 days growth on C) TY and D) G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor. SM1A to
SM16B refers to the different R7AΔexoU suppressor isolates.
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Figure 3.17: Colony morphologies of second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
containing p18-4457.
TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. A)
Colony growth of the indicated strains on G/RDM after 7 days. B) Colony growth on G/RDM
containing 0.01% Congo red after 6 days. C-D) Colony fluorescence observed under UV
light after 6 days growth on C) TY and D) G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor. Strain
SM1A to SM16B refers to the different R7AΔexoU suppressor isolates from the second
suppressor screen, ΔU/4457 refers to R7AΔexoU/4457, isolated in the first suppressor screen.
Strains with (C) after the name contained the complemented exo cosmid p18-4457.
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3.2.5 Sequence analysis of exoQ, exoF, exoY, exoX and exoK within second-generation
R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
The characterisation of the second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants looked to be
following a similar pattern to that of the characterisation of R7AΔexoU/4457 and a mutation
within one of the six exo genes on p18-4457 seemed likely. Therefore the same PCR
amplification and sequencing experiment described in Section 3.1.6 was repeated for the 10
second generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants characterised to date (Figure 3.18).
In exoQ, exoX and exoK PCR products from the all 10 isolates were of similar size to those
amplified from R7AΔexoU DNA (Figure 3.18A, B and D). However the exoYF PCR product
was smaller by about ~500 bp in all mutants compared to R7AΔexoU (Figure 3.18C).
Sequencing of the PCR products of three of the suppressor mutants (R7AΔexoU/SM1A,
R7AΔexoU/SM2A and R7AΔexoU/SM4A) revealed an identical 538-bp deletion across the
exoY and exoF genes in the three mutants (Figure 3.19). Taken together, these results suggest
that all of the second-generation suppressor mutants contain the same 538-bp deletion within
the exoYF genes.
3.2.6 Attempt at complementing R7AΔexoU/SM1A with pFAJ::exoYF
One second-generation suppressor mutant R7AΔexoU/SM1A was chosen for further work.
As done for R7AΔexoU/4457, pFAJ::exoYF was introduced to R7AΔexoU/SM1A to in
attempt to determine whether the exoYF deletion was responsible for the suppressor
phenotype. However, as found for R7AΔexoU/4457, the spot used to introduce pFAJ::exoYF
failed to produce any growth after streaking and non-mucoid, hard colonies were unable to be
purified.
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Figure 3.18: PCR amplification of exoX, exoQ, exoYF and exoK in second-generation
R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
PCR was performed on genomic DNA from R7AΔexoU (Lane 1), R7AΔexoU/SM1A (Lane
2), SM2A (Lane 3), SM4A (Lane 4), SM6B (Lane 5), SM8B (Lane 6), SM11A (Lane 7),
SM13A (Lane 8), SM14A (Lane 9), SM15A (Lane 10) and SM16B (Lane 11) with primers
A) exoQSGL/exoQSGR, B) exoXSGL/exoXSGR, C) exoYFcheckL/exoYFcheckR or D)
exoKseqL/exoKseqR. DNA size marker (M) is λ HindIII plus ΦX174 HaeIII, with the size of
the fragments indicated in kb.
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Figure 3.19: Mutation occurring in the exoY-F genes of second-generation R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutants.
A) Comparison in sequence within exoYF region between R7AΔexoU and second-generation
R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants. Deletion mutation is indicated in red. Underlined nucleotides
indicate repetitive DNA sequences. Numbers above the sequence indicates the MAFF303099
genome co-ordinates. B) Relative position within the exoYF genes of the deletion mutation.
Deletion site is indicated above the depicted genes by a red box (not to scale).
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3.3 Defining the exo genes involved in addition of GlcA and RibA to R7A EPS
The proposed structure and biosynthesis pathway for M. loti R7A EPS has previously been
described by (Kelly, 2012). While the EPS biosynthesis genes involved in the incorporation
of many of the sugar precursors to the growing EPS molecule have been consigned on the
basis of similarity to genes from S. meliloti combined with mutational analysis, the genes
involved in the addition of GlcA and RibA to the M. loti R7A EPS have not previously been
identified as these residues do not occur in S. meliloti succinoglycan. The aim of the
experiments described in this section was to firstly identify potential candidate genes
responsible for the incorporation of GlcA and RibA onto the growing EPS molecule, through
a bioinformatical approach. Once candidate genes were identified, strains with mutations
within the genes were constructed, and the chemical composition of the EPS made by the
mutants was examined to determine whether GlcA and RibA were present. The chemical
characterisation was conducted by Dr. Artur Muszynski, Center for Complex Carbohydrate
Research, Georgia, USA.
3.3.1 Bioinformatic analysis of genes involved in GlcA and RibA addition to R7A EPS
Within the exo gene cluster of strains MAFF303099 and R7A (Figure 3.20A), two genes
which looked to be likely candidates for the synthesis and/or incorporation of GlcA and RibA
onto the side chain of R7A EPS were identified. mlr5268 (R7A_5545) is the last gene in an
operon containing exoK, mlr5265 and mlr5266 which are known to be involved in R7A EPS
biosynthesis and is annotated to encode a glycosyltransferase. Glycosyltransferases catalyse
the transfer of monosaccharide moieties to a glycosyl acceptor molecule. It was hypothesised
that Mlr5268 is involved in the addition of GlcA or RibA (via UDP-GlcA or UDP-RibA,
respectively) onto the growing side chain of the R7A EPS monomer.
The second gene of interest was mll5269 (R7A_5546), which is adjacent to mlr5268 but
divergently transcribed from it. It is the last gene that lies in operon with exoT, a gene
implicated with R7A EPS biosynthesis. mll5269 encodes an uncharacterised protein, that has
a number of conserved domains which suggested involvement in the formation and/or
addition of RibA (Figure 3.20B). A phosphoribosyltransferase (PRTase) domain was located
in the N-terminal region. PRTases catalyse the displacement of the pyrophosphate (PPi) of 5phosphoribosyl-α-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) by a nitrogen-containing nucleophile, such as
ammonia. The resulting reaction products are a β-substituted ribose-5’-phosphate and PPi.
PRPP, an activated form of ribose-5’-phosphate, is a key metabolite connecting nucleotide
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synthesis and salvage pathways (Sinha and Smith, 2001). A second domain, COG5663, was
found to cover half of the amino acid sequence in the C-terminal end. COG5663 is conserved
protein domain of unknown function.

Figure 3.20: Bioinformatics of mlr5268 and mll5269.
A) The position of mlr5268 and mll5269 (blue) within the R7A genome. They lie in operons
with other genes related to R7A EPS biosynthesis (green). mlr5267 (white) has not been
implicated in R7A EPS biosynthesis. Numbers above the genes indicate the R7A genome coordinates. B) Protein domain structure of Mll5269. Two conserved domains are
PRTases_typeI superfamily (blue) and COG5663 superfamily (yellow). Numbers above the
protein indicate the amino acid position.
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3.3.2 Construction and assembly of mlr5268 and mll5269 IDM constructs
PCR primer sets 5268pFUSL/5268pFUSR and 5269pFUSL/5269pFUSR (Table 2.4) were
designed to amplify ~350 bp of the coding sequence of mlr5268 and mll5269, respectively,
from R7A genomic DNA. Both primer sets were designed with BamH1 and HindIII
restriction enzyme cut sites incorporated into either primer (Figure 3.21A).
Purified PCR products were cloned into pFUS2 to create the plasmids pFUS2::5268 and
pFUS2::5269 and the plasmids confirmed by restriction analysis (Figure 3.21B) and
sequencing. The plasmids were then transferred from E. coli ST18 cells to R7A using
biparental spot matings (Section 2.6.12.1) and transconjugants that had received and
integrated the mutant constructs were selected through plating the spot matings onto G/RDM
+ Gm plates. Four rounds of single-colony purifications were carried out to purify putative
mutant clones.

Figure 3.21: Construction of pFUS2::5268 and pFUS2::5269.
A) Agarose gel of purified ~350 bp target gene PCR products. Lane 1, mlr5268 PCR product;
lane 2, mll5269 PCR product. B) Agarose gel of BamH1/HindIII-digested pFUS2 extracted
from clones representing mutant constructs. Lanes 1-4, mlr5268 clones; lane 5, empty; lanes
6-9, mll5269 clones. DNA size marker (M) is λ HindIII plus ΦX174 HaeIII, with the size of
the fragments indicated in kb.
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3.3.3 Confirmation of R7A5268 and R7A5269
To confirm putative IDM mutants of mlr5268 and mll5269 genes, Southern Hybridisation
was undertaken (Section 2.6.5). Extracted genomic DNA from four putative R7A +
pFUS2::5268 mutants and six putative R7A + pFUS2::5269 mutants was digested with StuI
and SphI, respectively. These restriction enzymes were chosen as they do not digest within
the gene fragments of the mutant constructs, nor pFUS2. Following agarose gel
electrophoresis and transfer of the DNA to Hybond-N+ membranes the membranes were
probed with α32P-labelled respective target gene fragments. A wild-type band of 3086 bp was
expected for StuI-digested R7A genomic DNA when probed with mlr5268 gene fragment,
while SphI-digested wild-type R7A genomic DNA was predicted to give a 1881-bp band
when probed with mll5269 fragment was predicted to be 1881 bp. One band of 10.6 kb or 9.4
kb was expected in successful IDM clones of R7A + pFUS2::5268 and R7A + pFUS2::5269,
respectively.
Results from the Southern blot indicated mutants had been isolated (Figure 3.22). For R7A +
pFUS2::5268, bands at approximately 30 kb appeared, suggesting a triple insertion of
pFUS2::5268 had occurred. Since loss of function of mllr5268 would still occur with a triple
integration, a representative of these clones was designated R7A5268. For R7A +
pFUS2::5269, two clones gave the ~9.4 kb pattern expected for a mutant and one was
designated as R7A5269. As described in Section 3.3.5 below, R7A5268 colonies were nonmucoid on G/RDM whereas R7A5269 colonies were mucoid.
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Figure 3.22: Confirmation of R7A5268 and R7A5269.
Southern hybridisation of StuI- and SphI-digested genomic DNA probed with

α32

P-labelled

the ~350 bp mlr5268- and mll5269-PCR products, respectively. Lanes 1 and 7, HindIII λ
DNA marker, with the size of fragments indicated in kb. Lane 2, StuI-digested genomic DNA
of wild-type M. loti R7A. Lane 3-6, StuI-digested genomic DNA of R7A + pFUS2::5268.
Lane 8, SphI-digested genomic DNA of wild-type M. loti R7A. Lane 9-14, SphI-digested
genomic DNA of R7A + pFUS2::5269 clones. Strains used for further studies are marked
with an asterisk and represent R7A5268 (Lane 3) and R7A5269 (Lane 10).
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3.3.4 Symbiotic phenotype of R7A5268 and R7A5269
In order to determine if a mutation in mlr5268 or mll5269 affected the ability of the mutant
strains to establish a successful symbiosis, nodulation assays were conducted on L.
corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu. The assays were setup as described in Section 2.8 with
each assay consisting of 10-15 plants. Total number of plants used for each mutant strain are
indicated in Table 3.2. The number of nitrogen-fixing nodule formed, indentified by the
formation of nodules of brown colour, was recorded (Figure 3.23). Small white nodules
(“bumps”), that were ineffective in fixing nitrogen and are likely to be uninfected nodule
primordia, were recorded separately.
The symbiotic ability of R7A5268 was severely impaired compared to wild-type R7A on
both L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu plants. Nitrogen-fixing nodules only appeared on
30% of inoculated plants and then generally late in the plant assay (>21 dpi) (Figure 3.23).
However, small white bumps appeared at a similar time to the first nitrogen-fixing nodules in
wild-type R7A (Figure 3.24). Shoot growth of plants inoculated with R7A5268 was stunted,
and the average wet weight of R7A5268 plant shoots at the end of the assays was
significantly reduced compared to R7A-inoculated plants (Figure 3.25A,B). The appearance
of R7A5268-inoculated plants also indicated nitrogen starvation, with the yellowing and loss
of leaves (Figure 3.21C,D).
R7A5269 was symbiotically proficient on both L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu plants,
with nodulation rates (Figure 3.23), average shoot weights (Figure 3.25A,B) and plant
appearance (Figure 3.25C,D) all comparable to R7A-inoculated plants.

Table 3.2: Number of plants with nodules at 42 dpi when inoculated with R7A,
R7A5268 and R7A5269.
Strain
L. corniculatus
R7A
R7A5268
R7A5269
L. japonicus Gifu
R7A
R7A5268
R7A5269

Total plants No. of plants forming nodules
43
30
30

43 (100%)
9 (30%)
30 (100%)

32
35
31

32 (100%)
9 (26%)
30 (97%)
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Figure 3.23: Nodulation kinetics of R7A5268 and R7A5269.
The average number of nitrogen-fixing nodules formed per plant on A) L. corniculatus and
B) L. japonicus Gifu. Total number of plants used are found in Table 3.2. Error bars indicate
the standard error of the mean across the total number of plants per strain.
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Figure 3.24: Nodule formation versus uninfected primordia formation by R7A5268.
L. japonicus Gifu root 6 weeks post-inoculation with R7A5268. Black arrow shows a
nitrogen-fixing nodule formed 30 dpi. White arrows indicate uninfected primordia formed
from 14 dpi. Scale bar is equal to 1 mm.
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Figure 3.25: Symbiotic phenotypes of R7A5268 and R7A5269
Average shoot weights of A) L. corniculatus and B) L. japonicus Gifu plants inoculated with
the EPS mutants strains or wild-type M. loti R7A. Bars represent the average shoot weights
of plants at the conclusion of plant assays (six weeks post inoculation) and the error bars
represent the standard error of the mean across the total number of plants per strain. C) L.
corniculatus and D) L. japonicus Gifu plants six weeks post-inoculation. The scale bars are
equal to 1 cm.
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At the conclusion of each plant assay, a sample of brown nodules formed on the roots of the
R7A5268- and R7A5269-inoculated plants were harvested and crushed to recover rhizobia,
as described in Section 2.8.5. The purpose of this was to confirm that nodules that formed
were due to the inoculum strain and were not the result of reversion of the mutant strain back
to wild-type (possible due to the instability of IDM mutations) or due to a contaminating
strain. Recovered rhizobia were examined for colony morphology and antibiotic resistance.
For R7A5268-inoculated plants, all rhizobia recovered from nodules appeared mucoid, with
the loss of Gm resistance. Hence these nodules were likely formed by cells which had
reverted to wild-type through spontaneous excision of the pFUS2 suicide vector in the
absence of antibiotic selection. All rhizobia recovered from R7A5269-inoculated nodules
were the Gm resistant, therefore representing the original inoculum strain.
To summarise, R7A5268 was symbiotically deficient on both L. corniculatus and L.
japonicus Gifu, only producing late nodules as a result of loss of the pFUS2 insertion, while
R7A5269 was indistinguishable from R7A wild-type on both hosts.
3.3.5 Colony morphology of R7A5268 and R7A5269
To examine colony characteristics of R7A5268 and R7A5269, the mutants were grown on
different media and compared to a number of control strains (Figure 3.26).
When grown on G/RDM medium, R7A5268 colonies were hard and had a non-mucoid
appearance, similar to R7AΔexoU (Figure 3.26A). In contrast, R7A5269 produced mucoid
colonies that were indistinguishable from wild-type R7A. On G/RDM medium supplemented
with Congo red, R7A5268 produced growth that absorbed the dye, much like R7AΔexoU;
however, it is distinguishable from R7AΔexoU in that R7A5268 it did not produce a halo
(Figure 3.26B). R7A5269 appeared similar to R7A, in that it did not absorb Congo red. On
Calcofluor-containing medium, R7A5268 had a similar fluorescent phenotype to R7AΔexoU
on TY (Figure 3.26C) and G/RDM (Figure 3.26D) although the halo was not produced on the
latter. R7A5269 had an indistinguishable colony morphology compared to R7A wild-type on
both TY and G/RDM supplemented with Calcofluor, appearing bright and slightly bright,
respectively.
In summary, R7A5268 could be easily distinguished from R7AΔexoU, another non-mucoid,
hard R7A EPS mutant. R7A5269 had the same colony morphology as wild-type R7A.
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Figure 3.26: Colony morphologies of R7A5268 and R7A5269.
TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. A)
Colony growth of the indicated strains on G/RDM after 6 days. B) Colony growth on G/RDM
containing 0.01% Congo red after 6 days. C-D) Colony fluorescence observed under UV
light after 7 days growth on C) TY and D) G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor.
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3.3.6 Construction of an mll5269 complementing construct
One way to confirm that the phenotypes displayed by a mutant strain are the effect of the
targeted gene being disrupted is to complement the mutant back to the wild-type phenotype
by adding back the gene in trans. For this reason, an mll5269 complementing construct was
constructed. As it had been shown previously that the loss of the mlr5268 pFUS2 insertion
restored R7A5268 back to wild-type phenotype, an mlr5268-complementing construct was
not made.
As mll5269 is located downstream of mll5270 (exoT) and may lie in an operon with it, exoT
and its upstream region were included in the complementing construct. The primer set
5269SGL/5269SGR was designed to amplify a 2894- bp region including mll5269 and exoT
coding regions plus 226 bp upstream of exoT. The PCR product was cloned into pFAJ1700
and the resulting pFAJ::5269 construct sequenced to confirm that no errors had been
introduced during PCR. The plasmid was then introduced into R7A5269.
As there is no obvious phenotypic difference (symbiotic or colony morphology) between
R7A5269 and R7A wild-type, confirmation of complementation required chemical analysis
of the EPS made by R7A5269 containing pFAJ::5269.
3.3.7 Chemical analysis of R7A5268 and R7A5269 EPS extracts
To confirm whether Mlr5268 and/or Mll5269 were responsible for the incorporation of GlcA
and/or RibA onto R7A EPS, chemical analysis of the EPS made by the R7A5268 and
R7A5269 mutants was required. This work, apart from the EPS extractions, was performed
by Artur Muszynski of the Complex Carbohydrate Research Center (CCRC) at the University
of Georgia in Athens, GA, USA.
EPS samples were extracted via ethanol-precipitation from concentrated supernatant of
stationary-phase G/RDM cultures of R7A5268, R7A5269 and R7A5269 containing
pFAJ::5269, as detailed in Section 2.10.1. Following dialysis, the EPS extracts were
lyophilised to recover EPS samples. R7A5269 and R7A5269 containing pFAJ::5269
produced an EPS sample that appeared white and cotton-like, while R7A5268 yielded a
yellowy extract with a more ‘clumpy’ appearance.
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To determine the exact glycosyl composition of the isolated EPS extracts, trimethylsilyl
(TMS)-derivatised samples were prepared and analysed by gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS). Initially, chemical characterisation of TMS-derivatised samples of
EPS indicated the presence of glucose and galactose sugar unit in the mutants. However,
there was no GlcA present in R7A5268, although it was present in R7A5269.
The TMS method is unable to identify RibA. Therefore samples were methyl-esterified and
analysis of partially-methylated alditol acetates (PMAAs) was done after carboxyl group
reduction, to determine the presence of RibA. From the GC-MS analysis, the diagnostic
electron impact (EI) ions for PMAA derivatives derived from terminally-linked RibA (tRibA) (m/z 163), terminally-linked GlcA (t-GlcA) (m/z 207), terminally-linked Glc (t-Glc)
(m/z 205) and 4-linked-GlcA (4-GlcA) (m/z 235) were extracted from ion chromatograms
and examined for structural differences in the EPS derived from the mutant strains. R7A5268
produced a profile devoid of t-RibA and 4-GlcA, with a notable increase in t-Glc compared to
wild-type R7A EPS (Figure 3.27A,B). This suggests that GlcA residue was not being
incorporated onto the t-Glc, which therefore provides nothing for the RibA to bind to. This
observation supports the theory that mlr5268 encodes a glycosyltransferase involved in
incorporation of GlcA to the growing EPS monomer.
EPS extracted from the R7A5269 mutant was also devoid of t-RibA, but did contain t-GlcA
(Figure 3.27C), supporting the conclusion that Mll5269 is responsible for the addition of
RibA. In further support of this claim, EPS extracted from complemented R7A5269
(containing pFAJ::5269) contained t-RibA (Figure 3.27D).

Figure 3.27: Glycosyl composition of R7A5268 and R7A5269 EPS extracts.
Comparison of selective ion chromatograms of carboxyl group reduced PMAAs of EPS from
A) R7A wild-type, B) R7A5268, C) R7A5269 and D) R7A5269 containing pFAJ::5269. The
highlighted diagnostic EI ion at 163 m/z corresponds to t-RibA, 207 m/z to t-GlcA, 235 m/z
to 4-GlcA and 205 m/z to t-Glc. Red labels and crosses indicated the absence of the sugar
group.
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3.4 Construction and characterisation of new EPS biosynthesis mutants
A number of genes involved in the biosynthesis of EPS in R7A have yet to be mutagenised. It
was important to obtain mutants of these genes to complete the suite of R7A EPS
biosynthesis mutants, in order to test our hypothesis that mutants affecting the EPS backbone
would form effective nodules, whereas those affecting the branch would be deficient in
symbiosis due to the secretion of a truncated EPS. In this section, construction of strains with
mutations within exoA, exoN, exoY and exoF were constructed and characterised. A chosen
EPS ‘null’ mutant was then further characterised, assessing how loss of EPS production
affected infection of Lotus spp.
3.4.1 Construction and assembly of new EPS biosynthesis IDM constructs
PCR primer sets for the amplification of ~350 bp of the coding sequence needed for
construction of IDM of exoA, exoN and exoY were designed from M. loti R7A genome
sequence (see Table 2.4 for primer list). The resulting PCR products were digested with the
appropriate restriction enzymes, cloned into pFUS2 and transformed into E. coli ST18 cells.
Resulting constructs from GmR colonies were confirmed for correct gene fragments via
restriction analysis and sequencing.
Spot-matings were performed between ST18 cells harbouring the confirmed pFUS2::exoA,
pFUS2::exoN or pFUS2::exoY constructs and M. loti R7A. Selection of R7A cells that had
received and integrated the mutant construct was achieved through plating spot matings onto
G/RDM + Gm plates. Four rounds of single-colony purifications were carried out to purify
putative mutant clones.
3.4.2 Confirmation of new EPS biosynthesis IDM mutants
To confirm putative IDM mutants of exoA, exoN and exoY genes, Southern Hybridisation was
undertaken (Section 2.6.5), like previous IDM mutants (Section 3.3.3). Extracted genomic
DNA from seven putative R7A + pFUS2::exoA mutants, 10 putative R7A + pFUS::exoN
mutants and five putative R7A + pFUS2::exoY mutants was digested with PstI, PstI and SalI,
respectively. Digested genomic DNA from the mutant clones was run on agarose gels,
transferred to Hybond-N+ membranes and probed with

α32

P-labelled target gene fragments

(Figure 3.28). A confirmation band size of 8.6 kb, 10.2 kb and 10.6 kb were expected in
successful IDM clones of R7A + pFUS2::exoA, R7A + pFUS2::exoN and R7A +
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pFUS2::exoY, respectively. Representative clones that exhibited the expected banding were
designated as R7AexoA, R7AexoN and R7AexoY.

Figure 3.28: Confirmation of new EPS biosynthesis IDM mutants.
Southern hybridisation of PstI-, PstI- and SalI-digested genomic DNA probed with

α32

P-

labelled the ~350 bp exoA-, exoN- and exoY-PCR products, respectively. Lanes 1, 10 and 22,
HindIII λ DNA marker, with the size of fragments indicated in kb. Lane 2 and 11, wild-type
M. loti R7A PstI-digested genomic DNA. Lane 3-9, R7A + pFUS2::exoA clones PstIdigested genomic DNA. Lane 12-21, R7A + pFUS2::exoN clones PstI-digested genomic
DNA. Lane 23, wild-type M. loti R7A SalI-digested genomic DNA. Lane 24-28, R7A +
pFUS2::exoY clones SalI-digested genomic DNA. Strains used for further studies are marked
with an asterisk and represent R7AexoA (Lane 5), R7AexoN (Lane 15) and R7AexoY (Lane
25).
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3.4.3 Construction and assembly of R7AΔexoYF markerless-deletion mutant construct
To create an exoYF in-frame mutant construct to be ligated into the suicide vector pJQ200SK
(Quandt and Hynes, 1993), the overlap extension PCR approach was employed. The primer
sets exoYFLL/exoYFLR and exoYFRL/exoYFRR (Table 2.4) were designed to PCR amplify
left and right arms, respectively, of which code ~1 kb of the respective flanking regions either
side of the exoYF genes along with the first ~ 100 bp of exoY (left arm) or last ~100 bp of
exoF (right arm). exoYFLL and exoYFRR were designed to incorporate Spe1 restriction
enzymes sites at the ends of the left and right PCR products, respectively. Furthermore,
exoYFLR and exoYFRL were designed to contain overlapping sequences between the left
and right arms.
Overlap extension PCR protocol requires two separate PCR reactions. Firstly, amplification
of the left and right arms for the markerless exoYF construct was undertaken, using R7A
chromosomal DNA as the template (Figure 3.29A). A second PCR reaction was then
performed using the left and right arm PCR products as the template DNA and
exoYFLL/exoYFRR as the primer set, with the resulting product expected to be ~2 kb
consisting of the left and right arms joined by an in-frame overlapping sequence (Figure
3.29B).
The overlap extension product was then digested with Spe1 and cloned into Spe1-digested
pJQ200SK, before transformation into E. coli ST18 via electroporation. To confirm
construction of pJQ200::exoYF, Plasmid DNA extracted from the resulting ST18 clones was
subjected to restriction analysis and sequencing.
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Figure 3.29: Agarose gels of overlap extension PCR products for exoYF in-frame
mutant construct.
A) Left and right arm PCR products obtained for the exoYF in-frame mutant construct. Lane
1, exoYF left arm. Lane 2, exoYF right arm. B) PCR product resulting from the overlap
extension PCR with exoYF left and right arms. Lane 1, exoYF overlap extension product.
DNA size marker (M) is λ HindIII plus ΦX174 HaeIII, with the size of the fragments
indicated in kb.
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3.4.4 Mutagenesis and isolation of R7AΔexoYF markerless-deletion mutant
To create the desired marklerless deletion within the exoYF genes, wild-type M. loti R7A was
spot-mated with the E. coli ST18 clone containing pJQ200:exoYF, with transconjugants
selected via G/RDM + Gm medium. Following four rounds of passaging a number of
potential single-crossover (SXO) mutants, genomic DNA from a representative of these SXO
mutants was used as template DNA in PCR reactions to conform the SXO event had occurred
(Figure 3.30). The primer set exoYFcheckL/exoYFcheckR was designed to amplify across
the joining site of the left and right arms of the ~2 kb overlap extension product. Therefore,
two PCR products are expected in successful SXO clones: a 356 bp product representing the
exoYF gene fragment within the integrated pJQ200::exoYF and a 2220 bp product
representing the exoYF wild-type copy on the chromosome. The results from the
representative SXO clones indicate the first-crossover event was successful.
To complete the markerless deletion of exoYF, a second-crossover event is required to
remove the integrated pJQ200SK vector. The second-crossover event can result in two
possibilities: the reverse of the first crossover, where pJQ200SK crosses out with the exoYF
mutant fragment, resulting in a clone reverting to wild-type; or the desired result where
homologous recombination occurs between the exoYF mutant fragment and the chromosomal
exoYF genes, resulting in a double crossover (DXO) event where the pJQ200SK crosses out,
taking the wild copy of exoYF with it, creating the markerless deletion of exoYF.
To induce the second-crossover event, SXO clones were plated onto sucrose/RDM (S/RDM).
pJQ200SK encodes sacB, the product of which is lethal to cells when expressed in the
presence of sucrose. Therefore, plating onto S/RDM selects for the loss of pJQ200SK. This
resulted in ~1:1 ratio of non-mucoid to mucoid colonies on the S/RDM. The non-mucoid
clones (suspected R7AΔexoYF mutants, due to an expected colony phenotype similar to
R7AexoY) were then patch plated onto G/RDM + Gm to confirm the loss of pJQ200SK.
Genomic DNA from a representative of the non-mucoid GmS clones was used as template
DNA for PCR reactions with the same primers used to confirm the SXO event. If the desired
DXO event occurred, thereby creating a markerless deletion of exoYF, only the 356 bp band
should be amplified. The results from the PCR indicated that the second-crossover event was
successful for the non-mucoid clones (Figure 3.30). A representative clones that exhibited the
expected banding was designated R7AΔexoYF.
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Figure 3.30: Confirmation of SXO and DXO events in construction of markerless exoYF
mutant.
Agarose gel of products obtained via PCR ampliﬁcation with the primer set
exoYFcheckL/exoYFcheckR to confirm SXO and DXO clones. Lane 1, M. loti R7A. Lane 23, clones representing the SXO event. Lane 4-6, clones representing the DXO event. DNA
size marker (M) is λ HindIII plus ΦX174 HaeIII, with the size of the fragments indicated in
kb. The clone used for further studies (designated R7AΔexoYF) is marked with an asterisk.
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3.4.5 Symbiotic phenotype of new EPS biosynthesis mutants
To examine the symbiotic ability of the new EPS biosynthesis mutants, nodulation assays
were conducted on L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu. As a markerless exoA deletion
mutant has already been described (Kelly et al., 2013), it will be included in these assays to
determine whether the IDM exoA mutant has a similar or contrasting symbiotic phenotype.
The assays were setup as described in Section 2.8, with each assay consisting of 10-15 plants.
Total number of plants used for each mutant strain are indicated in Table 3.3. The number of
successful nitrogen-fixing nodule formed, indentified by the formation of nodules of
pink/brown colour, was recorded (Figure 3.31).
On both L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu, R7AexoN exhibited a similar symbiotic
profile as that of R7A wild-type, in that it was symbiotically proficient on both hosts at
comparable rates (Figure 3.31), producing healthy-looking nitrogen-fixing plants with
comparable shoot-weights (Figure 3.32).
The other mutants displayed a notable delay in nodulation compared to wild-type R7A on
both L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu, although the delay was more pronounced on Gifu
plants (Figure 3.33). Nodulation of R7AexoY-, R7AΔexoYF-, R7AexoA- and R7AΔexoAinoculated L. corniculatus plants was initially delayed from 7-14 dpi before the nodulation
rate caught up to the rate of nodulation seen by wild-type R7A (Figure 3.33A). This delay
seemed to have no effect on the plants’ appearance or average shoot weights (Figure
3.32A,C). However, the delay was more severe on L. japonicus Gifu plants, with nodulation
never recovering to the rate of wild-type R7A (Figure 3.33.B). This was reflected in plant
growth, as average shoot weights were significantly lower than that of wild-type R7Ainoculated plants (Figure 3.32B,D).
The delay in nodulation was also reflected in the time taken for the bumps initially formed on
the roots to change to brown, nitrogen-fixing nodules. In wild-type R7A, the time from bump
formation to brown nodule formation was approximately 2-3 days. However, for R7AexoY-,
R7AΔexoYF-, R7AexoA- and R7AΔexoA-inoculated plants, it was up to 7 days, with some
bumps never developing into brown nodules (mainly seen in inoculated Gifu plants). These
observations suggested that the mutants were delayed in infection but not primordia
induction.
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There are also differences seen in nodulation between these mutants. Mutants within the
exoYF genes (R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF) seemed to be slightly better at nodulation than
mutants within the exoA gene (R7AexoA and R7AΔexoA). Also the markerless-deletion
mutants appeared to be slightly more delayed in nodulation compared to IDM mutants of the
same genes, including R7AΔexoA-inoculated Gifu plants which were severely impaired in
nodulation.
At the conclusion of each plant assay, a sample of brown nodules formed by the EPS mutants
were harvested and crushed to recover rhizobia, as described in Section 2.8.5, to confirm that
nodulation was due to the original inoculum strain. Recovered rhizobia were examined for
colony morphology and antibiotic resistance (in the case of IDM mutants). For all the new
EPS biosynthesis mutants, the rhizobia recovered from the nodules had the same antibiotic
resistance and colony morphology of original inoculum; therefore the effective nodules
formed were not due to revertants. It is important to note that not all nodules crushed from
R7AexoY-, R7AΔexoYF- and R7AexoA-inoculated plants produced growth on G/RDM,
with rhizobia recovered from ~70% of nodules crushed. This observation suggests that some
large uninfected primordia were mistaken as nodules due to size; or that the sterilisation
method before nodule crushes (Section 2.18.5) could be too harsh for mutants that do not
express any EPS.

Table 3.3: Number of plants with nodules at 42 dpi when inoculated with new EPS
biosynthesis mutants.
Strain
L. corniculatus
R7A
R7AexoN
R7AexoY
R7AΔexoYF
R7AexoA
R7AΔexoA
L. japonicus Gifu
R7A
R7AexoN
R7AexoY
R7AΔexoYF
R7AexoA
R7AΔexoA

Total plants No. of plants forming nodules
43
30
30
29
30
29

43 (100%)
30 (100%)
30 (100%)
29 (100%)
30 (100%)
29 (100%)

32
32
33
22
22
26

32 (100%)
32 (100%)
32 (97%)
20 (91%)
22 (100%)
13 (50%)
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Figure 3.31: Nodulation kinetics of new EPS biosynthesis mutants.
The average number of nitrogen-fixing nodules formed per plant on A) L. corniculatus and
B) L. japonicus Gifu. Total number of plants used are found in Table 3.3. Error bars indicate
the standard error of the mean across the total number of plants per strain.
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Figure 3.32: Symbiotic phenotypes of new EPS biosynthesis mutants
Average shoot weights of A) L. corniculatus and B) L. japonicus Gifu plants inoculated with
the EPS mutants strains or wild-type M. loti R7A. Bars represent the average shoot weights
of plants at the conclusion of plant assays (six weeks post inoculation) and the error bars
represent the standard error of the mean across the total number of plants per strain. C) L.
corniculatus and D) L. japonicus Gifu plants six weeks post-inoculation. The scale bars are
equal to 1 cm.
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Figure 3.33: Delay in nodulation experienced by early-stage EPS biosynthesis mutants.
The average number of nodules formed per plant on A) L. corniculatus and B) L. japonicus
Gifu by early-stage EPS biosynthesis mutants. Total number of plants used are found in
Table 3.3. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean across the total number of plants
per strain.
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3.4.6 Colony morphology of new EPS biosynthesis mutants
The new EPS biosynthesis mutants were examined for colony characteristics on different
growth media. After 6 days incubation on G/RDM, R7AexoA, R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF
colonies were soft and had a non-mucoid appearance, similar to colonies formed by
R7AexoB and R7AΔexoA. R7AexoN produced mucoid growth, but the growth appeared less
mucoid than that of R7A wild-type (Figure 3.34A).
On G/RDM supplemented with Congo red, R7AexoA, R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF absorbed
a small amount of the dye to produce pink colonies similar to that seen by R7AexoB and
R7AΔexoA. R7AexoN did not absorb any Congo red dye and remained white in colour,
similar to R7A wild-type (Figure 3.34B). On Calcofluor-containing TY media, R7AexoA,
R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF remained dark when exposed to UV light, while R7AexoN
produced a moderate amount of fluorescence (Figure 3.34C), contrasting the bright
fluorescence seen by R7A wild-type. No major differences from R7A wild-type was seen for
any of the new EPS biosynthesis mutants on G/RDM containing Calcofluor (Figure 3.34D).
3.4.7 Introduction of pFAJ::exoYF into R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF
To confirm that the phenotypes seen by R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF are due to the mutation
with exoY and exoYF, respectively, pFAJ::exoYF was introduced to R7AexoY and
R7AΔexoYF. By doing this, it can confirm that pFAJ::exoYF can complement exoYF
mutations and that pFAJ::exoYF inability to complement the exoYF mutations within
R7AΔexoU/4457 and R7AΔexoU/SM1A was a true result.
For both R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF, the acquisition of pFAJ::exoYF caused a mucoid
colony phenotype, similar to that of R7A wild-type on G/RDM medium (data not shown).
R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF containing pFAJ::exoYF was also examined for its symbiotic
ability on L. japonicus Gifu plants, where they both were symbiotically proficient and a
similar rate to R7A wild-type without the initial delay in nodulation seen by R7AexoY and
R7AΔexoYF (data not shown).
These results confirm the ability of pFAJ::exoYF to complement exoYF mutations and that
the phenotypes seen by R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF are caused by the pFUS2 insertion in
exoY, and the ΔexoYF deletion, respectively.
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Figure 3.34: Colony morphologies of new EPS biosynthesis mutants.
TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. A)
Colony growth of the indicated strains on G/RDM after 7 days. B) Colony growth on G/RDM
containing 0.01% Congo red after 7 days. C-D) Colony fluorescence observed under UV
light after 7 days growth on C) TY and D) G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor.
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3.4.8 Biofilm capability of EPS biosynthesis mutants
Previous studies have shown that rhizobial EPS biosynthesis mutants are altered in biofilm
formation. Hence, a range of EPS biosynthesis mutants were examined for the ability to form
a biofilm. As R7AexoB and R7AΔexoYF do not produce EPS, it is hypothesised that they
may be impaired in biofilm formation compared to wild-type. R7AΔexoU which forms cell
aggregates in broth culture was also examined.
R7AexoB and R7AΔexoYF formed a small biofilm ring at the air-liquid interface on glass
flasks, while R7AΔexoU produced a much larger biofilm ring (Figure 3.35A). R7A wild-type
produce little-to-no biofilm ring. Quantification of the attachment using crystal violet staining
confirmed that there was a slight increase in biofilm for the EPS null mutants, equating to
approximately three times the OD575 reading, while R7AΔexoU had a far greater biofilm
(Figure 3.35B).
3.4.9 Competition study between R7A and R7AΔexoYF
In an attempt to understand the cause of the delay seen with the early-stage EPS biosynthesis
mutants, competition studies between R7A wild-type and R7AΔexoYF were undertaken.
R7AΔexoYF was chosen for the study, as the mutation inactivates the whole operon and
therefore will not disrupt neighbouring genes (unlike R7AΔexoA, in which the gene
disrupted lies in the middle of an operon and could affect downstream genes). L. japonicus
Gifu plants were inoculated with either wild-type R7A or R7AΔexoYF alone or coninoculated with both at differing ratios. Plants were observed periodically for nodule
formation (Figure 3.36).
As expected, R7AΔexoYF showed delayed nodulation compared to R7A wild-type.
Interestingly, the delay was also seen in mixed inoculations at a 1:1 ratio and became more
pronounced when the number of R7AΔexoYF cells was increased relative to R7A wild-type
cells, suggesting that R7AΔexoYF was in some way affecting R7A wild-type infection. To
investigate nodule occupancy, randomly selected nodules were crushed at 28 dpi and the
rhizobia plated onto G/RDM medium. Isolates were identified as R7A or R7AΔexoYF based
on colony morphology. The results indicated that R7A outcompeted R7AΔexoYF across the
differing ratios (Table 3.4). Nodules occupied by R7AΔexoYF were only isolated from plants
that were inoculated with a ratio of 1:100 R7A:R7AΔexoYF. No nodules recovered contained
both strains. For unknown reasons, over 70% of nodules crushed did not produce any growth.
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Figure 3.35: Biofilm production by various EPS mutants
A) Formation of rings of biofilm at the air-liquid interface after 8 days growth of R7A wildtype and the EPS biosynthesis mutants R7AexoB, R7AΔexoYF and R7AΔexoU in G/RDM
broths with vigorous shaking. B) The biofilms were quantified following staining with crystal
violet, as described in Section 2.9.
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Figure 3.36: Kinetics of nodule formation in competition assay between R7A and
R7AΔexoYF.
Average number of nitrogen-fixing nodules formed during plant assays on L. japonicus Gifu
plants. The approximate ratio at which R7A and R7AΔexoYF were inoculated is indicated.
Bars represent average number of nodules formed per plant from two independent plant
assays consisting of 10 plants each. Error bars indicate the standard errors of the mean.

Table 3.4: Nodule occupancy results for competition assay between R7A and
R7AΔexoYF.
Ratio of inoculum

Ratio of recovered

(R7A:R7AΔexoYF)

( R7A:R7AΔexoYF:No growth)

1:1

17:0:26

10:1

12:0:24

100:1

14:0:27

1.10

3:0:29

1:100

1:2:29
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3.4.10 Infection thread formation by R7AΔexoYF
To examine the whether the delay seen in nodulation with R7AΔexoYF was due to an
impairment during IT formation, IT assays were conducted. pSKGFP, which constitutively
expresses gfp, was introduced into R7AΔexoYF and R7A wild-type, with the resulting strains
inoculated onto L. japonicus Gifu plants and compared for IT formation.
ITs were characterised as either long- or short- ITs (Figure 3.37). A long IT was one that
extended to the base of the root hair at the epidermal-cortical cell boundary (Figure 3.37A),
while a short IT (Figure 3.37B) was one that did not reach the base of the root hair in which it
had formed in.
The number of long ITs in Gifu plants inoculated with R7AΔexoYF containing pSKGFP was
reduced compared to plants inoculated with R7A containing pSKGFP. By contrast, the
number of short infection threads was similar between R7A and R7AΔexoYF, suggesting
that IT induction was not affected (Figure 3.38A). Taken together, these results suggest that
R7AΔexoYF was impaired in the efficiency of ITs formed to extend to the base of the root
hair into the cortical cells.
While ‘normal’ long ITs were formed by R7AΔexoYF (Figure 3.38B), a number ITs formed
by the strain appeared deformed and discontinuous. (Figure 3.38C-D). Gaps occurred within
the line of fluorescent R7AΔexoYF cells down the IT, which ranged from a few cells to
larger gaps. Typically, these ‘incomplete’ ITs also appeared thicker than normal ITs. While it
was difficult to visualise these ‘incomplete’ ITs, it was estimated that there were several on
each L. japonicus Gifu plant inoculated with R7AΔexoYF.
Another interesting observation was an apparent reduced ability of R7AΔexoYF to colonise
the roots. Compared to R7A wild-type-inoculated plants, there was a noticeable decrease in
fluorescent bacteria on the roots on R7AΔexoYF-inoculated plants (Figure 3.39). This
suggested that the lack of EPS produced by R7AΔexoYF might impact its ability to colonise
the roots. Finally, it was also observed that infected primordia on R7AΔexoYF-inoculated
plants did not fluoresce as brightly as those on R7A wild-type-inoculated plants (Figure
3.40).
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Figure 3.37: Long versus short ITs.
Examples of A) long- and B) short- ITs formed by L. japonicus Gifu root hairs inoculated
with R7A wild-type containing pSKGFP. Scale bars indicated.
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Figure 3.38: IT formation by R7AΔexoYF and R7A on 20 L. japonicus Gifu plants.
A) Bars represent average number of ITs formed per plant from two independent plant assays
consisting of 10 plants each. Error bars indicate the standard errors of the means. Examples
of B) a long IT and C-D) deformed/discontinuous ITs formed by R7AΔexoYF containing
pSKGFP on L. japonicus Gifu root hairs. Scale bars included.
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Figure 3.39: Colonisation of L. japonicus Gifu roots by R7A and R7AΔexoYF.
Examples of L. japonicus Gifu roots 14 days post inoculation with A) R7A wild-type
containing pSKGFP and B) R7AΔexoYF containing pSKGFP. Images were taken using the
GFP filter. Scale bars indicated.

Figure 3.40: Primordia formed by R7A and R7AΔexoYF on L. japonicus Gifu plants.
Examples of primordia formed on the roots of L. japonicus Gifu 14 dpi with A) R7A wildtype containing pSKGFP and B) R7AΔexoYF containing pSKGFP. Scale bars indicated.
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3.5 Defining the transport of R7A EPS from cytosol to external environment
It was hypothesised that R7AΔexoU was symbiotically impaired due to secretion of a
truncated polysaccharide. Therefore it was expected that the R7AΔexoU suppressor screen
would yield mutants with transposon insertions in genes involved in the transport of EPS
from the cytosol to the external environment. After two attempts where an EPS transport
mutant was not isolated, a different approach was needed in order to test the hypothesis. The
aim of experiments in this section was to isolate an EPS transport mutant within R7A by a
targeted approach. This approach involved firstly identifying genes that that were potentially
involved in EPS transport, followed by attempting to isolate a mutant within said genes.
3.5.1 Bioinformatic analysis of potential EPS transport systems in R7A
Four genes within the R7A exo gene cluster have previously been implicated in EPS
transport: exoQ (mlr5249), exoF (mll5251), exoT (mll5270) and exoP (mlr5276) (see Figure
1.6).
exoQ encodes a protein with similarity to lipid A core-O-antigen ligases. It is located as a
single-gene locus within the exo gene cluster. Within the centre of ExoQ, a Wzy_C
[pfam04932] family domain is located, which is important in the synthesis of O-antigens in
Gram-negative bacteria. Through this homology, it has previously been suggested that ExoQ
acts as a polymerase that links monomeric units to form HMW succinoglycan in S. meliloti
(Gonzalez et al., 1998; Staehelin et al., 2006).
exoF encodes a periplasmic protein with similarity to proteins involved in polysaccharide
export. It is the second and last gene in an operon with exoY, the glycosyltransferase involved
in attaching the first galactose sugar to the lipid carrier during EPS biosynthesis. It contains a
Wza domain which covers the first third of the protein. The Wza domain is present in
periplasmic proteins that are involved in polysaccharide export, including the Wza protein
which is involved in transport of polysaccharides from the periplasmic space, across the outer
membrane, into the external environment. ExoF shares 36% amino-acid identify to Wza
within E. coli, with the match occurring predominantly within the Wza domain. In S. meliloti,
ExoF has been suggested as an outer membrane auxiliary protein for transport of
succinoglycan (Staehelin et al., 2006).
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exoT encodes a integral membrane protein with similarity to proteins involved in the export
of O-antigen and teichoic acid. It is the first gene in a probable operon with mll5269, the gene
involved in incorporation of RibA in EPS biosynthesis. It contains a large MATE_tuaB_like
domain [cd13127], an uncharacterised subfamily of the multidrug and toxic compound
extrusion (MATE) proteins, which covers most of the protein. This family is thought to
function as a translocase for LPS O-antigens and participate in the biosynthesis of cell wall
components and is closely related to MATE_wzx_like family [cd13128]. ExoT also contains
a Polysacc_synt domain [pfam01943] at its N-terminal end, which is implicated in production
of polysaccharides, including O-antigen biosynthesis. ExoT shares 88% amino-acid identity
to Wzx in E. coli. Through this homology, it is suggested that ExoT may act as a ‘flippase’ to
transport monomeric EPS units across the inner membrane. However, an exoT mutant in S.
meliloti was still able to synthesis HMW succinoglycan, suggesting that ExoT may have an
additional role or even an entirely different role (Gonzalez et al., 1998).
exoP encodes a exopolysaccharide polymerisation protein. It is located (potentially) at the
end of an operon that includes exoL, exoA, exoM, exoO and exoN, all of which encode
glycosyl- or uridylyl-transferases involved in EPS biosynthesis. It contains a Wzz
superfamily domain [pfam02706] which is involved in determining chain length of Oantigens, at its N-terminal end. Within the C-terminal end is an AAA_31 domain
[pfam13614], which acts as an ATP biding domain. ExoP shares 62% amino-acid to Wzc in
E. coli. In S. meliloti, an exoP mutant failed to accumulate any polymerised octasaccharide
subunits, suggesting a role in polymerisation (Gonzalez et al., 1998).
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3.5.2 Proposed mechanism of transport of EPS within R7A
The above gene products have domains that suggest that they may interact together to
transport a polysaccharide, such as EPS within R7A, in a similar way to the characterised
Wzx/Wzy/Wzc/Wza transport mechanism involved in transporting polysaccharides in a wide
range of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (described in section 1.5.3). The
ExoT/ExoQ/ExoP/ExoF proteins may behave in a similar way to the E. coli proteins
Wzx/Wzy/Wzc/Wza, respectively. A proposed mechanism, based on sequence homology, for
transporting EPS from cytosol to external environment in R7A is outlined in Figure 3.41.
Additional components involved in the transportation and polymerisation of R7A EPS are
likely.
After the addition of RibA onto the growing EPS molecule by Mll5269, the EPS monomer
attached to a lipid carrier is translocated to the transport complex. Here, the EPS monomer
and lipid carrier are flipped across the inner membrane mediated by a flippase (ExoT). Once
on the periplasmic side of the inner membrane, the EPS monomer and its lipid carrier are
transferred to ExoQ, a polymerase that mediates the linking of the EPS monomers by
transferring the already growing EPS polymerised chain to the new EPS monomer on its lipid
carrier forming a β-d-Glc-(1→4)-β-d-Gal linkage. The linking of new EPS monomers causes
the polymerised chain to feed into the neighbouring protein, ExoP, a polysaccharide
copolymerase, which then regulates length of the polysaccharide by cleaving the polymer at
its desired length, forming the mature EPS molecule. The mature EPS is then transported
across the outer membrane to the external environment via the outer membrane
polysaccharide export protein, ExoF. Finally, the beta-glucanase enzyme, ExoK, is located on
the outer membrane where it cleaves some of the mature EPS back to its monomeric form,
which is hypothesised to be important in ligand-receptor binding with the host plant.
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Figure 3.41: Proposed mechanism for the transport of R7A EPS from cytosol to
external environment.
Schematic of proposed transport of EPS from cytosol to external environment. i) The last step
in the biosynthesis of monomeric EPS is the transfer of RibA to the growing EPS chain by
Mll5269. ii) The completed monomeric EPS is transported to ExoT via its lipid carrier
(green). iii) ExoT ‘flips’ the EPS and lipid carrier from cytosol-side to periplasmic-side of the
inner membrane. iv) ExoQ mediates the polymerisation of monomeric EPS by linking the
EPS. v) The polymerised EPS is fed into ExoP, which regulates the length of the polymerised
EPS by cleaving at desired length. vi) The mature EPS is then transported from periplasmic
space, across the outer membrane, to the external environment by ExoF. vii) Some of the
mature EPS is cleaved back to monomeric EPS via ExoK. viii) The lipid carrier is recycled.
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3.5.3 Construction and assembly of exoT IDM construct
The model for R7A EPS transport predicts that ExoT is involved in the first step of the
translocation of EPS from cytosol to external environment, acting as a flippase to transport
monomeric EPS across the inner membrane. As it is the first step and potentially the ratelimiting step, exoT would be an appropriate target for mutagenesis as loss of function of exoT
should result in disruption of the whole transport of EPS.
Strategies were devised to ensure all possibilities for isolating an exoT mutant. It was
hypothesised that disruption the transport system involved in the transfer of EPS from cytosol
to external environment might result in a lethal phenotype in the R7A wild-type background,
due to the accumulation of monomeric EPS within the cytosol. To circumvent this possibility,
as well as using R7A wild-type as the parental strain for isolation of an exoT mutant, a
number of mutant strains were used.
Firstly, R7AΔexoU, which makes a truncated version of EPS, was used to determine whether
the truncated EPS was transported by the same transport system as in wild-type EPS. If the
truncated EPS was secreted using the same transport system as wild-type EPS, a lethal
phenotype was expected as for wild-type R7A EPS.
Secondly, an exoT mutation within a strain in which no EPS is produced, such as
R7AΔexoYF, could be viable as a strain in which no EPS is made should not be affected by
an accumulation of EPS monomers within the cytosol. If the mutant was able to be isolated, it
could also be used to test the lethality hypothesis through complementation of the exoYF
mutation.
Finally, as R7AΔexoU/SM1A is essentially an exoUexoYF double mutant, there was the
opportunity to isolate an exoT mutant in this strain which could then be complemented back
to an exoU mutant through introduction of the exoYF genes on pFAJ::exoYF. If it proved not
possible to introduce pFAJ::exoYF, this would provide further evidence that an exoT mutant
within the R7AΔexoU background was lethal.
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The primer set exoTpFUSL/exoTpFUSR were designed from R7A genome sequence to
amplify ~350 bp of the coding sequence of exoT. The resulting PCR product was digested
with the appropriate restriction enzymes (see Table 2.4), ligated into pFUS2 and
electroporated into E. coli ST18 cells. Sequencing confirmed GmR colonies contained pFUS2
harbouring the correct ~350 bp exoT fragments. Spot-matings were then performed between
ST18 cells harbouring pFUS::exoT and the four selected strains: R7A wild-type, R7AΔexoU,
R7AΔexoYF and R7AΔexoU/SM1A. Resulting transconjugants were plated onto G/RDM +
Gm plates with four rounds of single-colony purifications carried out to purify putative
mutant clones.
3.5.4 Confirmation of exoT IDM mutants
To confirm putative IDM mutants of exoT within the four different strains, Southern
Hybridisation was undertaken (Section 2.6.5). Extracted genomic DNA from seven putative
R7A + pFUS2::exoT mutants, nine putative R7AΔexoU + pFUS2::exoT, 12 putative
R7AΔexoYF + pFUS2::exoT and 11 putative R7AΔexoU/SM1A + pFUS2::exoT mutants
were all digested with SalI. Digested genomic DNA was run on agarose gels, transferred to
Hybond-N+ membranes and probed with α32P-labelled exoT gene fragment. A band of 9.8 kb
was expected in successful IDM clones.
The putative exoT mutants isolated within the R7A wild-type, R7AΔexoU and
R7AΔexoU/SM1A backgrounds all turned out to be unsuccessful mutants. However, a
number of R7AΔexoYF + pFUS2::exoT isolates did show the expected banding pattern for a
confirmed mutant, and a representative of these confirmed mutants was designated
R7AΔexoYFexoT (Figure 3.42).
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Figure 3.42: Confirmation of exoT IDM mutants.
Southern hybridisation of SalI-digested genomic DNA probed with α32P-labelled the ~350 bp exoT PCR product. Lanes 1, 10, 21 and 35, HindIII
λ DNA marker, with the size of fragments indicated in kb. Lane 2, 11, 22 and 36, wild-type R7A; Lane 3-9, R7A + pFUS2::exoT clones; Lane
12-20, R7AΔexoU + pFUS2::exoT clones; Lane 23-34, R7AΔexoYF + pFUS2::exoT clones; Lane 37-45, R7AΔexoU/SM1A clones. The strain
used for further studies is marked with an asterisk, representing R7AΔexoYFexoT (Lane 23).
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3.5.5 Symbiotic phenotype of R7AΔexoYFexoT
The symbiotic ability of R7AΔexoYFexoT was examined to see if a functional EPS transport
system is essential for symbiosis. R7AΔexoYFexoT, due to its deletion of exoYF genes, does
not make/export any EPS. Therefore, it was predicted that R7AΔexoYFexoT should have a
similar symbiotic phenotype to R7AΔexoYF, in that a delay in nodulation is expected
compared to wild-type inoculated plants.
R7AΔexoYFexoT was examined for its symbiotic ability on L. japonicus Gifu (Figure 3.43)
and L. corniculatus (data not shown) plants, alongside R7AΔexoYF and R7A for
comparison. As predicted, R7AΔexoYFexoT, was symbiotically proficient on Gifu plants but
with delay in nodulation compared to R7A wild-type (Figure 3.43). On L. corniculatus
plants, R7AΔexoYFexoT also exhibited a similar symbiotic profile to R7AΔexoYF (data not
shown).

Figure 3.43: Nodulation kinetics of R7AΔexoYFexoT.
Average number of nitrogen-fixing nodules formed during plant assays on L. japonicus Gifu
plants. Bars represent average number of number of nodules formed per plant from 10 plants.
Error bars indicate the standard errors of the means.
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3.5.6 Colony morphology of R7AΔexoYFexoT
R7AΔexoYFexoT was grown on a number of different media to investigate colony
characteristics, as done with all new mutants constructed in this thesis. On all media tested,
R7AΔexoYFexoT retained a similar colony phenotype to that of R7AΔexoYF, in that it
formed soft, non-mucoid colonies on G/RDM (Figure 3.44A), that it did not absorb Congo
red (Figure 3.44B) nor fluoresce on Calcofluor media (Figure 3.44C-D).

Figure 3.44: Colony morphology of R7AΔexoYFexoT.
TY broth cultures were grown for 48 h and then spotted (10 µL) onto the various media. A)
Colony growth on G/RDM after 6 days. B) Colony growth on G/RDM containing 0.01%
Congo red after 6 days. C-D) Colony fluorescence observed under UV light after 6 days
growth on C) TY and D) G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor.
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3.5.7 Attempt at complementation of R7AΔexoYFexoT.
In order to confirm the hypothesis that disruption of the transport system responsible for
transport of EPS from cytosol to external environment would be lethal within a strain making
wild-type EPS, an attempt at complementing the exoYF mutation in R7AΔexoYFexoT with
exoYF was undertaken.
pFAJ::exoYF, pFAJ1700 and pFAJ::5269, which contains exoT and therefore should
complement the exoT mutation, were introduced into R7AΔexoYFexoT via bi-parental spot
mating with ST18. The resulting transconjugants was plated onto G/RDM and TY media
containing Gm and Tc to select for complemented mutants. Introduction of pFAJ::exoYF into
R7AΔexoYFexoT was expected to produce little-to-no growth on G/RDM media as wildtype cells produce a great quanity of polysaccharide on the medium. TY medium is a
complex medium, with a limited concentration of sugars and increased amounts of amino
acids and R7A shows greatly reduced production of polysaccharides on the medium.
Therefore, a transport mutant may have less severe effects on TY, opening up the possibility
of complementing R7AΔexoYFexoT for the exoYF mutation.
While R7AΔexoYF + pFAJ1700 empty vector control transconjugants produced the expected
non-mucoid, soft colony phenotype on TY (Figure 3.45A) and G/RDM (data not shown)
containing Gm and Tc, R7AΔexoYFexoT + pFAJ::exoYF transconjugants produced a
different growth pattern (Figure 3.45B). The majority of growth was very small colonies that
appeared to be due to a growth defect. This colony phenotype was unable to be subcultured.
Within the growth defected colonies, a number amount of larger, non-mucoid, soft colonies
can be seen (Figure 3.45B), which have a similar appearance to those of the
R7AΔexoYFexoT + pFAJ1700 empty vector control.

When subculutred, the larger

R7AΔexoYFexoT + pFAJ::exoYF transconjugants remained non-mucoid, soft on G/RDM
containing Gm and Tc, suggesting they may represent colonies where a mutation within
pFAJ::exoYF has occurred. These results provide further evidence that an exoT mutation
within a wild-type background of R7A is detrimental, possibly due to the accumulation of
EPS monomers within the cytosol.
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Figure 3.45: Growth defect in R7AΔexoYFexoT containing pFAJ::exoYF.
The resulting transconjugant growth within the first-streak after 7 days incubation at 28°C of
R7AΔexoYFexoT introduced with A) pFAJ1700 and B) pFAJ::exoYF on TY medium
containing Gm and Tc. White arrows in B) show transconjugants where pFAJ::exoYF has
mutated, while red arrow shows growth defected transconjugants.
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3.6 Symbiotic phenotype of EPS mutants on different Lotus species
Differences in symbiotic phenotype had been observed between L. corniculatus and L.
japonicus Gifu when inoculated with the same R7A EPS biosynthesis mutants. For example,
the mutants within genes involved in the early-stage of EPS biosynthesis (exoB, exoYF and
exoA) had a delayed symbiotic phenotype on both L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu;
however, the delay was more severe on L. japonicus Gifu. Based on these observations, it
was hypothesised that some symbiotic phenotypes seen in R7A EPS biosynthesis mutants
may be host-specific. Therefore, the symbiotic phenotypes of a number of R7A EPS
biosynthesis mutants (with mutations at the different stages of EPS biosynthesis) were
determined on five different Lotus spp: L. corniculatus, L japonicus Gifu, L. japonicus
MG20, L. filicaulis and L. burtii.
Nodulation assays were setup as described in Section 2.8, with each assay consisting of 10-15
plants from each of the five Lotus species. Strains R7AexoN, R7AexoB, R7AexoY,
R7AΔexoYF, R7AexoA, R7AΔexoA, R7AexoU, R7A5268 and R7A5269 were assayed as
they provide a wide range of mutants from different stages of EPS biosynthesis. Wild-type
R7A was used as a positive control. The number of successful nitrogen-fixing nodule formed,
identified by the formation of nodules of pink/brown colour, was recorded periodically
(Figure 3.46).
There was a general trend seen across the five Lotus species., with R7AexoN and R7A5269
producing nitrogen-fixing nodules at a similar rate to R7A wild-type. R7AexoB, R7AexoY,
R7AΔexoYF, R7AexoA and, to some extent R7AΔexoA, also produced a similar number of
nitrogen-fixing nodules compared to R7A wild-type, however, an initial delay in nodulation
was seen. R7AexoU and R7A5268 were both severely impaired for symbiosis, with only a
few nodules forming late in the nodulation assay.
There were differences seen between the five Lotus species. L. corniculatus (Figure 3.46A)
and L. japonicus Gifu (Figure 3.46B) plants inoculated with the different R7A strains formed
greater numbers of nitrogen-fixing nodules compared to the other three Lotus species (Figure
3.46C-E), suggesting that R7A was better adapted to those species. The delay seen in plants
inoculated with R7AexoB, R7AexoY, R7AΔexoYF and R7AexoA was more pronounced in
L. japonicus Gifu (Figure 3.46B) and L. filicaulis (Figure 3.46D). R7AΔexoA also showed a
more severe delay on these two Lotus species, with the plants producing only slightly more
nodules than those inoculated with R7AexoU and R7A5268. R7AexoN-inoculated L. burtii
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plants produced nitrogen-fixing nodules at a similar rate to R7A wild-type initially, before
nodule formation slowed to the extent that very few new nitrogen-fixing nodules formed per
week after day 14 (Figure 3.46E).
Of particular interest is the difference of nodulation seen between the two L. japonicus
ecotypes. L. japonicus Gifu plants inoculated with EPS null mutants provided a more severe
delay in nodulation compared to L. japonicus MG20 inoculated plants (Figure 3.46B-C).
Also, more escaped nodules formed on R7AexoU- and R7A5268-inoculated MG20 plants at
the later stages of the assay, compared to Gifu-inoculated plants. These results suggest that
changes in R7A EPS from wild-type may elicit a different plant response in Gifu compared to
MG20.
In summary, while the general symbiotic trend seen by R7A mutants with mutations within
different stages of EPS biosynthesis was similar between the five test Lotus types, the
severity of the trends, including the delay seen in early-stage EPS biosynthesis mutants, was
amplified in some species compared to others.
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Figure 3.46: Nodulation kinetics of EPS mutants across different Lotus species.
The average number of nitrogen-fixing nodules formed per plant on A) 15 L. corniculatus
plants, B) 11 L. japonicus Gifu plants, C) 12 L. japonicus MG20 plants, D) 10 L. filicaulis
plants and E) 11 L. burtii plants. An uninoculated control was included. Error bars indicate
the standard error of the mean across the total number of plants per strain.
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4 Discussion
4.1 R7AΔexoU suppressor mutant phenotypes are caused by second-site mutations, not
transposon insertions.
The first aim of this study was to characterise the six different first-generation R7AΔexoU
suppressor mutants isolated by Kelly (2012), including the four with transposon insertions in
genes which had not been implicated in EPS biosynthesis. As a follow-up, a second
transposon mutagenesis screen was undertaken to isolate and characterise new (secondgeneration) R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants, as it was thought the initial screen was not
saturating.
Previous attempts to characterise the first-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants,
including reconstruction of the suppressor mutants by insertion duplication mutagenesis, had
proven unsuccessful in reproducing the suppressor phenotype. Instead, a complementationbased approach was undertaken in this study, involving screening a R7A cosmid library for
cosmids that restored the R7AΔexoU-like phenotype. The initial focus was on trying to
complement the R7AΔexoU/2385 suppressor mutant using a cosmid containing mll2385
isolated from an R7A cosmid library. Failure to restore the R7AΔexoU-phenotype when
p9B12F-2385 was introduced into R7AΔexoU/2385 caused a change of focus. The gene
mll2385 encodes a sensory histidine kinase of a two-component regulatory system, and it was
initially hypothesised that lack of complementation may have been due to the transposon
insertion causing a dominant-negative regulatory form of Mll2385. However, this was not the
case and it was identified later that the transposon insertion with mll2385 was not responsible
for the suppressor phenotype.
Attention was then changed to R7AΔexoU/5197, which has a transposon insertion in a nonregulatory gene mll5197 (annotated as encoding a malate dehydrogenase). A new method for
screening for complementing cosmids was undertaken, involving the introduction en masse
of the R7A cosmid library into R7AΔexoU/5197, with complemented isolates identified
based on the difference in Calcofluor properties. R7AΔexoU/5197 has a Calcofluor-dark
phenotype, while R7AΔexoU has a Calcofluor-bright phenotype, providing an easy screening
method for identifying complemented R7AΔexoU/5197 isolates. Two Calcofluor-bright
transconjugants were isolated, which exhibited the same colony phenotypes as R7AΔexoU on
different media. End-sequencing of the two cosmids revealed that they shared an overlapping
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region of 20 kb including exoB, encoding UDP-galactose 4-epimerase. exoB was of particular
interest as it is required for a very early stage of EPS biosynthesis, and R7AΔexoU/5197
showed similar characteristics to an exoB mutant, including being symbiotically proficient.
Interestingly, two other R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants were also complemented by cosmid
p9-5197. The exoB gene in the three mutants was therefore sequenced and it was found that
all three had deletion mutations within the gene of varying lengths. This suggested that their
exoU suppressor phenotype was not caused by the mini-Tn5 insertion but was due to secondsite deletions in exoB that occurred independently of the insertion. It also seemed likely that
other suppressor mutants may have second-site mutations.
Further support for this idea was obtained when complementation of the R7AΔexoU/4457
suppressor mutant was achieved. The same en masse method was used, which yielded one
Calcofluor-bright transconjugant on TY medium that exhibited a mucoid colony phenotype
on G/RDM medium, similar to R7A wild-type. In order to produce the HMW fraction of EPS
(and therefore appear mucoid on G/RDM), this transconjugant must have gained a functional
copy of exoU, as ExoU is essential for the production of HMW EPS. It was also speculated
that the gene(s) mutated in R7AΔexoU/4457 which caused the suppressor phenotype by
preventing the generation of truncated EPS must have also been complemented with a
functional copy of the gene. This was shown to be likely through end-sequencing of the
cosmid (named p18-4457), which confirmed the presence of exoU and six other exo genes
(exoQ, exoY, exoF, exoX, exoK and mlr5265) where five of these genes were candidates for
the site of the suppressor mutation (mlr5265 was excluded because it was thought to act after
exoU in the EPS biosynthesis pathway). Further sequencing revealed the presence of an
insertion early within the exoY gene that caused a frameshift in the exoY reading frame.
There are several surprising aspects to the observed second-site mutations seen in the firstgeneration suppressor mutants that are difficult to explain. Firstly, spontaneous exoU
suppressor mutants have never been observed despite the exoU mutant having been used for
numerous nodulation experiments, although inocula were never grown in broth cultures
before inoculation (Simon Kelly, personal communication). Secondly, the second-site
mutations have occurred at an apparently high frequency, as it is estimated that suppressor
mutations were found in about one per thousand colonies screened in this experiment. These
observations suggest that the mutations may have occurred in association with the transposon
mutagenesis. However, transposon mutagenesis is an experimental tool that is used widely in
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microbiology (Hayes, 2003), and we were unable to find any literature that has shown the
process can lead to second-site mutations within the genome.
Another important observation was that the suppressor mutation sites characterised involved
repeated sequences (see Figure 3.8). Repetitive DNA sequences and palindromic sequences
have been frequently associated with mutations generated during DNA replication (Drake,
1991; Lovett, 2004; Schultz et al., 2006). Deletions can occur when mispairing of the newly
synthesised DNA strand occurs with an alternative complementary sequence in the local
vicinity, while insertions can occur due to DNA polymerase slipping at repeated DNA
sequences (Levinson and Gutman, 1987). It could be that repeated sequences seen around the
suppressor mutation sites within the suppressor mutants may have contributed to the
deletion/insertion mutation. For example, a misalignment deletion could have played a role in
the deletion seen in R7AΔexoU/2385, where synthesis of the new DNA resulted in the first
5’-TCGCC aligning with the second repeat, thereby missing the replication of the 12-bp
region and forming a deletion in the new strand. Partial misalignment may have induced the
large 188-bp deletion in R7AΔexoU/2244, while DNA polymerase slippage could have
resulted in the insertion of a thymine in R7AΔexoU/4457 (Figure 3.14).
From the above observations, we hypothesise that the R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants arose
spontaneously during growth of R7AΔexoU within broth culture before the transposon
mutagenesis. Mutations caused by recombination between repeated sequences during
replication are apparently more common than base-pair substitutions. The mutations allow
the cells to grow as single cells in culture rather than the clumps formed by R7AΔexoU and
may thus become enriched in the culture. In particular, the mutant cells would be available to
act as recipients in the conjugation with the E. coli donor used in the mutagenesis as they
would not be buried within clumps. It may also be that the mutant cells are more efficient
recipients because of their less hydrophobic cell surface structure. Therefore the mutant cells
would be preferentially enriched over R7AΔexoU following selection for the transposonencoded antibiotic resistance. Hence when the transconjugants were pooled together and
inoculated onto L. corniculatus plants after transposon mutagenesis, there would be sufficient
symbiotically proficient strains present to out-compete the parental R7AΔexoU strain and so
effective nodules were formed. Such R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants may not have been seen
in previous experiments with R7AΔexoU possibly because growth as single colonies on solid
media does not provide a selective advantage for the suppressors and also without the
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enrichment caused by the conjugation step, any suppressors would be present at too low a
number to compete for nodulation sites with R7AΔexoU.
A simple experiment to test this hypothesis would be to inoculate a broth culture with
R7AΔexoU, use it to inoculate L. corniculatus plants and see if any nodules arise due to a
suppressor mutation. In addition single-colony isolates from the culture could be tested for
the exoB mutant phenotype. The culture could also be used for a conjugation experiment with
an E. coli donor containing a plasmid able to replicate in M. loti and the transconjugants used
to inoculate plants as was done in the mutagenesis experiment. However, pursuing the cause
of the second-site mutations was deemed unnecessary for the characterising the suppressor
mutants and advancing the overall aim of proving that the secretion of truncated EPS is the
reason for the symbiotic deficiency of R7AΔexoU. Therefore, this experiment was not
undertaken (also due to time constraints) but could be pursued at a later date.
The hypothesis that the suppressor mutants arose during culture growth prior to the
mutagenesis step was further supported with the findings from the second transposon
mutagenesis screen conducted in this study. It is important to point out that the second screen
was undertaken at the same time as the characterisation of the first-generation suppressor
mutants, before it was known that in most cases the transposon insertion did not cause the
observed suppressor phenotype. The second mutagenesis screen was carried out using a
different mini-Tn5 transposon compared to the initial screen. The first screen used mTn5GNm (Reeve et al., 1999), while the second screen employed mTn5gusA-pgfp21 (Xi et al.,
1999), which has been shown to be an effective transposon in other mutagenesis screens
involving rhizobia (Xi et al., 2001; Xi et al., 2000). The rationale for the change in transposon
was that mTn5gusA-pgfp21 contained a constitutively expressed gfp gene, allowing the study
of the interaction between any potential suppressor mutants with the host plants using
fluorescence microscopy.
From the second suppressor screen, 44 R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants were isolated
(subsequently named second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants). All ten of the 44
suppressor mutants that were examined for the site of mTn5 insertion were found to harbour
the transposon in different sites. A number of these sites could not be located in the
MAFF303099 genome which was being used for sequence comparison at the time as the R7A
genome was not available. Once it became available (http://genome.jgi.doe.gov/), the
sequence results from the random-primed PCR products aligned with regions within the R7A
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genome. However, due to all 10 isolates examined having different insertion sites for the
transposon in genes that were mostly unknown in function and with no apparent link to EPS
biosynthesis, it appeared likely that the second-generation suppressor mutants also contained
second-site suppressor mutations in addition to the mutation caused by the transposon
insertion. This was later confirmed when all 44 second-generation R7AΔexoU suppressor
mutants were complemented to a wild-type like colony phenotype with p18-4457, similar to
R7AΔexoU/4457. This suggested that, like R7AΔexoU/4457, all 44 second generation
R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants may contain a mutation in one of the five exo genes located
on p18-4457. Examination of the exoYF genes in 10 of the second-generation suppressor
mutants revealed a ~500-bp deletion, and the two isolates checked had the same 538-bp
deletion across the exoYF genes. Like the confirmed second-site mutations in the first
generation suppressor mutants, the 538-bp deletion has some degree of repeated DNA
flanking the mutation site (see Figure 3.19). It seems likely that all 44 second generation
suppressor mutants contained the same 538-bp deletion across exoYF; however, it cannot be
ruled out that a different second-site mutation occurred in some of these second-generation
suppressor mutants.
These results provide strong support for the purposed mechanism for the enrichment of the
second-site mutations which are responsible for the suppressor phenotype. It was
hypothesised that the 538-bp deletion occurred in one cell early during the growth of
R7AΔexoU in broth culture, thereby causing a larger population of suppressor mutants with
this mutation within the broth before transposon mutagenesis took place. During the
transposon mutagenesis, members of this population of suppressor mutants acquired the
transposon in different position within their genomes. Like the first R7AΔexoU suppressor
screen, these suppressor mutants were selected for following the inoculation of L.
corniculatus plants, due to their mutation within exoYF that causing them to be symbiotically
proficient.
One interesting observation during the complementation of R7AΔexoU/4457 and the secondgeneration suppressor mutants with p18-4457 was that the observed colony phenotypes were
different to R7A wild-type; in particular, the complemented suppressor mutants were less
mucoid than R7A wild-type. The cause of this phenotype may have something to do with the
inability to complement R7AΔexoU/4457 and R7AΔexoU/SM1A with pFAJ::exoYF. p184457 is a pLAFR1-based R7A library cosmid, while pFAJ::exoYF is a pFAJ1700-based
complementing vector that contains the exoYF genes along with their native promoter. Both
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vectors are RK2-derived plasmids that are stable in rhizobia and have a low copy number
(Dombrecht et al., 2001; Friedman et al., 1982), suggesting that the number of copies of
exoYF within the cell should not be an issue. However, p18-4457 also contains a number of
other exo genes (exoQ, exoX, exoU, exoK and mlr5265) where copy number could influence
the phenotype.
One hypothesis for the lack of complementation using pFAJ::exoYF is that the additional
copy number of exoYF in relation to exoU causes an increase in an EPS precursor consisting
of a Gal residue on the lipid carrier, causing a lethal phenotype. Deleterious phenotypes in
relation to EPS biosynthesis mutants have been recorded before, mainly in mutants affected
in the transport/polymerisation of EPS (Marczak et al., 2006; Reuber et al., 1991; Schnaitman
and Klena, 1993). In the situation of introducing pFAJ::exoYF into R7AΔexoU/4457 and
R7AΔexoU/SM1A, there will be an increase in copy number of exoYF compared to the other
exo genes involved in making the EPS monomer. This will cause an increase in the level of
transfer of UDP-Gal to the lipid carrier preformed by ExoY, which we propose as a rate
limiting step in EPS biosynthesis. The Gal-lipid carrier will then be pushed through the EPS
biosynthesis pathway up until exoU, where the mutation is still present, causing an increase in
the production of EPS up to and including the pentasaccharide (produced before the exoU
gene), resulting in a build up at the cytoplasmic side of the inner membrane and the lethal
phenotype observed. In comparison, introduction of p18-4457 into R7AΔexoU/4457 and
R7AΔexoU/SM1A will cause the same increase in ExoY function, but also provide a
functional copy of exoU allowing transition through the EPS biosynthesis pathway which can
alleviate the build up of pentasaccharide EPS to a non-lethal level. An increase in EPS
produced would still be observed, but not the EPS transport system, suggesting a possibility
of accumulation of EPS at the cytoplasmic side of the membrane, which could explain why
R7AΔexoU/4457 and R7AΔexoU/SM1A containing p18-4457 appeared less mucoid than
R7A wild-type. One way of testing this hypothesis is to construct an inducible exoYF
complementing construct and seeing if the increase in ExoY and ExoF results in the observed
lethal phenotype.
Another hypothesis for the failure to complement R7AΔexoU/4457 and R7AΔexoU/SM1A
with pFAJ::exoYF is that there is a problem in the regulation of exo gene expression with
these suppressor mutants. exoX is thought to encode a negative regulator of EPS production
protein, as a mutation in exoX leads to overproduction of succinoglycan in S. meliloti (Zhan
and Leigh, 1990) and EPS in Rhizobium sp. strain NGR234 (Gray et al., 1990). However it
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was observed that the copy number of exoX in relation to exoY affected the levels of
succinoglycan produced by the mutant, with an increase in copy number of exoY in relation to
that of exoX resulting in an overproduction of succinoglycan and vice versa (Zhan and Leigh,
1990). If the interaction between exoX and exoY seen in S. meliloti also occurs in M. loti
R7A, the introduction of pFAJ::exoYF into R7AΔexoU/4457 and R7AΔexoU/SM1A will
result in a greater ratio of exoY in relation to exoX and therefore an overproduction of EPS is
expected. If this is the case, the overproduction of EPS could be detrimental to the cell if it
cannot transport the EPS out of the cytoplasm, which could be happen if exoX has no
influence on the EPS transport system. In comparison, when R7AΔexoU/4457 and
R7AΔexoU/SM1A are introduced with p18-4457, which carries exoX, the ratio of exoY
compared to exoX remains the same as wild-type, and so a similar level of EPS should be
produced compared to wild-type. Little is known about how exoX regulates EPS production,
as mutation of exoX does not affect the expression of exo genes. It is thought that ExoX
regulation of EPS biosynthesis could occur at a post-translational level, possibly mediated via
an interaction with ExoY (Zhan and Leigh, 1990). However, more knowledge about how
exoX regulates EPS is required for validation of this hypothesis.
The characteristics of the R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants are summarised in Table 4.1. The
primary goal of the R7AΔexoU suppressor screen was to determine the basis for the
R7AΔexoU symbiotic deficiency by isolating transposon mutants that relieved the exoU
symbiotic phenotype (such as EPS transport genes). Although new bacterial components
were not identified, the finding that all suppressor mutations were in genes involved in EPS
backbone synthesis strongly supports the hypothesis that the symbiotic phenotype of a
particular exo mutant depends on whether the mutation is in a gene required for EPS
backbone or EPS branch hypothesis (see Section 4.4). The failure to find any suppressor
mutants that mapped to putative EPS transport genes is also consistent with the hypothesis
that predicts exo mutants synthesise a truncated polysaccharide that would be lethal to the cell
if not secreted.
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Table 4.1: Characterisation of R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants.
Strain

Gene disrupted by exo gene(s)
transposon a

Type of mutation

disrupted

1st generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
R7AΔexoU/2244

mlr2244

exoB

188-bp deletion

R7AΔexoU/2385

mll2385

exoB

12-bp deletion

R7AΔexoU/4457

mlr4457

exoYF

Single nucleotide insertion

R7AΔexoU/5197

mll5197

exoB

Single nucleotide deletion

R7AΔexoU/5271

mlr5271 (exoL)

exoL

mTn5 insertion

R7AΔexoU/5271

mlr5272 (exoA)

exoA

mTn5 insertion

exoYF

538-bp deletion

2nd generation R7AΔexoU suppressor mutants
All 44 isolates

Varying

a. MAFF303099 gene encoded at the insertion site from Rhizobase.
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4.2 Mlr5268 and Mll5269 are responsible for incorporation of GlcA and RibA,
respectively.
While the structure M. loti R7A EPS had been characterised before this study was
undertaken, genes responsible for some steps in the biosynthesis had yet to be identified.
These included the genes responsible for the incorporation of GlcA and RibA to the branch
portion of the R7A EPS repeating unit. In this study, mutagenesis of two previously
uncharacterised genes in the exo cluster, mlr5268 and mll5269, and the structural
characterisation of the EPS made by the mutants revealed that their products are required for
the incorporation of GlcA and RibA, respectively, to the growing R7A EPS subunit.
mlr5268 was chosen for investigation due to it encoding a glycosyltransferase, an enzyme
involved in the transfer of monosaccharide moieties to a glycosyl acceptor molecule, and due
to its location within the exo gene cluster. Mutagenesis of mlr5268 resulted in a strain that
had a non-mucoid, hard-colony phenotype on G/RDM and was severely impaired in the
formation of symbiosis with the Lotus species tested. These phenotypes are consistent with
those of other mutants in genes responsible for synthesis of the branch-portion of M. loti R7A
EPS, such as exoU and exoO. Characterisation of the EPS produced by R7A5268 revealed
that it lacked t-RibA and 4-GlcA or t-GlcA residues. An increased level of t-Glc was also
detected (Artur Muszynski, personal communication). These results are consistent with
Mlr5268 acting directly after ExoU in the addition of a GlcA residue to the growing branched
portion of R7A EPS.
Comparison between R7A5268 and R7AexoU revealed some slight phenotypic differences.
Unlike R7AexoU, which only formed escape nodules late in nodulation on L. corniculatus
and no infected nodules on L. japonicus Gifu, R7A5268 formed escape nodules on both Lotus
species. However, bacteria isolated from all escape nodules formed by R7A5268 formed
mucoid colonies and had lost antibiotic resistance, suggesting loss of the pFUS2 insertion.
During confirmation of the pFUS2 mutation of R7A5268 (Section 3.3.3), it was noted that
most likely a triple insertion of pFUS2 had occurred. Multiple insertions during IDM may
result in a mutant that is less stable than one in which a single insertion has occurred. In the
case of R7A5268, inoculation onto plants during nodulation studies removes the antibiotic
selection that would otherwise be in effect when grown on selective media. Therefore, it is
likely that recombination-based reversion events occurred during the nodulation assay,
causing the loss of the triple pFUS2 insertion and subsequently production of wild-type EPS.
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It remains possible that R7A5268 may be less permissive than that of R7AexoU, creating a
strain that completely abolishes symbiosis, which could be important for future studies.
Therefore, it is important to create a stable mlr5268 mutant, either by mTn5 mutagenesis (as
used to produce R7AexoU) or by a markerless-deletion strategy.
While both R7A5268 and R7AexoU formed non-mucoid and hard colonies on G/RDM, there
were some differences in colony morphology on media containing Congo red and Calcofluor.
The use of both indicators has long been utilised to provide a phenotypic difference in surface
PS produced by bacteria, however the binding specificities of both indicators are not well
understood. Congo red is thought to predominantly bind to cellulose (Zevenhuizen et al.,
1986), while Calcofluor binds to β-1,4 and β-1,3 linked polysaccharides via hydrogen bonds
(Rattee and Breur, 1974). Both R7AexoU and R7A5268 colonies absorb Congo red and
Calcofluor when grown on media containing the indicators. However, R7A5268 failed to
produce a halo on G/RDM media containing Congo red or Calcofluor unlike R7AexoU. The
halo produced on these media by R7AexoU colonies is predicted to reflect the binding of
Congo red or Calcofluor to the truncated form of EPS produced by the strain that is secreted
and diffuses into the medium (Kelly et al., 2013). It is known that R7A5268 also makes a
truncated form of EPS (consisting of an extra Glc residue on the branched portion compared
to EPS produced by R7AexoU) that is secreted, as shown by the chemical characterisation
work. It is therefore interesting that a halo is not produced by R7A5268 colonies.
Importantly, the colony morphology and symbiotic profile of R7A5268 are consistent with
mutants in mlr5265, the gene predicted to be responsible for the biosynthesis of the UDPGlcA precursor (Kelly et al., 2013). This suggests that the halo is unique to the exoU
mutation. It is possible that ExoU has another minor role in EPS biosynthesis that allows the
halo to form or that the truncated EPS made by R7AexoU has a specific structure that binds
Calcofluor and Congo red dye within media.
mll5269, which encodes a previously function-unknown protein, was also investigated as a
gene responsible for the addition of GlcA or RibA to M. loti R7A due to its location within
the exo gene cluster and the predicted domain structure for Mll5269. Mll5269 has two
conserved domains that were of particular interest, the PRTase domain and the COG5663
domain, both of which are explained in Section 3.3.1. BlastP of Mll5269 revealed that the
protein is strongly conserved within the Mesorhizobium genus (with amino acid identity >
81%), with further proteins from Rhizobium and Sinorhizobium species showing about 60%
identity. Mutagenesis of mll5269 resulted in a strain that produced an EPS which lacked t138

RibA. Instead, the characterised EPS from R7A5269 contained t-GlcA, consistent with
Mll5269 encoding a transferase responsible for the addition of a RibA residue to the branched
portion of R7A EPS, directly after the addition of GlcA by Mlr5268. Two strains of other
species produce a characterised EPS with a terminal RibA residue, M. huakuii strain My6
(Hisamatsu et al., 1997) and S. meliloti IFO 13336 (Amemura et al., 1981), although their
genomes have not been sequenced to identify whether an Mll5269 homolog is present. An
Mll5269 homolog (41% identity) has been characterised in Shigella boydii, with wbaM, a
ribofuranosyltransferase gene, shown to be responsible for the incorporation of a ribofuranose
(Ribf) residue to GlcA via a 1,4 linkage in the biosynthesis of Type 10 O-antigen
(Senchenkova et al., 2005).
Surprisingly, the mll5269 mutant strain had an indistinguishable colony and symbiotic
phenotype compared to R7A wild-type. The RibA portion of R7A EPS is therefore not
required for the production of a mucoid colony phenotype, suggesting that HMW EPS is still
being produced at comparable rates to R7A wild-type. Similarly, the RibA residue is not
required for the nodulation of the five Lotus species examined in this study, as the rate of
nodulation of R7A5269 was indistinguishable from that of R7A wild-type on all species. This
raises an important question regarding the role of the RibA residue in M. loti R7A EPS.
Mll5269 is strongly conserved in the Mesorhizobium genus only and is also present in a few
Rhizobium and Sinorhizobium strains. Chelativorans, a genus belonging to the same family as
Mesorhizobium (Phyllobacteriaceae), do not have any conserved proteins similar to Mll5269
(although there are not many Chelativorans genomes sequenced). The closest families to
Phyllobacteriaceae, Bartonellaceae and Brucella, also do not contain genes that encode
proteins similar to Mll5269 detectable by a BlastP search (cut-off 1E-5). This suggests that
the acquisition of the RibA residue in the Mesorhizobium family may occurred as an
adaptation to the interaction between the rhizobia and their host plants.
It is also interesting to note that in nearly all rhizobia that have a homologue of mll5269 also
have homologues of three other genes nearby, mlr5266 (which encodes the protein thought to
be responsible for biosynthesis of UDP-RibA), mlr5267 (encodes an 149 amino acid long
protein of unknown function) and mll5270 (exoT, encoding a putative EPS transport protein).
These include all Mesorhizobium species, as well as S. fredii strains USDA257 and GR64 and
R. sullae strain WSM1592, although gene orders can be different. As an exception, R. etli
strains do not contain homologues of the three other genes present near the mll5269
homologue. The conserved association of these genes suggests that their functions may be
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intertwined, perhaps acting as a complex. The association between mlr5266 and mll5269
would allow biosynthesis of UDP-RibA and incorporation of RibA onto the EPS monomer to
be linked. Little is known about mlr5267 as an mlr5267 mutant has not been isolated. The
association of these genes with exoT is a little harder to understand. It is possible that a
complex of mlr5266-mlr5267-mll5269 gene products may form near or associated with the
EPS transport complex; hence the association with exoT, as the acquisition of RibA to R7A
EPS is predicted to be the last step before transport and polymerisation.
A possible role of the RibA component within EPS is that it provides a beneficial role in the
survival of Mesorhizobium in the soil or in colonisation of the plant root. The RibA
component could provide improved stability to the EPS molecule and potentially decrease the
chances of desiccation tolerance occurring. This could be tested by examining the physical
properties of the EPS made by R7A5269 compared to R7A wild-type and performing a
desiccation study between the two strains. Alternatively, it may be important for the
formation of biofilms on the root, which can be examined through biofilm assays on both
abiotic surfaces and plant roots. A competition study between R7A5269 and R7A wild-type
may provide evidence of improved colonisation with EPS containing RibA. These
experiments need to be performed before any definitive role for the RibA component in R7A
EPS can be determined.
4.3 EPS backbone mutants are delayed in infection and establishment of nitrogen-fixing
nodules.
Previously, the symbiotic deficiency in the exoU mutant in M. loti R7A has been well
characterised, with a number of lines of evidence supporting the proposed model that
R7AexoU secretes a truncated EPS that causes a signal incompatibility with a plant receptor,
resulting in cessation of nodulation (Kelly et al., 2013). However, the symbiotic proficiency
of R7AexoB (an EPS backbone mutant) has been harder to explain. Kelly et al. (2013)
proposed two alternative models for symbiotic ability of R7AexoB from his experimental
data: firstly, an alternative polysaccharide may provide a complementary signal in the
absence of any form of wild-type EPS; or secondly, the surface molecules that normally
activate the host plant defence response before symbiosis are absent.
To address this, new M. loti R7A EPS biosynthesis mutants were constructed in genes
predicted to be required for the synthesis of the backbone portion (exoN, exoY and exoA).
Mutations within exoY (R7AexoY and R7AΔexoYF) and exoA (R7AexoA) produced strains
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with a non-mucoid, soft colony phenotype that was consistent with R7AexoB and
R7AΔexoA, suggesting that they too did not secrete any EPS. However, the three strains
produced a contrasting symbiotic ability on L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu to that
reported for R7AexoB (and, to a lesser extent R7AΔexoA). The formation of nodules on
R7AexoY-, R7AΔexoYF- and R7AexoA-inoculated L. corniculatus plants was initially
delayed before the nodulation rate caught up to that seen with wild-type R7A. A more severe
delay was seen on L. japonicus Gifu plants, with nodulation never recovering to the rate of
wild-type R7A. Re-examination of the symbiotic performance of R7AexoB on L.
corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu revealed that it also showed a nodulation delay (see
Figure 3.46), that had been overlooked previously.
A nodulation delay has been noted in R. leguminosarum in relation to EPS mutants. A mutant
within the pssA gene, which is equivalent to exoY in M. loti R7A as it encodes the protein that
catalyses the transfer of UDP-glucose to its lipid carrier forming the beginning of the
backbone portion of R. leguminosarum acidic EPS, shows an initial delay in nodulation of
pea seedlings. White nodules form initially at day 7 (the same time as wild-type), but take 1014 days to turn into pink, nitrogen-fixing nodules (compared to 3-4 days in wild-type). As a
result of this delay, the pea seedlings show signs of nitrogen deficiency, before the number of
nodules increases and at 28 dpi, the signs of nitrogen fixation appear (Williams et al., 2008).
In other rhizobia, disruption of genes responsible for the biosynthesis of the EPS backbone
portion result in a symbiotically deficient strain when inoculated onto their host legume,
including the exoY mutant of S. meliloti on Medicago sativa (Neihaus et al., 1993) and the
exoB mutant of Bradyrhizobium japonicum USDA 110 on soybean plants (Quelas et al.,
2010). However, after prolonged incubation (50 dpi), the S. meliloti exoY mutant was able to
form nitrogen-fixing nodules on 25% of plants (Neihaus et al., 1993). It seems that the
mutation of genes involved in EPS backbone synthesis, leading to an EPS null phenotype,
can lead to spectrum of symbiotic ability, dependant on the rhizobium and host legume. This
ranges from the small delay in nodulation seen by R7AΔexoYF (and other EPS backbone
mutants in M. loti R7A) on L. corniculatus, through to severe nodulation delay seen by the S.
meliloti exoY mutant on Medicago sativa.
The exoN mutant does not fit the trend compared to other mutant strains involved in EPS
backbone synthesis. R7AexoN produced a mucoid colony phenotype on G/RDM, however, it
appeared less mucoid than R7A wild-type. This suggests that R7AexoN was still able to
make HMW EPS, but it was not as efficient at making it as R7A wild-type. R7AexoN was
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also symbiotically proficient on both L. corniculatus and L. japonicus Gifu at rates
comparable to R7A wild-type, suggesting the EPS produced by the strain was sufficient to
initiate effective symbiosis. These results are indicative of a partial complementation, with
the role of the exoN gene product to synthesise UDP-Glc being undertaken by another gene
product. A BLASTP search of the exoN gene product within the M. loti MAFF303099 and
R7A genomes revealed a 64% identity to the product of mll3025 (R7A_3842), which is
annotated as a UTP-glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase, and hence a likely candidate to
perform the role of UDP-Glc synthesis. A similar result was observed with an exoN mutant of
S. meliloti, where the strain was symbiotically proficient, but only synthesised 60% of the
EPS amount compared to wild-type (Becker et al., 1993).
To investigate the cause of the delay in nodulation seen by the M. loti R7A EPS backbone
mutants, R7AΔexoYF was chosen for further analysis. Firstly, a competition assay with R7A
wild-type was undertaken to determine if the strain secreting no EPS (R7AΔexoYF) was
outcompeted by a strain secreting wild-type EPS. Surprisingly, a small delay in nodulation of
L. japonicus Gifu plants inoculated with a 1:1 ratio of R7A:R7AΔexoYF was observed,
suggests that R7AΔexoYF was affecting R7A wild-type infection in some way. It had been
expected that the wild-type EPS secreted by R7A would functionally complement
R7AΔexoYF by providing the wild-type signal to the plant. Interestingly, when the nodules
were harvested, a large percentage of the bacteria recovered were R7A wild-type, with only
two nodules recovered from plants inoculated with a 1:100 ratio of R7A:R7AΔexoYF
occupied by R7AΔexoYF. This would suggest that R7AΔexoYF was outcompeted by R7A
wild-type for sites for successful infection. However, for unknown reasons, over 70% of
nodules crushed did not produce growth. It is speculated that during the surface sterilisation
of the nodules resulted in the killing of the nodule bacteria prior to crushing. It is also be
possible that the lack of EPS displayed R7AΔexoYF may make it more susceptible to the
ethanol/H2O2 than the R7A which displays wild-type EPS, resulting in the observed reduction
in the recovery of R7AΔexoYF from nodules. Because of these biases, it is hard to draw any
conclusion from this experiment, as it is possible that a greater number of nodules did
harbour R7AΔexoYF than observed. This competition experiment should be repeated, with
particular caution undertaken at the time of harvesting and sterilising the nodules, including
reducing the time of exposure to the ethanol/H2O2 mix used during the surface sterilisation
method.
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The ability of R7AΔexoYF to form ITs was also examined, to see if the delay in nodulation
was due to a delay in IT formation. The L. japonicus Gifu plants inoculated with
R7AΔexoYF formed reduced numbers of ITs compared to wild-type R7A, with only about
one-third of the number of long ITs formed on R7AΔexoYF-inoculautated plants inoculated
compared to wild-type R7A at 14 dpi. There was no reduction in the formation of short ITs.
The reduction in long ITs has also been seen with R7AexoB (Simon Kelly, personal
communication). This suggests that the lack of an EPS signal by R7AΔexoYF (and
R7AexoB) impaired the efficiency of initiated ITs to extend to the base of the root hair and
into the cortical cells. If this was the case, it is expected that an increase in the frequency of
short IT formation would occur over time. However this was not seen in the studies with
R7AΔexoYF. A number of factors could explain this observation, including regulation of the
number of infection threads formed by invading rhizobia by the host plant (Kouchi et al.,
2010). Importantly, the IT extension process was not abolished altogether, as seen in IT
formation by R7AexoU (Kelly et al., 2013), suggesting that the required mechanics for
infection thread formation were present.
R7AΔexoYF-inoculated Gifu plants also formed a number of deformed and discontinuous
ITs, with gaps in the line of fluorescent cells observed. It seems possible that the gaps formed
as a result of cells lysing within the IT due to osmotic stress. However, discontinuous ITs has
also been observed in ITs formed on wild-type R7A inoculated plants (Simon Kelly, personal
communication), but they were not observed in this study and so must occur at a much lower
frequency than observed for R7AΔexoYF -inoculated plants. It is possible that R7AΔexoYF
is more prone to osmotic stress during growth in ITs due to the lack of EPS. More
information is required before a definitive conclusion can be drawn, including counting
discontinuous ITs formed on R7AΔexoYF- and R7A wild-type-inoculated plants and
possible time-lapse imagery of developing ITs to confirm that lysing cells are the cause of
discontinuous ITs.
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An interesting observation made during the IT assay was that R7AΔexoYF appeared to
colonise the L. japonicus Gifu roots less efficiently than R7A wild-type. Previous studies
have shown that EPS is important in the formation of biofilms, and subsequent colonisation
of plant roots. The pssA (equivalent to exoY) mutant of R. leguminosarum was unable to
colonise the root hairs of its host plant Vicia hirsuta, instead only colonising the root
epidermal cell boundaries (Williams et al., 2008). Unlike the pssA mutant, R7AΔexoYF was
able to colonise the root hairs of L. japonicus Gifu. The pssA mutant also shows reduced
biofilm formation compared to wild-type R. leguminosarum in shaking cultures (Russo et al.,
2006), while an exoY mutant of S. meliloti shows a similar trend in static cultures (Fujishige
et al., 2006). In contrast, R7AΔexoYF and R7AexoB both produced larger biofilms than R7A
wild-type in shaking cultures; however, this result may not be reliable. The broth culture of
R7A wild-type produced a large amount of foam compared to the other test cultures (see
Figure 3.35). It is believed the R7A wild-type culture may have been contaminated with a
chemical that foams (e.g. a detergent from washing of the flasks) that may have impacted
biofilm formation. As the biofilm assay was one of the last experiments performed, time
restraints mean that replication of this experiment was not possible.
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4.4 Backbone vs. branch EPS mutant hypothesis.
From results obtained in this study, hypotheses to explain the symbiotic phenotypes of M. loti
R7A EPS biosynthesis mutants can now be refined (Figure 4.1). We now consider that there
are two types of R7A EPS mutants, EPS backbone mutants and EPS branch mutants, each of
which have distinctive phenotypes.
Disruption of genes involved in the synthesis of the EPS backbone portion (e.g. exoB, exoY,
exoA) produces mutants that are symbiotically proficient on Lotus species, but with a delay in
nodule formation compared to wild-type R7A. The mutants show a delay in infection thread
formation and subsequent primordia infection compared to R7A wild-type but not in the
induction of primordia, suggesting that the signal for primordia initiation is still present
(likely to be Nod factor). We hypothesise that wild-type EPS does not play an essential
structural role in nodulation, but instead it is required for an efficient infection process as the
lack of an EPS signal (but with other signalling molecules such as Nod factor present) results
in a delay in the infection process, rather than complete loss of the process. For this reason,
we speculate that the plant receptor that perceives EPS is constitutively providing a positive
signal for infection and that wild-type EPS provides an extra positive signal that is required
for an efficient infection process (Figure 4.1B).
In contrast, disruption of genes involved in the synthesis of the EPS branch (e.g. exoO, exoU,
mlr5268) results in mutants that are symbiotically deficient, forming uninfected nodule
primordia. These branch mutants synthesise, polymerise and secrete a truncated EPS
molecule that severely impairs their ability to elongate initiated ITs. Evidence, such as
impaired nodulation by R7A and R7AexoB when L. japonicus Gifu plants were preinoculated with R7AexoU, suggests that the truncated EPS acts as a negative signal (Figure
4.1B), indicating danger to the plant and initiating a response that prevents infection (Kelly et
al., 2013). In this study, we have provided new evidence that symbiotic deficiency as a result
of the production of truncated EPS extends beyond exoU within the biosynthesis pathway for
R7A EPS. We have shown that a strain with a mutation within mlr5268, which provides the
addition of the GlcA residue to EPS, also behaves similar way to the exoU mutants, by
producing a truncated EPS that results in a symbiotic deficiency when inoculated onto Lotus
plants. In contrast, the RibA component of R7A EPS is not required for establishment of a
successful infection with plants, nor is required for the polymerisation of LMW into HMW
EPS.
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Figure 4.1: Backbone vs. branch EPS mutant hypothesis.
A) Updated biosynthesis pathway of M. loti R7A EPS from Figure 1.6. Mutation of genes
encoding enzymes in blue will result in a backbone EPS mutant, while a mutation of genes
encoding enzymes in red will lead to a branch EPS mutant. mlr5266 and mll5269 (green),
whose gene products are responsible for synthesising and incorporating the RibA portion do
not fit the backbone vs. branch hypothesis. B) Schematic of the model for signalling between
M. loti R7A EPS mutants and the hypothesised Lotus plant receptor. Wild-type EPS
stimulates an enhanced positive signal from the plant receptor, leading to a proficient
infection process of Lotus plants. Truncated EPS produced by branch mutants stimulates a
negative signal, leading to a deficient infection process. No EPS present on backbone mutants
leads to no change in receptor signalling, which is constitutively but weakly positive and
leads to a delay in the infection process.
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4.5 Development of a model for the transport of EPS in M. loti R7A.
In this study, we have proposed a model for the polymerisation and transport of M. loti R7A
EPS across the inner and outer cell membranes into the external environment (see Figure
3.41). This model is based on sequence homology of a number of R7A EPS biosynthesis
genes that have previously been implicated in EPS transport with components of the
Wzx/Wzy/Wzc/Wza transport mechanism characterised in E. coli (Whitfield, 2006).
Transport models suggested for other rhizobial species also provided input for this model
(Gonzalez et al., 1998; Marczak et al., 2013; Mazur et al., 2005). Nevertheless some caution
should be exercised in assigning potential functions for the gene products within the R7A
EPS transport model based on sequence homology alone in the absence of biological
evidence.
One piece of biological evidence that supports this model is the isolation of an exoT mutant
within the R7AΔexoYF background and subsequent defective growth experienced when the
ΔexoYF mutation was complemented. Other studies have reported difficulty in making an
exoT (or equivalent wzx gene) mutants in bacteria, due to the accumulation of EPS within the
cytoplasm of cells causing a lethal phenotype (Mazur et al., 2005; Schnaitman and Klena,
1993). To overcome this problem, isolation of an exoT mutant was attempted in three mutants
(as well as wild-type), R7AΔexoU, R7AΔexoYF and R7AΔexoU/SM1A (effectively a
ΔexoYF, ΔexoU double mutant). The reasoning for choosing the three strains is outlined in
Section 3.5.3. Attempts to isolate exoT mutants in both wild-type R7A and R7AΔexoU
backgrounds failed, which was expected as both strains synthesise and secrete EPS. An exoT
mutant was, however, isolated in the R7AΔexoYF background. Subsequent complementation
with pFAJ::exoYF revealed a severe growth inhibition in the transconjugants, which is
consist with the lethal phenotype hypothesis, and suggests exoT is involved in the transport of
EPS in M. loti R7A.
Surprisingly, isolation of an exoT mutant in the R7AΔexoU/SM1A background failed. This
was not expected as R7AΔexoU/SM1A should not secrete any EPS due to the disruption in
exoY; indeed it is essentially identical to R7AΔexoYF in terms of EPS production. This result
is most likely to be due to being unlucky in that all putative isolates failed to incorporate
pFUS2::exoT into the genome, and therefore gave a similar colony phenotype with GmR as
the expected mutant. However, as mentioned earlier, there have been previous problems with
mating in plasmids (in particular pFAJ::exoYF) into R7AΔexoU/SM1A (see Section 4.1),
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although our hypothesis for this should not apply to the introduction of pFUS2::exoT and the
isolation of an exoT mutant of R7AΔexoU/SM1A. Because of this earlier observation, we
cannot rule out another potential reason for why R7AΔexoU/SM1A did not accept some
plasmids. To examine whether it was purely unlucky or a true observation, a double
markerless mutant R7AΔexoUΔexoYF has been constructed, with the introduction of
pFUS2::exoT currently being pursued (Bjorn Fowler, personal communication). Establish of
a triple mutant will confirm that the failure to isolate an exoT mutant in R7AΔexoU/SM1A
was just unlucky. The triple mutant can also be examined to see whether the truncated EPS
secreted by the exoU mutant is transported out of the cell by the same machinery as wild-type
EPS, through complementation of the ΔexoYF mutation.
A number of experiments are suggested to provide validity for our model for EPS transport in
M. loti R7A. Interactional analysis, such as the bacterial two-hybrid (BTH) method can
provide information on whether the transport proteins interact with each other as the
proposed model suggests. A BTH study revealed such results in R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii
TA1 (RtTA1), providing evidence for their model of EPS transport (Marczak et al., 2013).
BTH studies can also show if proteins interact with themselves to form multimeric
complexes, as was the case with PssN in RtTA1 (equivalent to ExoF in M. loti R7A), which
forms a multi-complex pore through the outer membrane (Marczak et al., 2013). Mutational
studies of other proteins involved in the transport of polysaccharides have been successful,
providing unique phenotypes. Mutation of pssT in R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii TA1
(equivalent to exoQ in M. loti R7A) revealed a strain that produced more EPS and with a
greater amount of HMW EPS than wild-type (Mazur et al., 2003). It is also likely that other
potential components of the EPS transport system are yet to be identified, as recently a
second co-polymerase protein, PssP2, has been shown to regulate EPS polymerisation in R.
leguminosarum alongside the original co-polymerase, PssP (equivalent to ExoP) (Marczak et
al., 2014).
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4.6 The effects of EPS during symbiosis are dependent on the host.
Throughout this study, it was observed that different Lotus species can produce a different
symbiotic phenotype when inoculated with the same R7A EPS biosynthesis mutant. In
particular, the delay in nodulation shown by plants inoculated with EPS backbone mutants
ranged from a slight delay on L. corniculatus plants through to severely delayed on L.
japonicus Gifu. This suggests that the effects of the proposed signalling role for EPS the
rhizobium-legume symbiosis are dependent on the host plant and its response to changes in
EPS structure. For example, the defence response elicited by L. japonicus Gifu against an
EPS backbone mutant during the early stages of infection maybe greater than that elicited by
L. corniculatus; hence a longer delay in nodulation occurs before the EPS backbone mutant
can overcome the defence response and nodulate L. japonicus Gifu plants compared to L.
corniculatus.
Interestingly, there were also differences seen in nodulation between two ecotypes of the
same species. L. japonicus Gifu plants inoculated with EPS backbone mutants provided a
more severe delay in nodulation compared to L. japonicus MG20 plants, while MG20 plants
also produced more escape nodules when inoculated with symbiotically deficient strains
compared to Gifu plants. This suggests that even within the same species, different ecotypes
may elicit different plant defence responses.
These observations, although preliminary as only one replicate has been performed, add
emphasis to the specificity of rhizobium-legume symbiosis. Not all rhizobium-legume
interactions are similar, even within the same species. Different interactions elicit different
responses, and understanding these interactions may lead to defining optimal conditions for
efficient nodule formation and nitrogen fixation. A number of other factors can also be tested
to examine the optimal conditions for the Mesorhizobium-Lotus symbiosis, for example
temperature, humidity and nutrient availability. Ultimately, identifying an optimal condition
for symbiosis would be beneficial for the agricultural industry to boost yields of leguminous
crops without the need of nitrogenous fertilisers.
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Appendix A
Growth media
All media and media-stock solutions were autoclaved unless indicated. Davis agar was added
(16 g/L) for solid media. After autoclaving, media was cooled in a 55°C water bath prior to
the addition of antibiotics.
Rhizobia defined media (RDM) (per litre)
10 mL Salts solution
10 mL BTB
6 mL NH4Cl
1 mL Trace elements
100 mg L-histindine
Dissolve and adjust to pH 6.5-7.0 with 2 M KOH, then autoclave.
For G/RDM, add 20 mL 20% Glucose [w/v] and 10 mL Phosphates solution
For S/RDM, add 200 mL 20% Sucrose [w/v] and 10 mL Phosphates solution
For G/RDM containing 0.02% Calcofluor, 200 mg of fluorescent brightener-28 (Sigma) that
had been dissolved in 10 mL of milli-Q water and filter-sterilised was added after
autoclaving. For G/RDM containing 0.01% Congo red, 10 μL of a 1% [w/v] stock solution
was added prior to autoclaving
RDM stock solutions
Phosphate solution (per litre)
100 g K2HPO4
100 g KH2PO4
Salts solution (per litre)
25 g MgSO4.7H2O
2 g CaCl2.2H2O
1.5 g FeEDTA (or 0.66 g FeCl3 and 1.5 g EDTA)
20 g NaCl
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Trace Elements (200 mL)
3 mg ZnSO4.7H2O
40 mg Na2MoO4.2H2O
50 mg H3BO3
40 mg MnSO4.H2O
4 mg CuSO4.5H2O
1 mL COCl2.6H2O (0.2 g/L)
Bromothymol Blue (BTB) (per litre)
2 g BTB
LB (per litre)
10 g Bacto-tryptone
5 g Yeast extract
5 g NaCl
TY (per litre)
5 g Bacto-tryptone
3 g Yeast extract
2 mL CaCl2.6H2O (0.65 g/mL)
For TY containing 0.02% Calcofluor, 200 mg of fluorescent brightener-28 (Sigma) that had
been dissolved in 10 mL of milli-Q water and filter-sterilised was added after autoclaving.
Jensen’s seedling agar (per litre)
To 500 mL distilled water add:
1 g CaHPO4
0.2 g K2HPO4
0.2 g MgSO4.7H2O
0.1 g NaCl
0.1 g FeCl3
Mix to dissolve solutes. Autoclave.
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To 500 mL distilled water add:
12 g agar
Autoclave
Add molten agar to dissolved solutes, mix and pour approximately 40 mL into square (10 x
10 cm) petri dishes or approximately 8 mL into plant tubes, with both sitting on an angle to
create a slant of the media.
Hoagland’s solution (per litre)
To 1 L distilled water add:
0.19 g K2HPO4
0.39 g KCl
0.73 g CaCl2.2H2O
0.37 g MgSO4.7H2O
1 mL Fe EDTA solution
1 mL Hoagland’s micronutrients
Autoclave.
Fe EDTA solution (per litre)
17.2 g FeSO4.7H2O added to 250 mL 1 M KOH and mixed lightly for 5 min. Then add 22.8 g
EDTA in 1000 mL water and mix vigorously overnight.
Hoagland’s micronutrients (per litre)
0.22 g ZnSO4.7H2O
0.08 g CuSO4.5H2O
1.81 g MnCl2.4H2O
2.86 g H3BO3
0.02 g Na2MoO4.4H2O
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Appendix B
Buffers and Solutions
Unless otherwise stated, buffers and solutions were made up to 1 L in distilled water and
autoclaved.
20x SSC (per litre)
(1x SSC is 0.15 M NaCl, 15 mM sodium citrate [pH 7])
88.2 g Trisodium citrate
175.3 g NaCl
Adjust to pH 7 with concentrated HCl and make up to 1 L with distilled water.
5 M NaCl (per litre)
292.2 g NaCl
Dissolve on a heated stirrer and make up to 1 L with distilled water.
10% SDS (per litre)
100 g sodium dodecyl sulphate
Dissolve at 37°C and make up to 1 L with distilled water, do not autoclave.
10 M NaOH (50 mL)
20 g NaOH pellets
Make up to 50mL with distilled water, do not autoclave.
0.5 M EDTA (200 mL)
37.22 g EDTA (disodium salt)
4 g NaOH
Adjust to pH 8 and make up to 200 mL with distilled water
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50x TAE buffer (per litre)
(1x TAE is 40 rnM Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA)
242.9 g tris base
57.1 mL glacial acetic acid
100 mL of 0.5 M EDTA
Make up to 1 L with distilled water, do not autoclave
Tracking dye (per mL)
300 μL bromophenol blue (10 mg/ ml)
300 μL glycerol
300 μL Milli-Q water
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